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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Wednesday, June 28, 2017 – 7:00pm
Lorraine Morton Civic Center, 2100 Ridge Avenue, James C. Lytle City Council Chambers
AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER / DECLARATION OF QUORUM
2. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES OF May 24, 2017
3. ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION
A. Storefront Modernization Grant for 2113 Greenleaf
B. Entrepreneurship Program Updates
C. Patisserie Coralie
D. Great Merchant Grants
E. 128-130 Chicago Avenue Project
4. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSSION
A. Wayfinding Signage Update
B. Code Evanston / Blue 1647
C. Storefront Modernization Program Report
5. COMMUNICATIONS
A. Monthly Economic Development Communication
B. RETT Report
C. Announcements/Updates from EDC Members
6. ADJOURNMENT

Order of Agenda Items is subject to change. Information about the Economic Development
Committee is available at http://www.cityofevanston.org/economicdev special-councilcommittees/economic-development-committee/index.php. Questions can be directed to Paul
Zalmezak at 847.448.8013. The City of Evanston is committed to making all public meetings
accessible to persons with disabilities. Any citizen needing mobility or communications access
assistance should contact the City Manager’s Office 48 hours in advance of the scheduled
meeting so that accommodations can be made at 847-448-8683 (Voice) or 847-448-8064
(TYY).
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Wednesday, May 24, 2017 – 7:00pm
Lorraine Morton Civic Center, 2100 Ridge Avenue, James C. Lytle City Council Chambers
Members Present:
Members Absent:
Staff Present:

Ald. Braithwaite, Ald. Wynne, Ald. Wilson, Ald. Rue, Ald.
Rainey, M. Berns J. Sierant, H. Powell
T. Dubin
J. Leonard, P. Zalmezak, C. Plante

1. CALL TO ORDER / DECLARATION OF QUORUM
Ald. Wynne called the meeting to order at 7:07 pm.
2. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES OF April 26, 2017
Ald. Braithwaite moved approval
Ald rue seconded.
Approved 8-0.
3. ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION
A. Annual Funding Request for Chicago’s North Shore Convention & Visitors Bureau
Gina Speckman from the North Shore Convention and visitors’ bureau gave a presentation
on NSCVB’s past and upcoming activities and annual funding request. This year’s request
is for $81,174, representing a 3% increase over last year. This is the first time municipal
dues have increased since ’09.
Ald. Braithwaite asked about the organization’s total budget.
Ms. Speckman said that it isn’t posted publicly but that she can share it. NSCVB follows a
July 1 fiscal year.
J. Leonard added that it will be included in the City Council packet when this moves on for
Council Approval.
Ald. Wilson moved approval.
Ald. Braithwaite seconded.
Approved 8-0
B. Entrepreneurship Grants
C. Plante provided an introduction of the program, which was created in April to provide
small grants to Evanston entrepreneurs of up to $2,500 to help with business expenses
including professional services, work space, insurance, certifications, software, tools and
equipment. The program also allows for up to $1,000 in assistance with City permitting and
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licensing fees. The program was developed with input from the MWEBE committee and
external partner organizations including Sunshine Enterprises and LEND. These three
applicants are the first to submit requests for funding under the new program.
Ald. Wilson expressed concern that there isn’t language making the program means-tested
or strictly need based. Wants these applicants to still move forward, but would like to see
updates to the guidelines.
C. Plante said that this is the first class of applicants and we’re learning too, so we can
easily come back next month with an update.
H. Powell said that it should be structured as a low-interest loan rather than an outright
grant.
Ald. Rue asked if the storefront grant program was structured as a loan or a grant.
C. Plante responded that it’s structured as a 5-year forgivable loan; program participants
have to either execute an assignment of the obligation to a successor in interest or pay
back a prorated amount if they close or sell within 5 years of receiving funding. This has
only come up once since I’ve been working on this program, and in that case an
assignment was executed, so in practice there hasn’t been a case in recent years where
someone has been required to pay anything back.
i - Jennifer’s Edibles
Ms. Plante introduced Jennifer Eason of Jennifer’s Edibles. Ms. Eason participated in
Community Business Academy last year and is requesting $2,500 in assistance to
purchase additional kitchen equipment for her restaurant and catering business.
Ald. Wilson moved approval
Ald. Simmons seconded.
Approved 8-0.
ii - Human Success Factors
Dori Mendoza operates Human Success Factors as a home-based career counseling
business. She also completed Community Business Academy last year and is
requesting $2,500 in assistance for software licensing and assistance in launching a
website for the business.
Ald. Braithwaite moved approval.
H. Powell seconded.
Approved 8-0.
iii - Sharp Edge Crossfit
Ald. Rainey asked about lease term.
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Ms. Mintz said that it’s all contingent on approval of the special use, but that being
said, the ask is for 3 years plus a 2-year option.
Ald. Rainey asked about tenant improvements from the landlord.
Ms. Mintz said that it’s still part of ongoing lease negotiations but they will be providing
some basic tenant improvement funding.
Wilson moved approval.
Hecky seconded.
Approved 8-0
C. Storefront Modernization Application for Sharp Edge Crossfit at 1324-1326
Dodge Ave.
M. Berns asked for information about program history and how staff has tracked
performance of the storefront program in the past.
C. Plante responded that performance has been tracked in the past, and the committee
was provided an update last winter, but will plan to provide an update next month
since new members have joined the committee since then. In either case, we have
tracked how long businesses have remained at the sites that were improved, and
have added in data on actual spend and participant demographics.
C. Plante introduced the storefront modernization program application for Sharp Edge
Crossfit. The scope of work is complete renovation of the former auto fitness space
at Dempster and Dodge. The location makes it eligible for the maximum $50,000
matching rebate on build-out expenses. The scope of work includes interior
demolition and reconstruction, addition of bathroom and shower space, doors,
electrical, roofing, and potentially fire suppression. As with some of last month’s
applicants, there’s a pretty wide range between the contractor estimates. The
average provided does include the average of all three.
Ald. Rainey said she wanted it noted that the lease isn’t finalized yet for this, and asked
what the lease term will be if approved and whether the landlord is providing tenant
improvements.
C. Plante said that the lease is contingent on special use approval, which will be coming
to Council in June. Staff has met with the landlord’s representative and he’s aware
of and consents to participation in the program. We wanted to get funding approval
this month so that it will go to council at the same time as the special use in order
to avoid delaying construction and opening. If the lease doesn’t move forward, no
money will be spent because the program only provides payment as a
reimbursement after construction is completed.
Ms. Mintz added that the landlord has said they plan to provide tenant improvement
assistance to bring the building up to code and would be a 3 year lease with 2-year
renewal options.
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H. Powell moved approval.
Ald. Wilson seconded.
Approved 8-0.
4. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
A. Lease of 633 Howard Street by Pascal Berthoumieux
P. Zalmezak introduced the proposal by Mr. Berthoumieux to lease 633 Howard for a
second location of Patisserie Coralie.
6. ADJOURNMENT
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For Economic Development Committee Meeting of June 28, 2017
For Consideration

Item 3A

Memorandum
To:

Chair and Members of the Economic Development Committee

From:

Martin Lyons, Assistant City Manager/CFO
Paul Zalmezak, Economic Development Division Manager
Cindy Plante, Economic Development Coordinator

Subject:

Storefront Modernization Program Application for 2113 Greenleaf

Date:

June 28, 2017

Recommended Action:
Staff supports a recommendation from the Economic Development Committee to City
Council for approval of financial assistance through the Storefront Modernization
Program for 2113 Greenleaf in an amount not to exceed $25,000 for façade renovations
associated with the building’s redevelopment into several smaller office and warehouse
spaces. The proposed scope of work includes demolition, masonry, carpentry, glazing,
stucco, concrete, and metalwork.
Funding Source:
The Economic Development Program’s Business District Improvement Account
(100.15.5300.65522). The approved Fiscal Year 2017 Budget allocated a total of
$350,000 for this account to fund both the Storefront Modernization and Great Merchant
Grant programs. To date, $8,416.50 has been spent from this account, leaving
$341,583 available for expenditure. If upcoming Great Merchant Grant funding requests
are also approved, $283,033.50 will remain available.
Livability Benefit:
Economy and Jobs: retain and expand local businesses
Built Environment: enhance public spaces
Background:
The Storefront Modernization Program provides a financial incentive to property owners
and their commercial tenants to invest in improvements to commercial property in
Evanston. The program was previously known as the façade improvement program,
and eligible expenses were limited to street-facing exterior improvements such as
windows, doors, signage, painting, and the like. In 2015, the program was expanded to
allow for funding of interior improvements such as plumbing, HVAC, and carpentry for
businesses located on targeted business corridors in Evanston. Applicants are eligible
to receive a forgivable loan of up to 50% of the total qualifying project cost, up to a
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maximum amount of $50,000 for qualifying interior renovations and $25,000 for façadeonly projects, depending on the size of the building being improved.
Applicants are required to obtain three written bids for the renovation work proposed,
with at least one of the three bids being provided by an Evanston-based contractor
when possible. The program is intended to help modernize aging building stock in
targeted development areas and improve the aesthetics individual commercial
businesses within their respective business districts. (For more detailed information,
please refer to the Program Guidelines online.)
Summary:
The building at 2113 Greenleaf comprises 20,291 square feet of space and 349 feet of
frontage. The applicant, Andy Spatz acquired the property when its previous occupant,
Collins Bros., LLC relocated to Indiana, and is working to redevelop the building into 17
smaller commercial spaces to accommodate office, warehouse, studio, and light
industrial uses, with each space having its own separate entryway. Mr. Spatz is
requesting funding assistance for the exterior work only, which includes demolition,
masonry, carpentry, concrete, glazing, stucco, and metalwork.
The applicant is acting as the general contractor for this project, and has submitted
three bids for each of twelve trades within the scope of work as summarized below. The
average of the bids submitted for the proposed façade renovation work was $304,554.
Mr. Spatz intends to use the low bidders, which will bring the expected cost to
$286,455. In either case, the maximum reimbursement allowed for façade projects is
$25,000.
Interior & Exterior Demo

Byrdson Co., Inc.
1929 Darrow, Evanston, IL

Done Demolition & Disposal
5822 W. Campbell (apt 2)
Chicago IL 60659

$

$

Exteror Aluminum (labor)

6,868.00

EKA Enterprise
Corp.
2157 W. 18th Pl.
Chicago, IL 60608

8,000.00

MSM Carpentry
3241 N. Ottawa
Chicago, IL 60639

Mulroy Demolition &
Excavation
7214 Keystone
Lincolnwood, IL 60712

$

19,000.00

Red Feather
Carpentry
6253 Milwaukee
Ave.
Chicago, IL 60646

average

$

11,289.33

average

Masonry

28,140.00

Peterson Aluminum
1005 Tonne Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL

29,900.00

MCBI
1780 McCall Dr.
Shelbyville, IN

$ 14,700.00

$

35,500.00

Berridge Mfg.
6515 Fratt Rd.
San Antonio, TX

$ 11,300.00

$

31,180.00

average

$

$

Ornamental Iron

Master Mason
456 W. Frontage Rd. #2
Northfield, IL 60093

$

13,464.00

Hynek Construction
9101 Oak Park Ave.
Morton Grove, IL 60053

$

29,900.00

Lakewood Iron
1252 S. Barry
Chicago, IL 60657
Spencer Welding
Co.
3215 Doolittle Ave.
Northbrook, IL
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Exterior Aluminum (materials)

$9,172

$11,724

Stucco

$

34,254.00

$

37,300.00

J. Loerzel
1441 Riverview Ave.
Des Plaines, IL
Lasco
1312 W. North Shore
Ave.
Chicago, IL 60626

$ 40,383.00

$ 47,500.00

60062

P&P Building
1170 Hilary Ln.
Highland Park, IL 60035
average

$

31,300.00

$

24,888.00

Advance Steel
Services
4722 W. Harrison,
St.
Chicago, IL 60644
average

Glass Entry Doors/Windows

AA Home Improvement
1095 Ironwood Dr.
Elgin, IL 60120

Quality Glass & Mirror
601 Carboy Rd.
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

average

$

49,200.00

Arlington Structural Steel
1727 E. Davis St.
Arlington Hts. IL 60005

D&D Concrete
2911 Cicero Ave.
Chicago, IL 60641

$

57,400.00

Merit Concrete
4143 W. Tripp Ave.
Chicago, IL 60641
Natola Conrete
800 Lee St.
Des Plaines, IL
60016

$

53,200.00

average

53,000.00

Structural Steel
Lichenwald & Johnson Iron
PO box 1328
Morton Grove, IL 60053

36,000.00

$

35,851.33

average

Concrete

$

Vittralum
1401 E. Higgins Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL

$

Global Exterior
2093 Fox Ln.
Desplaines, IL 60018

$

$

$ 44,000.00
$ 43,961.00

Lift Rental

42,211.60

Sunbelt Rentals
2605 Beverly Dr.
Aurora Il 6050

$

7,560.00

50,000.00

NES Rentals
1796 Sherwin Ave.
Des Plaines, IL

$

8,500.00

$

51,700.00

National Lift Rental
3333 Mt. Prospect Rd
Franklin Pk. IL

$

8,635.00

$

47,970.53

average

$

8,231.67

$

$

1,042.00

Carpentry (material)
Menard's
6301 Oakton
Morton Grove, IL
60053
$
9,954.00

EKA Enterprise Co
2157 W. 18th Pl.
Chicago, IL 60608

$ 21,488.00

1,700.00

Home Depot
2201 Oakton St.
Evanston, IL 60202

10,117.00

red feather
6253 Milwaukee Ave
Chicago, IL 60646

$ 23,000.00

$

10,700.00

MSM Carpentry
3241 Ottawa Ave
Chicago, IL 60634

$ 29,000.00

$

10,257.00

average

$ 24,496.00

Mutual Service Steel Division
Skokie Valley Rd.
Highland Pk, IL 6035

$

1,775.00

Lowe's
3601 W. Touhy
Ave.
Lincolnwood, IL
60712

average

$

1,505.67

average

total average

$

304,554.53

$

Carpentry (labor)

The applicant’s project narrative discusses his inclusion of additional Evanston-based
subcontractors and vendors this project; much of their involvement is not included in
façade-related work or expenses, but Evanston firms are participating in interior work
including carpentry, roofing, painting, concrete, and landscape work.
This project has already been reviewed by the Design and Project Review Committee
(DAPR) as required. Given the scope of the project and the documentation and bids
submitted, staff recommends approval of financial assistance for the maximum rebate
amount not to exceed $25,000.
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Attachments:
Storefront Modernization Program Application for 2113 Greenleaf.
Contractor bids
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Cindy Plante <cplante@cityofevanston.org>

2113 greenleaf (storefront grant SUBMITTALS) part 1
1 message
Andrew J. Spatz <aspatz122@gmail.com>
To: cplante@cityofevanston.org

Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 1:27 PM

hi cindy,
below are the (3) written narratives for my STOREFRONT GRANT application for our new project at 2113 greenleaf. I
also attached our DAPR submission drawings. I emailed them to myself first, so you should be able to open them up.

I will follow up with additional emails that will contain the following:

1) Storefront modernization program application

2) “Before photos” and “aĔer model photos”
3) Project contractors statement for storefront improvements
4) 3 bids per trade (summarized in #3 above)

let me know if you need anything else, andy

andrew spatz (adas/spatz properties)
1216 main street, evanston, IL 60202
(O) 847.864.3100
(C) 847.971.3290
(F) 847.869.5647
(email) aspatz122@gmail.com

Project Narrative:
2113 greenleaf is a 20,291 sq.ft. property made up of 4 contiguous masonry/steel buildings and has spent
most of its life as Collins Brothers LLC. Since 1934, they supplied nonalcoholic bar supplies and accessories
to retailers in the United States. Late last year, their lease ended and they relocated to Indiana.
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Our project repurposes the building into (17) "multiuse" units sized 6242,690 SF. One and 2 level loft
spaces are available. All units lend themselves to "flexspace" (office + warehouse) and smaller (less than
1000SF) to incubator spaces/studio. Anticipated tenants are office, office + warehouse and light industrial
users. There is little UPDATED inventory of this product in Evanston and we frequently get calls for MATT &
ANDY versions. Our concept is to "give more space with slightly less finish at a lower rent". . .totally opposite
from the market… especially the smaller spaces that rent below $1,000/month. Some of our tenants from
other facilities will be relocating here due to their growing businesses. Presently, 22% of the building is leased
and more in negotiation.

The South and East facades receive major renovations. Each unit has a separate entry with most sharing a
utility corridor.

New unit entries create storefront identities. Multiple aluminum sun screens combined with individual entry
canopies create a strong exterior presence. New window openings, exterior lighting elements, a stucco wall
system and existing masonry walls are integrated into the cohesive architectural design.

All of the above construction work involve several trades including interior demolition, concrete, masonry,
structural steel, ornamental iron (aluminum work), carpentry and storefront glass entries.

Sustainability:
‐

Reuse of existing masonry, steel frame and heavy timber building shell and structural components

‐

100% reuse of existing masonry in new modification

‐

New 93% highefficiency gas furnaces and 14 seer air conditioning condensers

‐

Updated 100 amp/single phase electrical systems in each unit

‐

Watersense plumbing fixtures and faucets

‐ New “cool roof” TPO roof membrane on top of new 4” polyiso insulation system + 2.5” of existing
fesco board
‐ New aluminum exterior skin is manufactured from recycled material and can also be recycled in
the future
‐

New low E, insulating glass argon filed window units throughout

‐

New insulating skylights for daylighting in each unit

‐

Exterior and interior LED light fixtures throughout

Accesibiltiy:
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All 17 unit entries are at grade with 3’6” to 4’0” doors. All unit interiors are accessible.

Our construction team
Andrew J. Spatz/associates ltd. has operated exclusively in the Evanston rental property marketplace for 35
years. We have been producing exciting, geographically desirable architectural space at a fraction of the price
of our competitors hence our longevity. We have been instrumental in the economic growth of the 2nd and 5th
wards with an additional 100,000 sq.ft. of adaptive reuse and new construction projects in the pipeline for the
next 5 years. Presently, we generate over $400,000 in annual property taxes. Our well designed affordable
multiuse spaces provide unique homes/workspaces for over 200 Evanston users. We operate at ZERO
VACANCY and continued to grow our portfolio throughout the Great Recession. This is due to our
experienced inhouse team of architects, construction managers and marketing experts all of whom are
Evanston residents/homeowners.

Our attention to detail on the economic and creative side of our projects makes doing business with us
attractive to local Evanston lenders, vendors and end users. We are presently working with 4 lenders, 2 of
which have Evanston branches. On the FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT portion of this project, $59,744 is received
by Evanston based businesses (Brydson Company, Ozinga concrete mix supply working with D&D concrete,
Groot, Homedepot and Spatz/Associates or almost twice the proposed reimbursement amount. In other
building improvemenets for this project several other Evanston contractors are participating such as BARTCO
construction ($157,800 for roofing), Clemente Otriz ($19,400 for landscaping) and EPCO paint ($33,683 in
painting materials).

Due to the uniqueness of our product and our below market price point, being “careful” in our purchasing is an
ongoing CHALLENGE. Most contractors prefer to work on straight forward projects and are put off by the
curves and angles in our designs. They will do the job for a premium, but the additional cost would adversely
affect our pricing edge. For example the aluminum sun screen, canopy and entry system could have been
combined in a single contract, doing so would make it economically unfeasible. Besides designing a “better
mouse trap”, we accomplish this by eliminating the middle man. Aluminum tubing, aluminum plate, standing
seam panels and a host of fasteners are all sourced DIRECTLY from the manufacturers by us. As an FYI,
none of these materials can be sourced in Evanston. Labor is also delegated separately between our in house
carpentry contractor (Kris Antas) and metal fabricator (Lakewood Iron) combining the skills we have
developed together over the last 15 years. In viewing our properties this should be obvious. We have done
several projects with Great Lakes Iron, but they have relocated out of state and we have yet to find a skilled
Evanston company that can expeditiously handle projects of our scale.

We look forward to continued success in our partnership with the City, thank you for your consideration.
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andrew spatz (adas/spatz properties)
1216 main street, evanston, IL 60202
(O) 847.864.3100
(C) 847.971.3290
(F) 847.869.5647
(email) aspatz122@gmail.com
(website) www.spaceevanston.com

From: Cindy Plante [mailto:cplante@cityofevanston.org]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 12:14 PM
To: Andrew J. Spatz
Subject: updated storefront grant guidelines

Here's a copy of the updated storefront grant guidelines. The two biggest changes that will impact the former Collins
Bros property are that there is now a cap of $25k on the maximum facade grant amount, and the guidelines require that
there be at least a 5year lease in place. Let me know if you have any questions or problems with the application form.

Cindy Plante | Economic Development Specialist | City of Evanston
2100 Ridge Ave. | Evanston, IL 60201 | 8474488132| cplante@cityofevanston.org

EvanstonEdge.com | CityofEvanston.org | Evanston 311

2113 GREENLEAF_DAPR SUBMISSION_2017.04.12.pdf
16890K
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Cindy Plante <cplante@cityofevanston.org>

2017 Storefront Modernization Program [#23]
Wufoo <noreply@wufoo.com>
ReplyTo: aspatz122@gmail.com
To: cplante@cityofevanston.org

Thu, Jun 8, 2017 at 12:07 PM

Property Address
*

2113 greenleaf

Property PIN *

10241070020000

Year Property was constructed

1934

Length of store frontage (feet): *

349

Is this property a historic landmark?

No

Applicant Name: *

andrew j. spatz

Applicant Address: *

1216 Main Street

Email *

aspatz122@gmail.com

Phone Number

(847) 9713290

Name of business (if applicable):

2113 Greenleaf LLC

Applicant is: *

Tenant

Name(s) of business(es):

NA

Business Owner Name(s):

NA

Date of lease expiration (if applicable):

NA

How many years has the business been at
this location?

4

Provide a description of the ground floor
business(es) at this location (500 words
max).

See narrative below.

Is the property currently for sale?

No

What type(s) of improvements are you
planning to make? (check all that apply) *

the project contains 15 rental units. Lease term is from 35 years. as
is our last completed project at 1900 greenwood.

Signage/awnings
Doors/windows
Tuckpointing
Lighting
Painting
Other (describe below)

Provide a narrative of your proposed project. Include information on portions of the building that will be
improved and what particular work activities will be completed. (500 words max) *
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Project Narrative:
2113 greenleaf is a 20,291 sq.ft. property made up of 4 contiguous masonry/steel buildings and has spent most of its
life as Collins Brothers LLC. Since 1934, they supplied nonalcoholic bar supplies and accessories to retailers in the
United States. Late last year, their lease ended and they relocated to Indiana.
Our project repurposes the building into (17) "multiuse" units sized 6242,690 SF. One and 2 level loft spaces are
available. All units lend themselves to "flexspace" (office + warehouse) and smaller (less than 1000SF) to incubator
spaces/studio. Anticipated tenants are office, office + warehouse and light industrial users. There is little UPDATED
inventory of this product in Evanston and we frequently get calls for MATT & ANDY versions. Our concept is to "give
more space with slightly less finish at a lower rent". . .totally opposite from the market… especially the smaller
spaces that rent below $1,000/month. Some of our tenants from other facilities will be relocating here due to their
growing businesses. Presently, 22% of the building is leased and more in negotiation.
The South and East facades receive major renovations. Each unit has a separate entry with most sharing a utility
corridor.
New unit entries create storefront identities. Multiple aluminum sun screens combined with individual entry canopies
create a strong exterior presence. New window openings, exterior lighting elements, a stucco wall system and
existing masonry walls are integrated into the cohesive architectural design.
All of the above construction work involve several trades including interior demolition, concrete, masonry, structural
steel, ornamental iron (aluminum work), carpentry and storefront glass entries.

Provide a narrative of sustainability measures that will be employed in this project (500 words max)
Sustainability:
 Reuse of existing masonry, steel frame and heavy timber building shell and structural components
 100% reuse of existing masonry in new modification
 New 93% highefficiency gas furnaces and 14 seer air conditioning condensers
 Updated 100 amp/single phase electrical systems in each unit
 Watersense plumbing fixtures and faucets
 New “cool roof” TPO roof membrane on top of new 4” polyiso insulation system + 2.5” of existing fesco board
 New aluminum exterior skin is manufactured from recycled material and can also be recycled in the future
 New low E, insulating glass argon filed window units throughout
 New insulating skylights for daylighting in each unit
 Exterior and interior LED light fixtures throughout

Provide a narrative of how your proposed
project will improve accessibility at your
building (500 words max)

The entire building is being renovated and meets current state and
local ADA standards per city of evanston permit acquisition.
Accesibiltiy:
All 17 unit entries are at grade with 3’6” to 4’0” doors. All unit interiors
are accessible.

"I certify that all of the information
contained in this document, all statements,
information, and exhibits that I am
submitting for the property listed in this
form under 'property information' is true

Andrew J. Spatz
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and accurate and to the best of my
knowledge. I certify that I have reviewed
the Program Guidelines and Program
Agreement form associated with the City of
Evanston's Facade Improvement Program."
(Type name below for signature). *
Date *

Thursday, June 8, 2017
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For Economic Development Committee meeting of June 28, 2017
Entrepreneurship Support Program Update

Item 3B

Memorandum
To:

Chair and Members of the Economic Development Committee

From:

Martin Lyons, Assistant City Manager/CFO
Paul Zalmezak, Economic Development Division Manager
Cindy Plante, Economic Development Coordinator

Subject:

Entrepreneurship Support Program Update

Date:

June 23, 2017

Recommendation:
Staff recommends adoption of updated program guidelines for the Entrepreneurship
Support Program that limit funding eligibility to applicants who have completed an
entrepreneurship training curriculum, and provide more detail about the information
applicants must provide as part of their required business plan submissions.
Summary:
The updated program guidelines could limit eligibility to only those entrepreneurs who
have completed either Sunshine Community Business Academy or a similar
entrepreneurship training program consisting of a multi-day or multi-week course with a
structured curriculum. The addition of a training prerequisite is intended to address
concerns raised by the Economic Development Committee during last month’s meeting
that the eligibility guidelines were not sufficiently targeted, and will ensure that
individuals receiving funding have the capacity to establish a sustainable business.
The updated guidelines specify that qualifying programs are “multi-day or multi-week
courses with a structured curriculum,” such as Community Business Academy or any of
the several other organizations in the Chicago area offering similar programs. A list of
several similar programs is provided in the table below:
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Provider

Curriculum

Location

Sunshine Enterprises
Community Business Academy

12 weekly sessions

Evanston, Chicago

Women’s Business Development Center/ 11 weekly sessions
YWCA
2.5 hours each
Plan For Profit

Chicago

Chicago Urban League
Next Step Program

12 weekly sessions
3 hours each

Chicago

Bethel New Life
Entrepreneurship Training Program

13 weekly sessions
3 hours each

Chicago

The Resurrection Project
Entrepreneurship Training Program

6 weekly sessions
3 hours each

Chicago

Jewish Vocational Services of Chicago
Duman Startup Accelerator Program

6 weekly sessions
3 hours each

Chicago

Other small business grant and microlending programs in the area including one offered
by The Private Bank in Chicago, require that prospective borrowers complete an
entrepreneurship training program, or offer more favorable terms to those who do.
Based on feedback from applicants and prospective applicants, the updated guidelines
also provide more specific detail regarding the information that applicants must provide
as part of their required business plan submission.
Background:
In late 2016, the MWEBE committee requested that staff begin the process of
developing a program to provide limited financial support to early-stage entrepreneurs
to assist with startup and expansion costs. A budget memo dated November 14, 2016
called creation of a program to provide small one-time grants to assist entrepreneurs
with costs related to needs like licensing, professional services, and purchase of tools
and equipment, to be paid for by up to $50,000 in Economic Development funding.
During the first quarter of 2017, Staff developed draft program guidelines in consultation
with the MWEBE committee and other community stakeholders, which were approved
by City Council on April 17, 2017 due to the cancellation of the March Economic
Development Committee Meeting. These program guidelines provide for one-time
grants of up to $1,000 to assist with City license and permit fees as well as up to $2,500
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to cover expenses such as tools, equipment, licenses
production/work space, insurance, and professional services.

and

certifications,

Applicants must provide three estimates for any services for which they are requesting
funding assistance, with at least one from an Evanston-based provider wherever
possible. Applicants may also seek additional support in the form of technical
assistance and microloans provided by Lending for Evanston and Northwestern
Development (LEND) a student-run microfinance organization at Northwestern
University.
In order to be eligible for funding, applicants must either be Evanston residents or must
be operating their business at a brick-and-mortar location in Evanston. Proof of
residency or Evanston location must be provided as part of the application. Applicants
must also provide a business plan, which will be reviewed for completeness and
viability. Applications will be reviewed by staff and approved by Economic Development
Committee and City Council, with funds being paid directly to service providers rather
than individual applicants.
Three businesses were granted approval under the current guidelines, including
Jennifer’s Edibles ($2,500), Human Success Factors ($2,500), and Sharp Edge Crossfit
($2,500 for equipment, and $1,000 in permit assistance) for a total of $8,500, leaving
$41,500 available to fund other entrepreneurship grant applications for the remainder of
2017.

Attachments:
Entrepreneurship Support Program Guidelines (updated)
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Entrepreneurship Support
Program
Application Instructions & Guidelines
June 2017

City Manager’s Office
Economic Development Division
2100 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201
847.448.8132
cplante@cityofevanston.org
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Program purpose & overview
The purpose of the entrepreneurship support grant program is to assist in the growth of jobs in
Evanston through entrepreneurship, helping residents and local business owners to create jobs
by starting sustainable small businesses. To that end, this program aims to provide key
supports during startup and initial growth stages to local entrepreneurs with viable business
models.
Funding Source:
Projects will be funded through the Economic Development Revenues and any applicable TIF
districts. Program expenses must be budgeted by the City each year, and will not carryover
from year to year. In addition to required applicant eligibility qualifications, assistance under this
Program depends upon availability of funds.
Eligibility Criteria
Evanston residents who have completed the Sunshine Enterprises Community Business
Academy Program or equivalent1 and are starting or operating a business with a physical
location in Evanston are eligible for assistance through this program. Applicants meeting
eligibility criteria who are starting or operating a business with a physical location in Evanston
are eligible for grant-based assistance through this Program. Home-based businesses qualify if
the business owner is an Evanston resident. Non-residents are eligible only if operating a
business at a physical location in Evanston, and must provide documentation of the business
address through ownership or lease documentation which identifies the applicant specifically.
All applicants must submit a business plan conforming to minimum Program standards* and
reasonably demonstrating business viability as determined at the discretion of Program staff
including the following sections:.









Professional Experience & Founding History
Operating Structure
Market Analysis
Marketing Plan
Management
Capital Summary and Sourcing
Financial Analysis [Start Ups]
Future Planning/Ambitions

Formatte

Formatte

Field Cod

Formatte

Formatte
Level: 1 +

Formatte

Formatte

Formatte

Formatte

Field Cod

Field Cod

Formatte

Formatte

Formatte

Formatte

Formatte

In addition to a business plan, completed applications must include three quotes for each
service or expense for which funding assistance is requested, including at least one quote from
an Evanston-based provider whenever possible. If granted, assistance will be provided in the
form of direct payments made for services or other applicable supports. Applicants will not
receive cash payments.

Formatte

Applicants must have no outstanding parking tickets and be current on all fees, taxes, utility bills
and debts owed to the City of Evanston. Participation in this Program does not disqualify an

Formatte

1

Equivalent entrepreneurship training programs are multi-day or multi-week courses with a structured
curriculum, including those provided by The Resurrection Project, Bethel New Life, Chicago Urban
League, Women’s Business Development Center, and the YWCA of Metro Chicago.
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Field Cod

Field Cod

Formatte

Formatte

Formatte

Formatte
+ Aligned

Formatte

Formatte

applicant or business with a brick-and-mortar location from also participating in the
Storefront Modernization Program.
Ineligible applicants include:







Applicants with one or more outstanding parking tickets or who are not current on fines,
fees, taxes, or utility bills due to the City of Evanston
Applicants who have received Entrepreneurship Support Program funding from the City
of Evanston within the past five years
Businesses that are part of a franchise operation with more than 10 locations within or
outside of Evanston
Churches or other religious organizations
Government offices or agencies
Nonprofit organizations

Eligible Services

Eligible applicants may:
I.

II.

Request up to $1,000 in assistance with City permitting and licensing needs,
including food establishment licenses, general business licenses, building and sign
permits, or inspections; and/or
Request up to $2,500 of small business support grant funding for expenses or
services in the following categories:
1. Professional Services (Accounting, tax, insurance, legal)
2. Tools and Equipment (software, hardware, process-specific tools or equipment)
3. Licenses and Certifications
4. Production and Work Space
5. Continued research and development of initial MVPs (minimum viable
products)
6. Continuing Education and Key Personnel Development (Classes, workshops,
training programs)
7. Professional and Market Networks

Program Administration & Application Process

Step 1: Submit online application (first Monday of the month). All grant applications
must be completed and submitted online:
https://cityofevanston.wufoo.com/forms/entrepreneurship-support-program-application/.
Applications are considered on a rolling basis throughout the year and must be
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reviewed by the Economic Development Committee, which meets on the fourth
Wednesday of each month. In order to ensure your place on the committee agenda,
completed applications must be turned in no later than the second Monday of the month
in which review is requested.
Complete applications must include:
 business plan
 three estimates for each service or purchase to be funded, including one
estimate from an Evanston provider whenever possible
 proof of residency or business location in Evanston
Step 2: Staff application review process (10 business days). Staff will review
applications for compliance with eligibility guidelines and scope of work to be funded.
LEND will assist with business plan review and assessment.
Step 3: Public Review & Approval Process (fourth Wednesday of the month). Staff
will submit the completed Entrepreneurship Support Program applications and bids to
the Economic Development Committee and City Council for approval. Applicants are
encouraged to attend all public meetings during which their applications are being
considered.
Step 4: Execute a program agreement. Following approval by City Council,
successful applicants must sign a Program agreement acknowledging the terms and
obligations of their participation.

.
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For Economic Development Committee Meeting of June 28, 2017
Lease of City-owned property at 633 Howard and Loan agreement
For Action

Item 3C

Memorandum
To:

Chair and Members of the Economic Development Committee

From:

Martin Lyons, Assistant City Manager
Paul Zalmezak, Economic Development Manager

Subject:

Lease of City-Owned Real Property Located at 633 Howard Street with
Sweet Vendome, Inc. (dba Patisserie Coralie) and a Loan for Tenant
Improvements and Equipment Purchases

Date:

June 19, 2017

Recommendation
Staff seeks a recommendation from Economic Development Committee to the City
Council to authorize City Manager to execute a lease agreement with Sweet Vendome,
Inc. (dba Patisserie Coralie) for the city-owned property located at 633 Howard Street.
In addition, staff is seeking a recommendation from the committee to the City Council
authorizing the City Manager to enter into a loan agreement with Sweet Vendome, Inc.
for an amount not to exceed $50,000 for equipment and additional build out.
Funding Source:
Staff recommends the following sources of funds for the project:
Lease - Tenant Improvement Allowance
For tenant improvement allowance component of the lease agreement, staff
recommends a total of $50,000 from the Howard Ridge TIF and/or the Economic
Development Program. If TIF eligible tenant improvement expenses total less than
$50,000, the remainder would be funded by the Economic Development.
Equipment Loan
To purchase equipment needed for the bakery and coffee shop, staff recommends a
loan not to exceed $50,000, with $25,000 from CDBG, and the remaining up to $25,000
from Economic Development.
The proposed loan terms include 3.0% interest with a 10-year term with no payments
for the first 12 months. Mr. Berthoumieux will provide a personal guarantee for the loan.
The loan will also be secured with the equipment purchased with loan proceeds.
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Livability Benefits:
Economy & Jobs: retain and expand local businesses, expand job opportunities.
Summary:
Pascal Berthoumieux, owner of Patisserie Coralie and Creperie St. Germain in
Downtown Evanston has submitted the attached letter of intent and proposal to open a
second location at 633 Howard, similar to the bakery and coffee shop located at 600
Davis Street in downtown Evanston. This café will offer between 60 to 80 seats. It will
also include a central production kitchen (that would allow for wholesale business), a
demonstration kitchen (for pastry classes) and office space.
On February 13, 2017, the City Council, approved resolution 17-R-17 authorizing the
City Manager to negotiate an agreement with Sweet Vendome, Inc. to lease city-owned
property at 633 Howard Street. The Economic Development Committee on January 25,
2017 recommended City Council approve staff’s recommendation.
A detailed lease is attached. In summary, Patisserie Coralie will lease 633 Howard for a
period of 10 years, with two consecutive five year options. The first rent payment would
occur 12 months after lease commencement date. Rent for the space is $3,000
monthly. The City will contribute $50,000 toward tenant improvements subject to the
terms of the City of Evanston’s Storefront Modernization program guidelines and/or TIF
guidelines.
In addition, Mr. Berthoumieux has requested a loan of $50,000 to fund the purchase of
restaurant equipment and to complete the portion of the construction not covered by the
Storefront Modernization Grant. Attached are the proposed loan agreement and the
amortization schedule. Terms of the loan include a 3.0% interest rate, a 10-year term
(mirroring the lease term), with the first payment occurring at month 13. Loan terms are
structured to allow the business to maintain a healthy cash flow for the first year while
establishing its customer base and to offset higher operating expenses during the initial
months.
As summarized above, the loan is proposed to be funded from two sources. CDBG will
fund $25,000 of eligible equipment purchases as defined by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development guidelines. The business will be required to hire at least one
low/moderate income individual or full-time equivalent (FTE) to meet a CDBG national
objective; preference will be given to Evanston residents in hiring. The Howard Street
business corridor is a priority area for CDBG economic development investment in the
City’s 2015-2019 Consolidated Plan. The Economic Development fund would cover the
remaining $25,000 for a total of $50,000 from both sources.
Mr. Berthoumieux will provide a personal guarantee for the loan. The loan will also be
secured with the equipment purchased with loan proceeds. Staff reviewed Mr.
Berthoumieux’s credit report and has determined that his score is within the “good”
range which is considered low risk and qualifies him for competitive loan terms and
rates.
Furthermore, with the assistance of a local bank, staff reviewed Mr.
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Berthoumieux’s financial statements and determined that he has the capacity to assume
the additional monthly payment of $528.85.
Background:
In March 2016, staff released a solicitation offering two City-owned properties located at
633 Howard Street and 727-729 Howard Street. The solicitation sought proposals for
new users for both spaces that would bring vitality, energy, and new businesses to
Howard Street and bring daytime traffic to the area. The solicitation indicated limited
ability by the City to participate in providing financial assistance for these projects.
The property has had multiple inquiries from various parties seeking to locate on
Howard Street. Recent prospective tenants have included Good To Go who has since
purchased 711 Howard Street and is undergoing its buildout with the assistance of the
City of Evanston, two coffee concepts, a bakery, and a kombucha manufacturer and
café. Ultimately these groups were not prepared to lease the space for their proposed
uses due to the fact that it is significantly more space than they were prepared to
program, utilize, and build-out. The proposed use contemplated by Mr. Berthoumieux is
a dual use that will occupy the entire building’s footprint and accomplish the City goals
of creating a day-time destination food use.
Attachments:
-633 Howard Street proposal from Patisserie Coralie
-Proposed lease terms
-Proposed Loan/Promissory Note
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Executive Summary
Prepared by: Pascal Berthoumieux,
Patisserie Coralie is looking to open a second location similar to the one located at 600 Davis Street. This café will offer
between 60 to 80 seats and feature custom made tables with “rolling pins” along with “candy cane” bistro chairs and
marble bistro tables mixed with couch seating options.
Fresh baked viennoiseries, traditional French pastries, and an extensive selection of macarons as well as savory options,
imported cookies and candies will be offered to nearby residents both for on premise consumption and take out. A local
coffee roaster from Evanston and Benjamin Tea will offer a world class coffee & tea experience.
The café would be open from 7am until 7pm 7 days a week and offer a place for the neighborhood to get breakfast and
lunch. It will also offer a relaxing coffee shop atmosphere and contribute to what makes Evanston unique with the addition
of an other independent concept on Howard street.

Vendôme Management
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Vendôme Management
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Vendôme Management

Financing Overview

- Remodeling, construction cost $35 000 (Metrorestorations)
Cost includes Main cafe flooring, cafe ceiling, Painting, counters build out, kitchen build out cost (wall
demolition, etc), facade remodeling, etc
- Plumbing cost $10000 (Blanton Plumbing)
- Electrical cost $5000 (Corringan & Freres Electric)
- Kitchen equipment cost $38500 (new and used equipment source)
(in addition to the existing equipment from our location at 600 Davis street)
Table top depositor $14500
Walk in refrigeration/ freezer combo $10000
Retarder Proofer $5000
Electrical oven $4000
tables, small equipment $5000
- Cafe furniture cost $6000 (Alibaba)
- Miscellaneous expense $5000
__________________________________________________________________________
Total $ 99500
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Vendôme Management

Financing Overview

I am requesting a $50 000 loan above the tenant improvement allowance to finance this project.
On April 16th, Bistro Bordeaux closed its doors without finding a buyer and thus putting a strain on my organization
and business plan. Additionally, shortly after the closing of the Bistro, my investor (the same investor for all three of
my business, past and present) became ill and is no longer able to finance this project.
I am willing to secure the loan with personal guarantee, equipment collateral and comply with credit check
This project will create around 10 full time and 10 part time jobs.

Vendôme Management
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LEASE
between
SWEET VENDOME, INC.
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation
as Tenant
and
CITY OF EVANSTON
An Illinois municipal corporation,
as Landlord
633 Howard Street
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60202

49817532v4
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LEASE
THIS LEASE AGREEMENT is made this ___ day of June, 2017, by and between CITY
OF EVANSTON (“Landlord”), an Illinois municipal corporation and SWEET VENDOME,
INC., an Illinois corporation. (“Tenant”).
W I T N E S S E T H:
1. PROPERTY
(a)
Property. Landlord is the fee simple owner of certain real property at 633 Howard Street,
Evanston, Illinois 60202, legally described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein
(the “Property”). The Property has a total of approximately 3,206 square feet of land, improved
with a 2,649 square foot one-story building (“Building”). Landlord does hereby lease the Premises
to Tenant, for Tenant’s exclusive use and control, together with all appurtenances thereto, pursuant
to the terms and conditions of this Lease. During this Lease Term, the Property and Building will
be collectively referred to as “Premises”.
(b)
Parking. This Lease does not include the exclusive use of any on-street parking. There are 5
(five) parking spaces in the back of the Building off of the alley for Tenant’s exclusive use for
employee parking and loading space. Tenant is responsible for enforcing the exclusive use of the
Parking spaces and contacting a tow company, if appropriate.
2. TERM
(a)
Primary Term. Subject to the provisions of this Lease, the “Primary Term” must be for 10
years (120 months) and must commence on the date of execution of this Lease Agreement.
(b)
Extended Lease Terms. Provided Tenant is not otherwise in default beyond any applicable
cure period, replaced or otherwise amended such that Tenant is still permitted to conduct the
Permitted Use from the Premises, Tenant is granted two (2) options (individually, a “Lease
Extension Option”), for successive periods of five (5) years each (each an “Extension Term”)
upon the same terms, covenants and conditions as herein provided. Each Lease Extension Option
must be exercised by Tenant delivering to Landlord written notice of such election, not less than
one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the then current term. The exercise by
Tenant of any one Lease Extension Option must not be deemed to impose upon Tenant any duty or
obligation to renew for any further period of time, and that the exercise of any Lease Extension
Option must be effective only upon the giving of notice of extension in accordance with the
foregoing provisions. The Primary Term together with any Extension Term(s) is referred to herein
collectively as the “Term”.
(c)
Sale to Third Parties. If Landlord sells the Property to a third party which has no legal
affiliation to the Tenant, as a condition of sale, the new purchaser agrees to be bound by the terms
of this Agreement and must have no right to evict Tenant, to vary the terms of this Agreement or to
terminate this Lease under any terms other than those contained herein. The third party must stand
in the shoes of Landlord and must honor all obligations of Landlord and all rights of Tenant as
provided for herein.
3
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3. RENT
(a)
Fixed Rent. The tenant’s first rent payment is due six (6) months after the Lease
Commencement Date and every month thereafter due on or before the first of the month (“Rent
Commencement Date”), and subject to the terms of this Lease, Tenant agrees to pay to Landlord
for lease of the Premises the Rent described below: The Rent for the first year is Three Thousand
Dollars ($3,000) per month, $36,000 per year. For every subsequent Lease Year, the annual rent
shall be increased in an amount equal to the Consumer Price Index for that Lease Year and will
adjusted to cover increased property taxes assessed against the property by the Cook County
Assessor.
(b)
Late Fee and Interest. In the event any sums required hereunder to be paid are not received
by Landlord on or before the date the same are due, then, Tenant also owes Landlord a late fee of
$25 per day. In addition, interest must accrue on all past due sums at an annual rate equal to the
lesser of six percent (6.0%) per month and the maximum legal rate. Such interest must also be
deemed Additional Rent.
(c)
Time and Place of Payment. Tenant must pay to Landlord Fixed Minimum Rent in advance,
in equal monthly installments, and without prior notice, setoff (unless otherwise expressly permitted
herein) or demand, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, on or before the fifth (5th) day
of each calendar month during the Term hereof to:
City of Evanston
Attn: Finance Division
2100 Ridge Avenue, Room 4500
Evanston, IL 60201
4. TENANT IMPROVEMENT:
(a)
Tenant shall construct all renovations pursuant to build out plans agreed to by Landlord and
Tenant. Once the build out plans are agreed upon, they will be attached as Exhibit A to this lease
and incorporated herein. The parties agree that certain improvements to Premises are necessary to
bring the Premises to a “Vanilla Box” standard, including updating the electrical system, HVAC
system, and plumbing. Attached as Exhibit B is the Site Plan of the Interior Build Out for the
Premises.
(b)
The Parties anticipate that the total build out renovation expenses to total $[INSERT
BUDGET FIGURE] ([INSERT and no/100 Dollars). Landlord will reimburse the Tenant for a
portion of the Tenant Improvements, which account for the vanilla box improvements (the “Tenant
Improvements”). Attached as Exhibit C is the Project Budget.
(c)
Landlord will pay a portion of the tenant improvements to achieve the Vanilla Box, the total
reimbursement to Tenant over the initial Lease Term in amount not to exceed Fifty Thousand
($50,000.00) (the “Tenant Improvement Allowance”). Tenant will process the invoices from the
contractor and the subcontractors. Landlord is also issuing a loan to Tenant to fund additional
improvements and equipment purchases for Tenant’s business in the principal amount of $50,000
(the “Loan”). The terms of the Loan are set forth in a separate Loan Agreement and Promissory
Note.
(d)
Improvement Allowance Payment Requirements: Disbursement payments shall NOT be
paid out until:
4
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City Council has approved the Agreement and the Agreement is executed; and
Project work is complete and Temporary Certificate of Occupancy is issued to the Tenant by
the Building & Inspection Services Division of the City of Evanston; and
Invoices from the contractor are received and reviewed by City staff; and
Contractor issues final lien waivers; and
The Chief Financial Officer or his designee will not issue the full disbursement to the Tenant
if there is any violation of any law, ordinance, code, regulation, or Agreement term; and
Lastly, Borrower must be current with all City of Evanston accounts prior to any
reimbursement.

(e)
If Tenant defaults on the terms and conditions of this Agreement or terminates this
Agreement for any reason other than the Landlord’s willful misconduct which caused the Tenant’s
departure, the Tenant Improvement Allowance must be reimbursed in full. Furthermore, the
Vanilla Box improvements are the property of the City of Evanston with no right of reimbursement
to the Tenant for the Tenant Improvements which were paid for by the City of Evanston.
5. FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
All trade fixtures and equipment installed by Tenant in or on the Premises (including kitchen
equipment, tables and chairs, registers, other equipment, shelving and signs) must remain the
property of Tenant and Tenant may remove the same or any part thereof at any time prior to or at
the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease. Tenant must repair at its own expense any
damage to the Premises caused by the removal of said fixtures or equipment by Tenant. This
provision must expressly survive the termination or expiration of this Lease.
6. USE OF PREMISES

(a) Permitted Use. Tenant must have the right, subject to applicable Federal, State and local
laws, including Environmental Laws (as hereafter defined) and the terms of this Lease, to use the
Premises for the following purpose(s): to operate a 60-80 seat café, central production kitchen to
bake pastries for wholesale, demonstration kitchen for classes, office use and uses incidental
thereto to operation of a café, and no part of the Property will be used for any other purpose
without the prior written consent of the City (herein collectively “Permitted Use”).
(b) Tenant Exclusive Use of Premises. Landlord covenants and agrees that it has no rights to use,
modify, alter or lease any portion of the Building or Property other than as expressly provided in this
Lease.
7. MAINTENANCE
(a)
Maintenance, Repair and Replacement Responsibilities of Landlord: Landlord is responsible
for all structural and load bearing columns, roof, the HVAC system for the Building, interior
sprinkler and fire safety system within the Building, the roof, windows and all soffits, and all
structural elements of the Building.
(b)
Maintenance and Repair Responsibilities of Tenant: Tenant is responsible for all
maintenance and repair responsibilities that are not outlined in Paragraph 7(a) above, including but
5
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not limited to: exterior lighting, signage, bathroom fixtures, kitchen fixtures, cafe equipment, lighting
equipment and systems, security systems, telecommunications systems and other non-structural
elements.
(c) All refuse associated with Tenant’s use must be placed in appropriate containers for disposal.
Tenant cannot dispose of construction building materials in the standard refuse containers and
must arrange for special pick-ups and containers for said materials. A refuse container for regular
refuse will be located at the Property in reasonable proximity to the Building. Tenant will contract
to have trash hauled from such container with reasonable frequency.
(d) Tenant is responsible for snow, ice removal and leaf removal and general upkeep of the
exterior of the Building along the sidewalk and other carriage walks to and from the Building. The
snow must be moved to a suitable area on the Premises to allow for use of the sidewalk. .
(e) The Tenant will at all times maintain all of the Property in a clean, neat and orderly condition.
The Tenant will not use the Property in a manner that will violate or make void or inoperative any
policy of insurance held by the Landlord.
(f) Tenant must yield the Premises back to Landlord, upon the termination of this Lease, whether
such termination must occur by expiration of the Term, or in any other manner whatsoever, in the
same condition of cleanliness and repair as at the date of the execution hereof, loss by casualty and
reasonable wear and tear accepted. Tenant must make all necessary repairs and replace broken
fixtures with material of the same size and quality as that broken. If, however, the Premises must not
thus be kept in good repair and in a clean condition by Tenant, as aforesaid, Landlord may enter the
same, or by Landlord’s agents, servants or employees, without such entering causing or constituting
a termination of this Lease or an interference with the possession of the Premises by Tenant, and
Landlord may replace the same in the same condition of repair and cleanliness as existed at the date
of execution hereof, and Tenant agrees to pay Landlord, in addition to the rent hereby reserved, the
expenses of Landlord in thus replacing the Premises in that condition. Tenant must not cause or
permit any waste, misuse or neglect of the water, or of the water, gas or electric fixtures.
(g) Tenant will keep all leasehold improvements in compliance with all laws and regulations during
the entire Term of this Lease, except for repairs required of the Landlord to be made and damage
occasioned by fire, wind or other causes as provided for in this Lease.
8. PAYMENT OF TAXES

(a)
Definition. For purposes hereof, “Taxes” must mean real property taxes and
“Assessments” must mean assessments, general and special, foreseen and unforeseen, for public
improvements levied or assessed against the Premises and the improvements thereon for that
portion of the Term.
(b)
Payment. Landlord represents and warrants to Tenant that the Premises is currently exempt
from Taxes and Assessments. Cook County Assessor will commence assessing property taxes
against the City of Evanston for the commercial use described herein. The Landlord will pay the
property taxes on behalf of the tenant because the Rent paid by the Tenant each month includes
funds to pay for said tax payments. The Property will be reassessed every three years and any
6
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change in the property taxes assessed will also change the Rent outlined in Section 3.
9. DAMAGE AND DESTRUCTION
Casualty. If the Premises must be damaged by fire or other casualty by an Act of God
(“Casualty”), Landlord must, within one hundred eighty (180) days after such damage occurs
(subject to being able to obtain all necessary permits and approvals, including, without limitation,
permits and approvals required from any agency or body administering environmental laws, rules or
regulations, and taking into account the time necessary to effectuate a satisfactory settlement with
any insurance company) repair such damage at Landlord’s expense and this Lease must not
terminate. If the foregoing damage is due to the negligence or willful misconduct of Tenant, then
Landlord must look first to the insurance carried by Tenant to pay for such damage.
Notwithstanding (i) any other provisions of the Lease to the contrary, and (ii) any legal
interpretation that all improvements become part of the realty upon being attached to the Premises,
following a Casualty, the Landlord must be responsible only for restoring the Premises to building
standard levels of improvement at the time of execution of this Lease and must not include the
tenant improvements completed and installed following execution of this Lease, and the tenant must
be responsible for insuring and replacing the above building standard tenant improvements or
betterments that made the Premises “customized” for Tenant’s use. Customized improvements
include, but not limited to: any and all theatre equipment and fixtures, alarm censored doors, wood
flooring, and custom cabinetry. Except as otherwise provided herein, if the entire Premises are
rendered untenantable by reason of any such damage, or if Tenant cannot utilize Property and
Building for its intended use by reason of any damage of any size or scope whatsoever, then all
Fixed Minimum Rent and Additional Rent must abate for the period from the date of the damage to
the date the damage is repaired, and if only a part of the Premises are so rendered untenantable but
the damage does not prevent Tenant from utilizing the Property for its Permitted Use, the Fixed
Minimum Rent and Additional Rent must abate for the same period in the proportion that the area
of the untenantable part bears to the total area of the Premises; provided, however, that if, prior to
the date when all of the damage has been repaired, any part of the Premises so damaged are
rendered tenantable and must be used or occupied by or through Tenant, then the amount by which
the Fixed Minimum Rent and Additional Rent abates must be apportioned for the period from the
date of such use or occupancy to the date when all the damage has been repaired.
(a)

Repair to Leasehold Improvements. Landlord must have no obligation to repair damage to
or to replace any leasehold improvements, Tenant’s personal property or any other property located
in the Premises, and Tenant must within thirty (30) days after the Premises is sufficiently repaired so
as to permit the commencement of work by Tenant, commence to repair, reconstruct and restore or
replace the Premises (including fixtures, furnishings and equipment) and prosecute the same
diligently to completion. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Tenant’s Fixed Minimum Rent and
Additional Rent must continue to be abated as provided in Section 9(a) above, until the Property is
once again suitable for its Permitted Use.
(b)

Termination Right. Notwithstanding any provision contained herein to the contrary, Tenant
must have the option and right to terminate this Lease if, (a) the Premises must be so damaged by
Casualty that it cannot be fully repaired within one hundred eighty (180) days after the date of
damage; (b) during the last eighteen (18) months of the Term of this Lease, the Premises is damaged
by a Casualty in amount exceeding thirty-three and one-third percent (33.33%) of the square footage
of the Premises or a lesser amount (no matter how small) that leaves Tenant unable to utilize the
(c)
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Premises for their Permitted Use, provided that, in such event, such termination of this Lease must
be effected by written notice within ninety (90) days of the happening of the Casualty causing such
damage. This provision must expressly survive the termination or expiration of this Lease.
10. INSURANCE
(a)
Tenant Insurance Obligations: Tenant agrees to maintain a policy or policies of
commercial general liability insurance written by an insurance carrier rated at least Class A or
better in Bests Key Rating Guide of Property-Casualty Insurance Companies and licensed to do
business in the state in which the Premises is located which must insure against liability for injury
to and/or death of and/or damage to personal property and the Premises of any person or
persons, with policy limits of not less than $1,000,000.00 combined single limit for injury to or
death of any number of persons or for damage to property of others not arising out of any one
occurrence. Tenant’s policy must cover the Premises, it’s personal property and the business
operated by Tenant and must name the City of Evanston as an additional insured.
(b)
Landlord Insurance Obligations: Landlord is self-insured up to $1.25 Million and agrees to
maintain an excess policy or policies of commercial general liability insurance over the self-insured
limit written by an insurance carrier with a rating at least Class A or better in the Bests Key Rating
Guide and licensed to do business in the state in which the Premises is located which must insure
against liability for injury to and/or death of and/or damage to the Premises , with policy limits of
not less than $3,000,000.00 combined single limit.. Landlord’s policy must name Tenant as an
additional insured. Subject to the terms of Paragraph 9(a), Landlord must maintain fire and
casualty insurance covering the entire Premises and any alterations, improvements, additions or
changes made by Landlord thereto in an amount not less than their full replacement cost from time
to time during the Term, providing protection against any peril included within the classification of
“all risks”.
(c)
Within thirty (30) days after written request, each of the parties agrees to deliver to the other
a certificate of insurance as evidence that the policies of insurance required by this Section 10 have
been issued and are in effect.
(d)
Waiver of Subrogation. Neither Landlord nor Tenant must be liable to the other or to any
insurance company (by way of subrogation or otherwise) insuring the other party for any loss or
damage to any building, structure or other tangible property, or any resulting loss of income for
property or general liability losses, even though such loss or damage might have been occasioned
by the acts or omissions of such party, its agents, contractors or employees. Landlord or Tenant
must look exclusively to the proceeds of insurance carried by it or for its benefit in the event of any
damage or destruction to its property located on the Premises. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained herein, Landlord and Tenant hereby release and waive any and all rights of
recovery, claim, action or cause of action, against the other, or its respective directors, shareholders,
officers, agents, invitees and employees, for any loss or damage that may occur to the property or
the equipment, fixtures and improvements comprising any part of the Premises, by reason of fire,
the elements, or any other cause which could be insured against under the terms of an “all risk” fire
insurance policy, in the state where the Premises is located, regardless of cause or origin, including
negligence of the parties hereto, their agents, officers, invitees and employees. Subject to the
provisions of the Lease, no insurer of a party hereunder must ever hold or be entitled to any claim,
demand or cause of action against Tenant by virtue of a claim of loss paid under any such insurance
8
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policies, whether such insurer’s claim be in the nature of subrogation or otherwise. The waivers
provided pursuant to this paragraph must not operate to the extent that they would void coverage
under the provisions of any policy of insurance.
11. INDEMNIFICATION
(a)
Indemnification of Landlord. Except as otherwise provided in this Lease, and except to the
extent caused by the willful misconduct of Landlord, or its agents, employees or contractors, or by
the breach of this Lease by Landlord, Tenant must protect, defend, indemnify and save Landlord
and its officers, directors, agents, attorneys, and employees harmless from and against any and all
obligations, liabilities, costs, damages, claims, attorneys fees and expenses of whatever nature arising
from (i) any matter, condition or thing that occurs in the Premises, which is not the result of
Landlord’s negligence or willful misconduct or an Act of God or an act of a third party, (ii) any
negligence or willful misconduct of Tenant, or its agents, employees or contractors, or its sub-lessee;
or (iii) Landlord’s breach occasioned wholly or in part by any act, omission of Tenant, its agents,
employees, contractors or servants. The provisions of this Section must survive the expiration or
earlier termination of this Lease only with respect to any damage, injury or death occurring before
such expiration or earlier termination.
(b)
Indemnification of Tenant. Except as otherwise provided in this Lease, and except to the
extent caused by the negligence of Tenant, or its agents, employees or contractors, or by the breach
of this Lease by Tenant, Landlord must protect, defend, indemnify and save Tenant and its officers,
or employees from and against any and all obligations, liabilities, costs, damages, claims and
expenses of whatever nature arising from any act, omission or negligence of Landlord, its agents,
employees, contractors or servants; The provisions of this Section must survive the expiration or
earlier termination of this Lease only with respect to any damage, injury or death occurring before
such expiration or earlier termination. The provisions of this Section do not extend to any sublessee
of Tenant.
12. Intentionally Omitted.
13. UTILITIES
Tenant must pay during the Term hereof directly to the appropriate utility company or
governmental agency all electric, water, gas, telephone and other public utility charges in connection
with its occupancy and use of the Premises, including all costs of operating and maintaining all
equipment therein, all business licenses and similar permit fees but excluding any installation costs,
tap fees and/or connection fees or charges, with no right of reimbursement from the Landlord. All
utilities must be paid pursuant to separate meters measuring Tenant’s consumption of utilities from
the Premises, which meter fee must be Landlord’s obligation at its sole cost and expense. Landlord
must not be liable to Tenant for damages or otherwise (i) if any utilities must become unavailable
from any public utility company, public authority or any other person or entity supplying or
distributing such utility, or (ii) for any interruption in any utility service (including, but without
limitation, any heating, ventilation or air conditioning) caused by the making of any necessary repairs
or improvements or by any cause beyond Landlord's reasonable control, and the same must not
constitute a default, termination or an eviction. Tenant assures Landlord that it must arrange for an
adequate supply of electricity to the Premises and it must pay for any increased voltage and any
additional wiring required addressing the increased capacity. Tenant will not be responsible for the
9
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water bill until the temporary certificate of occupancy is issued.
14. COVENANTS AGAINST LIENS
Tenant covenants and agrees that it must not, during the Term hereof, suffer or permit any lien to
be attached to or upon the Property or the Premises by reason of any act or omission on the part of
Tenant or its agents, contractors or employees. In the event that any such lien does so attach, and
(i) is not released within thirty (30) days after notice to Tenant thereof, or (ii) if Tenant has not
bonded such lien within said thirty (30) day period, Landlord, in its sole discretion, may pay and
discharge the same and relieve the Premises or the Property therefrom, and Tenant agrees to repay
and reimburse Landlord upon demand for the amount so paid by Landlord and for other reasonable
costs incurred by Landlord in discharging and relieving said lien. The Tenant will hold the Landlord
harmless from all claims, liens, claims of lien, demands, charges, encumbrances or litigation arising
out of any work or activity of Tenant on the Premises. Tenant will, within sixty (60) days after filing
of any lien, fully pay and satisfy the lien and reimburse Landlord for all resulting loss and expense,
including a reasonable attorney’s fees. Provided, however, in the event that Tenant contests any lien
so filed in good faith and pursues an active defense of said lien, Tenant must not be in default of this
paragraph. However, in the event of any final judgment against Tenant regarding such lien, Tenant
agrees to pay such judgment and satisfy such lien within 60 days of the entry of any such judgment.
15. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING
(a)
Assignment. Tenant must not have the right to assign this Lease, transfer and grant
concessions or licenses (“Transfer”) in all or any part of the Premises without the Landlord’s
written consent and City Council approval by Ordinance. No Transfer must relieve Tenant from any
of its obligations as Tenant hereunder. Every such assignment or sublease must recite that it is and
must be subject and subordinate to the provisions of this Lease, and the termination or cancellation
of this Lease must constitute a termination and cancellation of every such assignment or sublease.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Landlord agrees that no merger, consolidation, corporate
reorganization, or sale or transfer of Tenant's assets or stock (specifically including any inter-family
or inter-company transfers), redemption or issuance of additional stock of any class, or assignment
or sublease to any person or entity which controls, is controlled by or is under common control with
Tenant, must be deemed a Transfer hereunder.
16. NOTICES
Any notices required to be given hereunder, or which either party hereto may desire to give to the
other, must be in writing. Such notice may be given by reputable overnight delivery service (with
proof of receipt available), personal delivery or mailing the same by United States mail, registered or
certified, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, at the following addresses identified for Landlord
and Tenant, or to such other address as the respective parties may from time to time designate by
notice given in the manner provided in this Section.
If to the Landlord:

with a copy to:

City of Evanston
Attn: City Manager
2100 Ridge Avenue

City of Evanston
Attn: Corporation Counsel
2100 Ridge Avenue
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Evanston, IL 60201

Evanston, IL 60201

If to Tenant:
Pascal Berthoumieux
600 Davis Street
Evanston, IL 60201
For purposes of this Lease, a notice must be deemed given upon the date of actual receipt thereof or
the date of proof of rejection thereof if delivered by hand or overnight courier service.
17. RIGHT TO GO UPON PREMISES
Landlord hereby reserves the right for itself or its duly authorized agents and representatives at all
reasonable times during business hours of Tenant upon at least forty-eight (48) hours prior notice
to Tenant and accompanied by a representative of Tenant (which may be the store manager or
assistant manager) to enter upon the Premises for the purpose of inspecting the same and of
showing the same to any prospective purchaser or encumbrance or tenant, and for the purpose of
making any repairs which Landlord is required hereunder to make on the Property, but any such
repairs must be made with all due dispatch during normal construction trade working hours, and in
such manner as to minimize the inconvenience to Tenant in the conduct of its business, it being
agreed that in the event of a necessity of emergency repairs to be made by Landlord, Landlord may
enter upon the Premises forthwith to effect such repairs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the
event that due to an entry by or on behalf of Landlord into the Premises, Tenant’s use is materially
interfered with and Tenant, from the standpoint of prudent business management, cannot open
and operate the Premises for business for two (2) consecutive days, all Fixed Minimum Rent and
other charges payable by Tenant hereunder must equitably abate commencing after such second
(2nd) day, and continuing until such repairs are completed, unless such entry is required as a result
of Tenant’s negligence or intentional misconduct.
18. DEFAULT
(a)

Tenant Default.

(i) Events of Default. Including, but not limited to, the following events must be deemed to
be an “event of default” hereunder by Tenant subject to Tenant’s right to cure:
a. Tenant must fail to pay any item of Fixed Minimum Rent per Section 3 at the time
and place when and where due and does not cure such failure within five (5) business days
after receipt of notice from Landlord of such failure;
b. Tenant must fail to comply with any other term, provision, covenant or warranty
made under this Lease or if any of Tenant’s representations and warranties made under this
Lease are determined to be untrue, either when made or at any time during the Term, by
Tenant, and Tenant must not cure such failure within thirty (30) days after Landlord's
written notice thereof to Tenant. In the event Tenant cannot comply with such term,
provision, or warranty, within said thirty (30) day period, Tenant must not be in default if
Tenant is diligently and continuously making an effort to comply with such term, provision,
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covenant or warranty and Tenant completes the cure of the default; or
c. Tenant must make a general assignment the benefit of creditors, or must admit in
writing its inability to pay its debts as they become due or must file a petition in bankruptcy.

(ii) Remedies. Upon the occurrence of an event of default, Landlord may, so long as such
default continues, as permitted by law and subject to Landlord’s obligation to use good faith efforts
to mitigate damages, either:
a.
terminate this Lease by written notice to Tenant, which written notice must
specify a date for such termination at least fifteen (15) days after the date of such written
termination notice and such termination must be effective as provided in such written notice
unless Tenant must cure such default within such notice period, or not terminate this Lease
as a result of the default of Tenant. If Tenant must fail to surrender the Premises upon such
termination, Landlord may thereupon, reenter the Premises, or any part thereof, and expel or
remove therefrom Tenant and any other persons occupying the same, using such means
provided by law;
b.
without terminating this Lease, Landlord may evict Tenant (by any means
provided by law) and let or relet the Premises or any or all parts thereof for the whole or any
part of the remainder of the Term hereof, or for a period of time in excess of the remainder
of the Term hereof, and out of any rent so collected or received, Landlord must first pay to
itself the expense of the cost of retaking and repossessing the Premises and the expense of
removing all persons and property therefrom, and must, second, pay to itself any costs or
expenses sustained in securing any new tenant or tenants (provided that such amount must
not include any amounts incurred to restore the Premises to more than the condition
originally delivered to Tenant), and must third, pay to itself any balance remaining, and apply
the whole thereof or so much thereof as may be required toward payment of the liability of
Tenant to Landlord then or thereafter unpaid by Tenant; or
c.

pursue such other remedies as are available at law or in equity.

(b)
Landlord Default. Should Landlord default in the performance of any covenant, provision,
warranty, condition or agreement herein, or if any of Landlord’s representations and warranties made
under this Lease are determined to be untrue, either when made or at any time during the Term, and
such default in the case of any failure by Landlord to pay any sum required to be paid to Tenant
hereunder, continues for ten (10) business days after notice thereof from Tenant, or in case of any
non-monetary default, continues for thirty (30) days after receipt by Landlord of written notice
thereof from Tenant (except as otherwise provided herein), or if the default of Landlord is of a type
which is not reasonably possible to cure within thirty (30) days, if Landlord has not commenced to
cure said default within said thirty (30) day period and does not thereafter diligently prosecute the
curing of said default to completion (except as otherwise provided herein), Tenant in addition to any
and all other remedies which it may have at law and/or in equity including the right to seek injunctive
relief without posting a bond or the obligation to prove irreparable harm, may pay or perform any
obligations of Landlord hereunder and deduct the cost thereof from each installment of annual Fixed
Minimum Rent payable pursuant to the terms of this Lease; provided, however, in no event must the
amount of any such deduction exceed ten percent (10%) of the Fixed Minimum Rent payable on a
monthly basis; provided, further, Tenant must not have the right to terminate this Lease except as
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expressly permitted herein.
19. SIGNS
Tenant may apply for signage (temporary and permanent signage) for the exterior and interior of
the Premises, at its own expense, in order to conduct the business of Tenant. Tenant acknowledges
that there are limitations from the City of Evanston Municipal Code of 2012, as amended, and the
Code governs the application process and the details regarding size, type, and number of signs and
Tenant agrees to be bound by such ordinances. Landlord cannot make representations in a lease
agreement that Tenant must be entitled additional signage, a certain number of signs and/or
dimensions of proposed signage, because the Tenant must make an application to the Sign Review
Board, as provided by Code, but Landlord will not withhold, condition or delay its consent to a
sign over the new entrance to the Premises which complies with applicable laws.
20. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
(a)
Landlord represents, warrants and covenants to Tenant that, to Landlord’s knowledge, the
following is true as of the Effective Date:
(i)

all of the Premises is zoned and fit for commercial purposes, and the Permitted Use is
permitted under the applicable zoning designation, and that the Premises and Property are
presently properly subdivided in conformity with all applicable laws and suitable for the
Permitted Use;

(ii)

Landlord is the fee simple owner of the Premises;

(iii)

the Premises is subject to no restrictions or continuing regulations of any kind or nature
whatsoever incompatible with the Permitted Use and that there are no restrictions in any
agreement by which Landlord is bound (including, but not limited to, Landlord’s insurance
policies) which would adversely affect Tenant’s right to use the Premises for the Permitted
Use during the Term;

(iv)

Landlord shall deliver to Tenant on occupancy the Premises in good working order and condition,
with roof, parapet walls and foundation watertight, and all utility systems, plumbing, drains and
HVAC in functional condition;

(v)

there are no exceptions to title with respect to and/or encumbrances on the Premises which
would interfere with Tenants proposed use of the Premises;

(vi)

Landlord has no notice of any proposed Assessments other than as reflected on the current
tax bill;

(vii)

Landlord has no knowledge of any condition that would preclude Tenant from obtaining all
Tenant’s permits and licenses necessary for Tenant to open for business and operate for the
Permitted Use;

(ix)

Landlord covenants that it is duly constituted under the laws of the state of Illinois as a
municipal corporation, and the City employee who is acting as its signatory in this Lease is
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duly authorized and empowered to act for and on behalf of the municipal corporation; and
(x)

there are no judicial, quasi-judicial, administrative or other orders, injunctions, moratoria or
pending proceedings against Landlord or the Property which preclude or interfere with, or
would preclude or interfere with, the construction contemplated herein or the occupancy
and use of the Premises by Tenant for the purposes herein contemplated.

(xi)

no third party has the right to object to Tenant’s tenancy hereunder, prohibit the selling of
any products sold by Tenant or the uses allowed herein or the right to consent to any feature
of the Premises or Tenant’s signage.

(xii)

there are no mortgages, prime leases, deeds to secure debt, deeds of trust, or other
instruments in the nature thereof, affecting Landlord or its interest in the Premises.

(b)
Tenant represents, warrants and covenants to Landlord that, to Tenant’s knowledge, the
following is true as of the Effective Date:
(i) Tenant is a duly authorized and registered not-for-profit corporation with the State of Illinois and
has the authority to execute this Agreement. Tenant must keep this tax exempt status during the
term of the Lease.
(ii) Tenant will apply and obtain all necessary governmental approvals for its Permitted Use.
(iii) Execution and performance of this Lease will not (a) violate any judgment or order of Court
applicable to or affecting Tenant; (b) breach the provisions of, or constitute a default under, any
contract, agreement, instrument or obligation to which Tenant is a party or by which Tenant is
bound, or (c) violate or conflict with any law or governmental regulation or permit applicable to
Tenant.
(c)
All representations and warranties, covenants and indemnities contained in this Lease must
survive the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease.
21. HOLDING OVER; END OF TERM
(a)
If Tenant must hold possession of the Premises after the expiration or termination of this Lease,
at Landlord's option (i) Tenant must be deemed to be occupying the Premises as a tenant from monthto-month at one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the Fixed Minimum Rent in effect upon the expiration
or termination of the immediately preceding term or (ii) Landlord may exercise any other remedies it has
under this Lease or at law or in equity including an action for wrongfully holding over.
(b)
Upon the expiration or sooner termination of this Lease, Tenant must surrender the Premises to
Landlord in as good order, condition and repair as when received by Tenant; ordinary wear and tear,
casualty and condemnation excepted. This provision must expressly survive the termination or expiration
of this Lease.
(c)
Any property, equipment, or product remaining in the Premises upon expiration of this
Lease must be considered abandoned and property of the Landlord.
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22. EXPENSES OF ENFORCEMENT
The Parties must bear its own costs, charges, expenses and attorney’s fees, and any other fees
incurred in the event of a dispute between the Parties.
23. SUCCESSORS IN INTEREST
All of the covenants, agreements, obligations, conditions and provisions of this Lease must inure to
the benefit of and must bind the successors and permitted assigns of the respective parties hereto.
24. REMEDIES ARE CUMULATIVE
Remedies conferred by this Lease upon the respective parties are not intended to be exclusive, but
are cumulative and in addition to remedies otherwise afforded by the law.
25. QUIET POSSESSION
Upon payment by the Tenant of the minimum, percentage and additional rent and all other sums
due hereunder and upon the observance and performance of all covenants, terms and conditions on
Tenant’s part to be observed and performed, Tenant must peaceably and quietly hold and enjoy the
Premises for the Term of this Lease without hindrance or interruption by Landlord or any other
person or persons lawfully or equitably claiming by, through or under the Landlord, subject
nevertheless, to the terms and conditions of this Lease.
26. ALTERATION
(a)
Changes Required by Law. Any structural changes, alterations or additions in or to the
Premises which may be necessary or required by reason of any law, rule, regulation or order
promulgated by competent governmental authority must be made at the sole cost and expense of
Landlord, including but not limited to asbestos removal and disposal and interior and exterior
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) etc. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if
any such changes, alterations or additions are required as a result of improvements made by Tenant
during the Term hereof or due to Tenant’s use of the Premises, such changes, alterations or
additions must be made at the sole cost and expense of Tenant. Tenant may contest the validity of
any such law, rule, regulation or order, but must indemnify and save Landlord harmless against the
consequences of continued violation thereof by Tenant pending such contest.
(b)
Alterations During Term. Tenant is permitted to perform interior, nonstructural alterations
to the Premises and to revise the interior layout of the Premises. Tenant must obtain Landlord's
written consent to any other alterations or construction which affects the structural nature of the
Premises, which consent must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.
27. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
(a)
Tenant agrees that, except as herein set forth, it must not generate, use, store, handle or
dispose of on or transport over the Premises any Hazardous Substances (defined below) in violation
of any Environmental Laws (defined below), except as such incidental amounts of Hazardous
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Substances as may be required for Tenant to conduct the Permitted Use, but in no instance shall
Tenant dispose of Hazardous Substances on the Premises in violation of Environmental Laws.
(b)
If any time during the Term, Hazardous Substances are found in the Premises or on adjacent
property and such Hazardous Substances are not the result of Tenant’s use of or work on the
Premises, then, in such event, Tenant must have the immediate right to terminate this Lease upon
written notice to Landlord. Under no circumstances must Tenant be responsible for remediation or
cleanup of any Hazardous Substances on the Premises or adjacent property that were not caused by
Tenant, or Tenant’s subcontractors, agents or employees. Furthermore, with regard to any
Hazardous Substances caused by Tenant or its agents, contractors or employees, Tenant must
remove same, in compliance with applicable Environmental Laws, at Tenant’s sole cost and expense.
Tenant must defend, indemnify, and hold Landlord harmless from and against any and all costs,
damages, expenses and/or liabilities (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) which Landlord may
suffer as a result of any written demand (whether or not a suit), claim, suit or action regarding any
such Hazardous Substances (whether alleged or real) present due to Tenant and/or regarding the
removal and clean-up of same or resulting from the presence of such Hazardous Substances. The
representation, warranty and indemnity of Tenant described in this subsection shall survive the
termination or expiration of this Lease or purchase of the Property as provided herein. Other than
Hazardous Substances caused by Tenant or its agents, contractors or employees, Tenant shall have
no duty whatsoever to remove any Hazardous Substances from the Property.
(c)
In the event that during the Term of this Lease, Tenant is prevented from performing
Tenant’s Work and/or Tenant must be unable to operate for a period of thirty (30) days or more for
the Permitted Use at the Premises and ceases operating at the Premises as a result of remediation of
Hazardous Substances not caused by Tenant or its agents, contractors or employees, and Tenant does
not terminate the Lease as provided for in Section 27(b) above, then Fixed Minimum Rent, Additional
Rent and all other charges due hereunder must equitably abate until such time as Tenant is able to
resume the performance of Tenant’s Work and/or the operation of its business in the Premises.
(d)
Tenant, for itself and its successors in interest, waives and releases Landlord from any and all
past and present claims and causes of action arising from or relating to the presence or alleged
presence of Hazardous Substances in, on, under, about or emanating from the Property, including
without limitation any claims for cost recovery, contribution, natural resources damages, property
damage, consequential damages, personal or bodily injury (including death) or otherwise, under or on
account of any violation, or arising under, Environmental Law.
(e)
The term “Hazardous Substance” includes, without limitation, any material or substance
(regardless of whether discarded, recyclable or recoverable) to which liability or standards of conduct
are imposed pursuant to Environmental Laws, including, but not limited to (i) any defined,
characteristic or listed “hazardous waste”, “extremely hazardous waste”, “restrictive hazardous
waste”, “hazardous substance”, “hazardous material”, “regulated substance”, “pollutant”,
“contaminant” or waste, (ii) petroleum (including crude oil or any fraction thereof, natural gas,
liquefied natural gas, synthetic gas or mixtures of natural gas and synthetic gas), (iii) asbestos and any
asbestos containing materials, (iv) substances known to cause cancer and/or reproductive toxicity,
(v) polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and (vi) radioactive material. The term “Environmental Law”
means any federal, state or local law, statute, ordinance, rule, regulation, order, consent, decree,
judgment or common-law doctrine, interpretation thereof, and provisions and conditions of permits,
licenses, plans, approvals and other operating authorizations whether currently in force or hereafter
16
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enacted relating to health, industrial hygiene or the environmental conditions on, under or about the
Premises or the Property, as such laws are amended and the regulations and administrative codes
applicable thereto, including, by way of example and without limitation, the following: the Illinois
Environmental Protection Act; Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (“CERCLA”); the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”); the Clean Air
Act; the Clean Water Act; the Safe Water Drinking Act (“SDWA”); the Toxic Substances Control
Act; and all state and local counterparts thereto; and any common or civil law obligations including,
without limitation, nuisance or trespass. It is the intent of the parties hereto to construe the terms
“Hazardous Substance” and “Environmental Law” in their broadest sense.
28. GENERAL CONDITIONS
(a) Time is of the essence of this Lease. Any deadlines in this Lease which cannot be met
because of delays caused by governmental regulations, inability to procure labor or materials,
strikes, acts of God, or other causes (other than financial), beyond the control of Landlord or
Tenant (“Force Majeure”) must be extended by the amount of time caused by such delays;
provided, however, the payment of rent must not be excused. Notwithstanding anything herein to
the contrary, the failure by Landlord to construct the Premises according to building code and/or
to receive timely inspections by the necessary authorities due solely to the negligence, misconduct
or financial inability of Landlord or Landlord's contractors, employees or representatives must not
constitute Force Majeure. In order for Landlord to claim the occurrence of Force Majeure,
Landlord must have notified Tenant in writing of such occurrence within twenty (20) business
days after the initial occurrence.
(b) No waiver of any breach of the covenants, agreements, obligations and conditions of this
Lease to be kept or performed by either party hereto must be construed to be a waiver of any
succeeding breach of the same or any other covenant, agreement, obligation, condition or provision
hereof.
(c) Tenant must not be responsible for the payment of any commissions in relation to the leasing
transaction represented by this Lease. Landlord and Tenant each covenant that they have not dealt
with any real estate broker or finder with respect to this Lease (herein collectively “Brokers”). Each
party must hold the other party harmless from all damages, claims, liabilities or expenses, including
reasonable and actual attorneys' fees (through all levels of proceedings), resulting from any claims
that may be asserted against the other party by any real estate broker or finder with whom the
indemnifying party either has or is purported to have dealt, except for the Brokers.
(d) The use herein of any gender or number must not be deemed to make inapplicable the
provision should the gender or number be inappropriate to the party referenced. All section headings,
titles or captions contained in this Lease are for convenience only and must not be deemed part of
this Lease and must not in any way limit or amplify the terms and provisions of this Lease.
(e) Landlord and Tenant have negotiated this Lease, have had the opportunity to be advised
respecting the provisions contained herein and have had the right to approve each and every
provision hereof; therefore, this Lease must not be construed against either Landlord or Tenant as a
result of the preparation of this Lease by or on behalf of either party.
(f)

If any clause, sentence or other portion of this Lease must become invalid or unenforceable,
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the remaining portions thereof must remain in full force and effect.
(g) Wherever in this Lease Landlord or Tenant is required to give consent, such consent must not
be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed except to the extent otherwise expressly provided
herein.
(h) If the time for performance of any obligation or taking any action under this Lease expires
on a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, the time for such performance or taking such action must
be extended to the next succeeding day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday. If the day
on which rent or any other payment due hereunder is payable falls on a Saturday, Sunday or on a
legal holiday, it must be payable on the next succeeding day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or legal
holiday.
(i)
Landlord hereby agrees that it must maintain all confidentiality with regard to entering into
this Lease, the opening for business by Tenant in the Premises and any financial information
contained hereunder or obtained from Tenant during the Term of this Lease, other than disclosures
to necessary third parties and Landlord must not release any material whatsoever to the press or any
news media without the prior written approval of Tenant, which approval may be withheld in
Tenant’s sole discretion.
(j)
Each covenant hereunder of Landlord, whether affirmative or negative in nature, is intended
to and must bind the Landlord and each successive owner of the Premises and their respective heirs,
successors and assigns.
(k) There must be no personal liability on Landlord, its elected officials, officers, employees, agents,
or any successor in interest with respect to any provisions of this Lease, or amendments, modifications
or renewals hereof. Tenant must look solely to the then owner's interest in the Premises (including but
not limited to any insurance proceeds, rents, or judgments) for the satisfaction of any remedies of
Tenant in the event of a breach by Landlord of any of its obligations hereunder.
(l)
Landlord hereunder must have the right to assign, sell or transfer Landlord’s interest in this
Lease or the Premises with consent of Tenant, which must not be unreasonably withheld. In the
event of any such transfer, the transferor must be automatically relieved of any and all obligations on
the part of Landlord accruing from and after the date of such transfer.
(m) Tenant acknowledges that it will seek to hire qualified Evanston residents for employment in
the Tenant’s business located at the Premises.
(n)
The parties agree the this Lease must be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the
laws of the State of Illinois and that venue for any disputes must be in the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois.
(o)
There are no oral agreements between the parties hereto affecting this Lease, and this Lease
supersedes and cancels any and all previous negotiations, arrangements, letters of intent, lease
proposals, brochures, agreements, representations, promises, warranties and understandings between
the parties hereto or displayed by Landlord to Tenant with respect to the subject matter thereof, and
none thereof must be used to interpret or construe this Lease. This Lease cannot be changed or
terminated except by a written instrument subsequently executed by the parties hereto.
18
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective parties hereto have executed this Lease by officers or
agents thereunto duly authorized. The Effective date is the date executed by the City.
Landlord:
CITY OF EVANSTON,
an Illinois municipal corporation
By: _________________________________
Name: Wally Bobkiewicz
Title: City Manager
Dated: ___________________, 2017
Tenant:
SWEET VENDOME, INC.
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation
By: _________________________________
Name: ______________________________
Its: President
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
LOT 5 (EXCEPT THE EAST .062 FEET THEREOF) IN BLOCK 1 IN NILES HOWARD
TERMINAL ADDITION, A SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTH 6.25 CHAINS (412.50 FEET)
OF THAT PART OF THE NORTHEAST ¼ OF SECTION 30, TOWNSHIP 41 NORTH,
RANGE 14, LYING WEST OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF THE CHICAGO AND NROTH
WESTERN RAILROAD, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, IN COOK
COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
P.I.N.: 11-30-209-023-0000
Commonly known: 633 Howard Street, Evanston, IL 60202.
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EXHIBIT B
SITE PLAN
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EXHIBIT C
PROJECT BUDGET
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PROMISSORY NOTE
Name and Address of Borrower:
Sweet Vendome, Inc.
600 Davis Street
Evanston, IL 60201
Commencement Date: July 1, 2017
1. BORROWER’S PROMISE TO PAY
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, SWEET VENDOME, INC., an Illinois
corporation (referred to hereafter as the "Borrower"), promise to pay to the order of the
City of Evanston, an Illinois home rule municipal corporation, acting through its
Community and Economic Development Department, with its principal office located at
2100 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois (the “Lender”), in the manner provided in this
Note, the principal sum of $50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars) (the “Loan”).
The Loan is secured by a Uniform Commercial Code financing statement (the “UCC
Financing Statement”) and security agreement (the “Security Agreement”), which
includes the Borrower’s equipment and fixtures (“Equipment and Fixtures”) to be located
at 918 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois (the “Property”) for the operation of the business,
dated the date of this Note and recorded with the Cook County Recorder of Deeds on
____________, 2017 and as Document Number _______________ (the “Security”),
together with interest computed on the basis of a 365 day year, from the date of
disbursement on the balance of principal remaining from time to time unpaid at an
annual rate equal to five percent (5.00%). Any principal amount not paid when due (at
maturity, by acceleration, or otherwise) will bear interest thereafter until paid at a rate,
which will be eighteen percent (18%). The Lender or anyone who takes this Note by
transfer and who is entitled to receive payments under this Note will be called "Note
Holder".
2. LOAN TERM, FORGIVENESS AND REPAYMENT
The term of the Loan is ten (10) years, commencing on July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2027
(the “Loan Term”). The Loan will start to bear interest on the Commencement Date.
The loan payments will be four hundred ninety-six dollars and 26/100 ($496.24) each
month. The Loan schedule is attached as Exhibit 1.
The interest rate is three percent (3.0%) per annum and computed on the basis of a 365
day year. Borrower agrees to commence payment of the Loan on July 1, 2018. Loan
payments will be due on or before the first day of the month. If the Borrower’s Loan
payment is five days after the first of the month or more, there shall be assessed a late
fee of $25 per day. The Lender or anyone who takes this Note by transfer and who is
entitled to receive payments under this Note will be called "Note Holder".
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3. DISBURSEMENTS AND BORROWER RESPONSIBLITIES
The Loan is conditioned on the completion and satisfaction of each part of Section 3:
A. Project Completion:
a. Borrower must renovate the Subject Property, for the intended use of the
Subject Property in substantial conformance with the plans submitted to the
building permit division and included in the lease agreement with the City of
Evanston.
c. Borrower shall provide documentation that bids for the Project were sought
from no less than three contractors, of which one must be an Evanston-based
contractor. If an Evanston based contractor is not available to seek bids
based on the scope and scale of the Project work, this requirement will be
waived upon confirmation from City staff that bid solicitation to Evanston
based businesses was pursued by Borrower.
d. Borrower acknowledges and agrees that it cannot commence construction
work for the Project unless and until the City Council approves the Loan and
this Agreement is executed by both parties.
B. Evanston business:
a. Borrower shall remain an Evanston based business for the entire Term.
Meaning, Borrower cannot remove its operations from the Subject Property
during the Term of this Agreement. In the event that Borrower ceases to
operate at 633 Howard Street, Evanston, Illinois during the Loan Term, any
principal and interest not previously paid will be repaid within 30 days of
vacating the property.
b. If Sweet Vendome is sold, (except in circumstances of an illness of principal
necessitating retirement) for any reason to any entity other than one
controlled by the current managers of the LLC, or files for bankruptcy
protection, the Borrower shall be in Default and any principal and interest not
previously forgiven will be repaid on the balance remaining from Exhibit A
depending on the date that the business is sold. The remaining balance, not
previously forgiven, shall be paid to the City within thirty (30) days.
c. Borrower will coordinate with the City’s Youth and Young Adult Program
Manager and other workforce development professionals to employ Evanston
residents with skills and abilities to work at the Subject Property either in fulltime or part-time positions.
C. Terms of Disbursement
1. Disbursement Payment Requirements: Disbursement payments shall NOT be
paid out until: (a) City Council has approved the Agreement; (b) the Agreement is
executed; and (c) Project work is complete and Temporary Certificate of
Occupancy is issued to the Borrower by the Building & Inspection Services
Division of the City of Evanston.
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2. The Chief Financial Officer or his designee will not issue the full disbursement to
the Borrower if there is any violation of any law, ordinance, code, regulation, or
Agreement term. Lastly, Borrower must be current with all City of Evanston
accounts prior to any reimbursement.
D. Borrower Responsibilities
1. The Borrower shall be responsible for hiring a licensed contractor to complete the
Project. The Director or his designee may require submission of proof of the
State License issued to the selected contractor.
2. The Borrower shall be responsible for contacting the appropriate City departments
to arrange for obtaining all necessary approvals and/or permits required for
construction and completion of the Project.
3. The Borrower shall be fully responsible for managing, monitoring, and scheduling
the construction of the Project and ensuring its compliance with all applicable
federal, State, and local laws and regulations.
4. The Borrower shall be fully responsible for ensuring that all invoices from the
contractors, suppliers, vendors and/or other third parties are distributed to the
City.
5. Borrower shall during the Term and for a period of 2 years following the
expiration of the Term, keep and make available for the inspection, examination
and audit by City or City’s authorized employees, agents or representatives, at all
reasonable time, all records respecting the services and expenses incurred by
Borrower, including without limitation, all book, accounts, memoranda, receipts,
ledgers, canceled checks, and any other documents indicating, documenting,
verifying or substantiating the cost and appropriateness of any and all expenses.
If any invoice submitted by Borrower is found to have been overstated, Borrower
shall provide City an immediate refund of the overpayment together with interest
at the highest rate permitted by applicable law, and shall reimburse all of City’s
expenses for and in connection with the audit respecting such invoice.
4. SECURITY FOR NOTE: UCC FINANCING STATEMENT
The indebtedness evidenced by this Note (including all principal, interest, charges, fees,
and expenses) is secured by the aforementioned Security, dated of even date herewith
encumbering the fixtures and personal property of the Borrower. The Note, Security
Agreement, and UCC Financing Statement shall be collectively referred to as the “Loan
Documents” and the terms of which are hereby incorporated by this reference. The
Lender will record the UCC Financing Statement following the execution of this Note,
which shall remain a valid lien on the Equipment and Fixtures until the Loan is paid off
in full and until the end of the Loan Term. The Note, Security Agreement, Project
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Agreement, and UCC Financing Statement shall be collectively referred to as the “Loan
Documents” and the terms of which are hereby incorporated by this reference.
5. DEFAULT AND REMEDIES
A. The occurrence of any one or more of the following events (“Event of Default”) with
respect to Borrower shall constitute a default hereunder (“Default”):
1)
If Borrower ceases to manufacture spirituous liquors within the borders of
the City of Evanston (including by incidence of death of the Borrower). The
Lender shall give written notice to Borrower of this Default. The Borrower shall
have a period of thirty days to cure the Default (“Cure Period”).
2)
If all or any part of the Fixtures and Equipment or any interest in it is sold
or transferred (or if a legal or beneficial interest in Borrower’s interest in the
Fixtures and Equipment is sold or transferred) without Lender’s prior written
consent.
3)
If a default or event of default occurs and is continuing under any
representation or covenant under the Loan Documents.
4)
If a default or event of default occurs and is continuing under any other
mortgage or loan agreement encumbering the Fixtures and Equipment.
5)
Borrower or any beneficiary thereof shall (i) file a petition for liquidation,
reorganization, or adjustment of debt under Title 11 of the United States Code or
any similar law, state or federal, whether now or hereafter existing, or (ii) file any
answer admitting insolvency or inability to pay debts, or (iii) fail to obtain a
vacation or stay of involuntary proceedings within ten days, as hereinafter
provided.
6)
Borrower or any beneficiary thereof shall make an assignment for the
benefit of creditors of this Note, or shall admit in writing of its inability to pay its
debts generally as they become due, or shall consent to the appointment of a
receiver or trustee or liquidator of all or any major part of the Fixtures and
Equipment.
B. The Borrower also promises that, if the Event of Default specified above, 4(A)(1),
shall occur (after applicable notice and the Occupancy Cure Period detailed above)
before the expiration of the Loan Term, the Borrower agrees to repay to the order of the
Lender or its designee an amount equal to the original principal amount of the Loan and
it is immediately due and payable. Provided however, if an Event of Default is solely
with respect any other Event of Default specified above in 4(A), the Borrower shall have
sixty (60) days after the date on which the notice is delivered to Borrower to cure such
breach, provided, however, that if the curing of such non-monetary breach cannot be
accomplished with due diligence within said period of sixty (60) days then Borrower
shall have such additional reasonable period of time to cure such breach as may be
necessary, provided Borrower shall have commenced to cure such breach within said
period, such cure shall have been diligently prosecuted by Borrower thereafter to
completion (“Other Default Cure Period”). The notice shall further inform Borrower of
the right to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the
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nonexistence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and
foreclosure. If the Borrower does not cure the Default within the specified Other Default
Cure Period within the notice, then this Note is due and payable only with respect to the
remaining balance of the Loan at the time of Default.
C. If the Borrower Defaults hereunder and fails to cure the Default, during the 10-year
loan Term, the Loan shall be immediately due and owing and the balance of the Loan
shall be immediately repaid to Lender in full, subject to the availability of net proceeds
from sale of the Fixtures and Equipment. Lender can auction the Fixtures and
Equipment and use the proceeds and apply it to the loan balance.
D. If any payments of interest or the unpaid principal balance due under this Note or
any escrow fund payments for taxes or insurance required under the Security
Agreement become overdue for a period in excess of ten days, the Borrower shall pay
to Lender a late charge of $50 per day. If any attorney is engaged by Lender, including
in-house staff (a) to collect the indebtedness evidenced hereby or due under the Loan
Documents, whether or not legal proceedings are thereafter instituted by Lender; (b) to
represent Lender in any bankruptcy, reorganization, receivership, or other proceedings
affecting creditors’ rights and involving a claim under this Note; (c) to protect the lien of
any of the Loan Documents; (d) to represent Lender in any other proceedings
whatsoever in connection with this Note or any of the Loan Documents or the real
estate described therein; or (e) as a result of the Borrower’s Default and collection
efforts, the Borrower shall pay to Lender all reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses
incurred or determined to be due in connection therewith, in addition to all other
amounts due hereunder.
E. Lender’s remedies under this Note, and all of the other Loan Documents shall be
cumulative and concurrent and may be pursued singly, successively, or together
against the Borrower and any other Obligors (as defined below), the Property, and any
other security described in the Loan Documents or any portion or combination of such
real estate and other security, and Lender may resort to every other right or remedy
available at law or in equity without first exhausting the rights and remedies contained
herein, all in Lender’s sole discretion. Failure of Lender, for a period of time or on more
than one occasion to exercise its option to accelerate the maturity date shall not
constitute a waiver of the right to exercise that option at any time during the continued
existence of the Default or in the event of any subsequent Default. Lender shall not by
any other omission or act be deemed to waive any of its rights or remedies hereunder
unless such waiver is in writing and signed by Lender, and then only to the extent
specifically set forth therein. A waiver in connection with one event shall not be
construed as continuing or as a bar to or waiver of any right or remedy in connection
with a subsequent event.
6. PAYMENT OF NOTE HOLDER'S COSTS AND EXPENSES
If the Lender is required to initiate legal process as the result of the Borrower’s Default
as described above, the Lender will have the right to be paid back for all of its costs and
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expenses incurred as a result of such Default, to the extent not prohibited by applicable
law. Those costs and expenses include but are not limited to, reasonable attorneys'
fees, court costs, and related litigation expenses.
7. BORROWER'S WAIVERS
To the extent permitted by law, the Borrower waives all rights to require the Lender to
do certain things. These things are: (A) to demand payment of amounts due (known as
"presentment"); (B) to give notice that amounts due have not been paid (known as
"notice to dishonor"); (C) to obtain an official certification of nonpayment (known as
"protest"). If more than one person signs this Note, each person is fully and personally
obligated to keep all of the promises made in this Notes, including the promise to pay
the full amount owed. Any person, who takes over these obligations, is also obligated
to keep all promises made in this Note. The Lender may enforce its rights under this
Note against each person individually or against all of us together.
8. GIVING OF NOTICES
Any notices that must be given to the Borrower under this Note will be given by
delivering or by mailing by certified mail addressed to the Borrower at the address of the
Property set forth above.
Any notice that must be given to the Lender under this Note will be given by delivering it
or mailing it by certified mail to the Lender at the following address:
City of Evanston
Attn: Economic Development Division
2100 Ridge Avenue, Room 3103
Evanston, Illinois 60201
with a copy to:
City of Evanston
Attn: Corporation Counsel
2100 Ridge Avenue, Room 4400
Evanston, Illinois 60201
9. RESPONSIBILITY OF PERSONS UNDER THIS NOTE
If more than one person signs this Note, each person is fully and personally obligated to
keep all of the promises made in this Note. The Lender may enforce its rights under this
Note against the signatories either individually or together. This means that both
signatories, either individually or together, may be required to pay all of the amounts
owned under this Note. Any person who takes over the rights or obligations of the
Borrower, with the written permission of the Lender, will have all of the Borrower’s rights
and must keep all of the Borrower’s promises made in this Note. Notwithstanding
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anything in the Security Agreement to the contrary, the Loan is a recourse obligation of
the Borrower.
10. GOVERNING LAW AND WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY
This Promissory Note shall be governed by the laws of the State of Illinois. Borrower
hereby represents and warrants that it knowingly and voluntarily waives any
rights to trial by jury for any litigation related to or arising out of, under, or in any
way connected with the obligations of this Note.
11. MISCELLANEOUS
The headings of sections and paragraphs in this Note are for convenience only and
shall not be construed in any way to limit or define the content, scope, or intent of the
provisions hereof. As used in this Note, the singular shall include the plural, and
masculine, feminine, and neuter pronouns shall be fully interchangeable, where the
context so requires. If any provision of this Note, or any paragraph, sentence, clause,
phrase, or word, or the application thereof, in any circumstances, is adjudicated to be
invalid, the validity of the remainder of this Note shall be construed as if such invalid
part were never included herein. Time is of the essence of this Note.
Upon any endorsement, assignment, or other transfer of this Note by Lender or by
operation of law, the term “Lender,” as used herein, shall mean such endorsee,
assignee, or other transferee or successor to Lender then becoming the holder of this
Note.
This Note and all provisions hereof shall be binding on all persons claiming under or
through the Undersigned. The terms “Undersigned” and “Borrower,” as used herein,
shall include the respective beneficiaries, successors, assigns, legal and personal
representatives, executors, administrators, devisees, legatees, and heirs of the
Undersigned and Borrower and shall be binding upon the same
In the event the Undersigned is an Illinois land trust, then this Note is executed by the
Trustee, not personally but as Trustee as aforesaid in the exercise of the power and
authority conferred on and vested in it as the Trustee, and is payable only out of the
property specifically described in the Loan Documents securing the payment hereof, by
the enforcement of the provisions contained therein. No personal liability shall be
asserted or be enforceable against the Trustee because or in respect of this Note or the
making, issue, or transfer thereof, all such liability, if any, being expressly waived by
each taker and holder hereof, and each original and successive holder of this Note
accepts the Note on the express condition that no duty shall rest on the Trustee to
sequester the rents, issues, and profits arising from the property described in the Loan
Documents, or the proceeds arising from the sale or other disposition thereof, but that in
case of Default in the payment of this Note or of any installment hereof, the sole
remedies of the holder hereof shall be by foreclosure of the UCC Financing Statement,
realization on the other security given under the other Loan Documents to secure
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indebtedness evidenced by this Note, in accordance with the terms and provisions set
forth herein, or any combination of the above.

LENDER:
By: _____________________________
Its: City Manager, Wally Bobkiewicz

BORROWER:
By: _____________________________
Its: President
Print Name: Pascal Berthoumiuex
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EXHIBIT 1
LOAN PAYMENT SCHEDULE
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GUARANTY
Borrower: Sweet Vendome, Inc., an Illinois
corporation

Lender: City of Evanston, an Illinois home
rule municipal corporation

Guarantors: Pascal Berthoumieux,
individual
(address)

Principal Amount: $50,000.00

Loan Term: 10 years (120 months)
CONTINUING GUARANTEE OF PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE. For good and
valuable consideration, Guarantor absolutely and unconditionally guarantees full and
punctual payment and satisfaction of the Indebtedness of Borrower to Lender, and the
performance and discharge of all Borrower's obligations under the Note and the Related
Documents. This is a guaranty of payment and performance and not of collection, so
Lender can enforce this Guaranty against Guarantor even when Lender has not
exhausted Lender's remedies against anyone else obligated to pay the Indebtedness or
against any collateral securing the Indebtedness, this Guaranty or any other guaranty of
the indebtedness. Guarantor will make any payments to Lender or its order, on demand,
in legal tender of the United States of America, in same-day funds, without set-off or
deduction, or counterclaim, and will otherwise perform Borrower's obligations under the
Note and Related Documents. Under this Guaranty, Guarantor's liability is limited to
Borrower’s obligations under the Note.
INDEBTEDNESS. The word "'Indebtedness” as used in this Guaranty means all of the
principal amount outstanding from time to time and at any one or more times, accrued
unpaid interest thereon and all collection costs and legal expenses related thereto
permitted by law, attorneys' fees, arising from Borrower’s obligations under the Note.
CONTINUING GUARANTY. THIS IS A "CONTINUING GUARANTY" UNDER WHICH
GUARANTOR AGREES TO GUARANTEE THE FULL AND PUNCTUAL PAYMENT.
DURATION OF GUARANTY. This Guaranty will take effect when received by Lender
without the necessity of any acceptance by Lender, or any notice to Guarantor or to
Borrower, and will continue in full force until all the Indebtedness incurred or contracted
before receipt by Lender of any notice of revocation shall have been fully and finally
paid and satisfied and, all of Guarantor's other obligations under this Guaranty shall
have been performed in full. If Guarantor elects to revoke this, Guaranty, Guarantor
may only do so in writing. Guarantor's written notice of revocation must be mailed to
Lender; by certified mail, at Lender's address listed above or such other place as
Lender may designate in writing. Written revocation of this Guaranty will apply only to
new Indebtedness created after actual receipt by Lender of Guarantor's written
revocation. For this purpose and without limitation, the term "new Indebtedness” does
not include the Indebtedness which at the time of notice of revocation is contingent,
unliquidated, undetermined or not due and which later becomes absolute, liquidated,
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determined or due. For this purpose and without limitation" new indebtedness” does not
include all or part of the Indebtedness that is: incurred by Borrower prior to revocation;
Incurred under a commitment that became binding before revocation; any renewals,
extensions, substitutions, and modifications of the indebtedness. This Guaranty shall
bind Guarantor's estate as to the Indebtedness created both before and after
Guarantor's death or incapacity, regardless of Lander's actual notice of Guarantor’s
death, Subject to the foregoing, Guarantor's, executor or administrator or other legal
representative may terminate this Guaranty in the same manner in which Guarantor
might have terminated it and with the some effect. Release of any, other guarantor or
termination of any other guaranty of the Indebtedness shall not affect the ability of
Guarantor under this guaranty. A revocation Lender receives from anyone or more
Guarantors shall not affect the liability of any remaining Guarantors under this Guaranty.
GUARANTOR'S AUTHORIZATION TO LENDER. Guarantor authorizes Lender, either
before or after any revocation hereof upon written notice to Guarantor by Lender,
without lessening Guarantor’s liability under this Guaranty, from time to time: (A) prior to
revocation as set forth above, to make one or more additional secured or unsecured
loans to Borrower, to lease equipment or other goods to Borrower, or otherwise to
extend additional credit to Borrower; (B) Intentionally Deleted; (C) to take and hold
security for the payment of this Guaranty or the Indebtedness, and exchange, enforce,
waive, subordinate, fail or decide not to perfect, and release any such security, with or
without the substitution of new collateral; (D) to release, substitute, agree not to sue, or
deal with anyone or more of Borrower's sureties, endorsers, or other guarantors on any
terms or in any manner Lender may choose; (E) to determine how, when and what
application of payments and credits shall be made on the Indebtedness; (F) to apply
such security and direct the order or manner of sale thereof, including without limitation.
any non-judicial sale permitted by the terms of the controlling security agreement or
deed of trust, as Lender in its discretion may determine; (G) to sell, transfer, assign or
grant participations, in all or any part-of the Indebtedness: and (H) to assign or transfer
this Guaranty in whole or in part.
GUARANTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. Guarantor represents
and warrants to Lender that (A) no representations or agreements of any kind have
been made to Guarantor which would limit or qualify in any way the terms of this
Guaranty; (B) Intentionally Deleted; (C) Guarantor has full power, right and authority to
enter into this Guaranty; (D) the provisions of this Guaranty do not conflict with or result
in a default under any agreement or other instrument binding upon Guarantor and do
not result in a violation of any law, regulation, court decree or order applicable to
Guarantor;" (E) Intentionally Deleted; (F) upon Lender's request, Guarantor will provide
to Lender financial and credit information in form acceptable to Lender, and all such
financial information which currently has been, ,and all future financial information which
will be provided Lender is and will be true and correct in all material respects and fairly
present, Guarantor's financial condition as of the dates the financial information is
provided; and (G) no material adverse change has occurred in Guarantor's financial
condition since the date of the most recent financial statements provided to Lender and
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no event has occurred which may materially adversely affect Guarantor's financial
condition.
GUARANTOR'S WAIVERS. Except as prohibited by applicable law, Guarantor waives
any right to require Lender (A) to continue lending money or to extend other credit to
Borrower; (B) to resort for payment or to proceed directly or at once against any person,
including Borrower or any other guarantor; (C) to proceed directly against or exhaust
any collateral held by Lender from Borrower, any other guarantor, or any other person;
(D) Intentionally Deleted; (E) to pursue any other remedy within Lender's power; or (F)
to commit any act or omission of any kind, or at any time, with respect to any matter
whatsoever.
GUARANTOR'S UNDERSTANDING WITH RESPECT TO WAIVERS. Guarantor
warrants and agrees that each of the waivers set forth above is made with Guarantor's
full knowledge of its significance and consequences and that, under the circumstances,
the waivers are reasonable and not contrary to public policy or law. If any such waiver is
determined to be contrary to any applicable law of public policy, such waiver shall be
effective only to the extent permitted by law or public policy.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of
this Guaranty:
Amendments. This Guaranty together with any Related Documents, constitutes
the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as to the matters set forth
in this Guaranty, No alteration of or amendment to this· Guaranty shall be
effective unless given in writing and signed by both parties.
Attorneys' Fees; Expenses. Guarantor agrees to pay upon demand all of
Lender's costs and expenses, including Lender’s attorneys’ fees and Lender's
legal expenses, incurred in connection with the enforcement of this Guaranty.
Lender may hire or pay someone else to help enforce this Guaranty, and
Guarantor shall pay the costs and expenses of such enforcement.
Caption Headings. Caption headings in this Guaranty are for convenience
purposes only and are not to be used to interpret or define the provisions of this
Guaranty.
Governing law. This Guaranty will be governed by federal law applicable to
Lender and, to the extent not preempted by federal law, the' laws of the State of
Illinois without regard to its conflicts of law provisions.
Integration. Guarantor further agrees that Guarantor has read and fully
understands the terms of this Guaranty; Guarantor has had the opportunity to beadvised by Guarantor's attorney with respect to this Guaranty; the Guaranty fully
reflects Guarantor's intentions and parol evidence is not required to interpret the
terms of this Guaranty. Guarantor hereby indemnifies and holds Lender harmless
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from all losses, claims, damages, and costs (including Lender's attorneys' fees)
suffered or incurred by Lender as a result of any breach by Guarantor of the
warranties, representations and agreements of this paragraph.
Interpretation. In all cases where there is more than one Borrower or Guarantor,
then all words used in this Guaranty in the singular shall be deemed to have
been used in the plural where the context and construction so require; and where
there is more than one Borrower named in this Guaranty or when this Guaranty
is executed by more than one Guarantor, the words “Borrower” and "Guarantor”
respectively shall mean all and anyone or more of them. The words “Guarantor,"
"Borrower," and "Lender” include the heirs, successors, assigns, and transferees
of each of them, If a court finds that any provision of this Guaranty is not valid or
should not be enforced, that fact by itself will not mean that the rest of this
Guaranty will not be valid or enforced. Therefore, a court will enforce the rest of
the provisions of this Guaranty even if a provision of this Guaranty may be found
to be invalid or unenforceable. If anyone or more of Borrower or Guarantor are
corporations, partnerships, limited liability companies, or similar entities, it is not
necessary for Lender to inquire into the powers of Borrower or Guarantor or of
the officers, directors, partners, managers, or other agents acting or purporting to
act on their behalf, and any indebtedness made or created in reliance upon the
professed exercise of such powers shall be guaranteed under this Guaranty.
Notices. Any notice required to be given under this Guaranty shall be given in
writing, and, except for revocation notices by Guarantor, shall be effective when
actually delivered, when actually received by tele-facsimile (unless, otherwise
required by law) when deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier,
or, if mailed, when deposited in the United States mail, as first class, certified or
registered mail postage prepaid, directed to the addresses shown near the
beginning of this Guaranty. All revocation notices by Guarantor shall be in writing
and shall be effective upon delivery to Lender as provided in the section of this
Guaranty entitled "DURATION OF GUARANTY.” Any party may change its
address for notices under this Guaranty by giving formal written notice to the
other parties, specifying that the purpose of the notice is to change the party's
address, For notice purposes, Guarantor agrees to keep Lender informed at all
times of Guarantor's current address. Unless otherwise provided or required by
law, if there is more than one Guarantor, any notice given by Lender to any
Guarantor is deemed to be notice given to all Guarantors.
No Waiver by Lender. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights
under this Guaranty unless such waiver is given in writing and signed by Lender.
No delay or omission on the part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate
as a waiver of such right or any other right. A waiver by Lender of a provision of
this Guaranty shall not prejudice or constitute e waiver of lender's right otherwise
to demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this
Guaranty. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing between Lender
and Guarantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of
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Guarantor's obligations as to any future transactions, Whenever the consent of
Lender is required under this Guaranty, the granting of such consent by Lender
in any Instance shall not constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances
where such consent is required and in all cases such consent may be granted or
withheld in the sole discretion of Lender.
Successors and Assigns. Subject to any limitations stated in this Guaranty on
transfer of Guarantor's interest, this Guaranty shall be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties, their successors and assigns.
Waive Jury. Lender and Guarantor hereby waive the right to any jury trial in any
action, proceeding, or counterclaim brought by either Lender or Guarantor
against the other.
DEFINITIONS. The following capitalized words and terms shall have the following
meanings when used in this Guaranty. Unless specifically stated to the contrary, all
references to dollar amounts shall mean amounts in lawful money of the United States
of America. Words and terms used in the singular shall include the plural, and the plural
shall include the singular, as the context may require. Words and terms not otherwise
defined in this Guaranty shall have the meanings attributed to such terms in the Uniform
Commercial Code:
Borrower. The word “Borrower” means Sweet Vendome, Inc. and includes all
co-signers and co·-makers signing the Note and all their successors and assigns.
GAAP. The word "GAAP" means generally accepted accounting principles.
Guarantor. The word "Guarantor" means everyone signing this Guaranty Pascal
Berthoumieux, and in each case, any signer's successors and assigns.
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means this guaranty from Guarantor to Lender.
Indebtedness. The word "Indebtedness" means Borrower's indebtedness to
Lender as more particularly described in this Guaranty.
Lender. The word “Lender" means City of Evanston, its successors and assigns.
Note. The word “Note” means and includes without limitation all of Borrower's
promissory notes and/or credit agreements evidencing Borrower's loan
obligations in favor of Lander, together with all renewals of, extensions of,
modifications of, substitutions for promissory notes or credit agreements.
Related Documents. The words “Related Documents” mean all promissory
notes, credit agreements, loan agreements, environmental agreements,
guaranties, security 'agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, security deeds,
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collateral mortgages, and all other instruments, agreements and documents,
whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the Indebtedness.
EACH UNDERSIGNED GUARANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS GUARANTY AND AGREES TO ITS TERMS, IN ADDITION,
EACH GUARANTOR UNDERSTANDS THAT THIS GUARANTY IS EFFECTIVE
UPON GUARANTOR'S EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS GUARANTY TO
UNDER AND THAT THE GUARANTY WILL CONTINUE UNTIL TERMINATED IN THE
MANNER SET FORTH IN THE SECTION TITLED "DURATION OF GUARANTY", NO
FORMAL ACCEPTANCE BY LENDER IS NECESSARY TO MAKE THIS GUARANTY
EFFECTIVE, THIS GUARANTY IS DATED _____________, 2017.
GUARANTOR:
__________________________
Pascal Berthoumieux
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SECURITY AGREEMENT
This Security Agreement dated July 1, 2017 by and between the Sweet Vendome, Inc.,
an Illinois corporation hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Debtor" for value
received, hereby grants to the City of Evanston, Illinois, an Illinois home rule
municipality, with its principal address at 2100 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201,
hereinafter referred to as the "Secured Party," a security interest in the collateral listed
in the attached EXHIBIT A, hereinafter referred to as the “Collateral” and incorporated
by reference.
This security interest is given for the purpose of securing payment of any and all
indebtedness of the Debtor to the Secured Party in connection with the loan made to
the Debtor and evidenced by promissory note dated July 1, 2017, together with all costs
and expenses in connection therewith including but not limited to expenses of retaking,
preserving, repairing, maintaining, preparing for sale, and selling said collateral as well
as reasonable attorney's fees, court costs, and other legal expenses. In the event that
Debtor defaults in the payment of said indebtedness, or becomes insolvent, or fails to
keep said collateral free of all other liens, or if for any reason the secured party feels
insecure, Secured Party has the option of declaring the entire indebtedness immediately
due and payable, and shall have all of the rights and remedies of a secured party under
the Illinois Uniform Commercial Code as the same may be amended from time to time.
The requirement of the reasonable notice of any sale hereunder shall be met if such
notice is mailed, postage prepaid, to the address of the Debtor shown at the beginning
of this agreement at least 5 days before the time of sale or disposition.
Secured Party and Debtor have caused this Agreement to be executed and
delivered as of the date set forth opposite their name.
City of Evanston, Illinois
By:__________________________
City Manager, Wally Bobkiewicz

Sweet Vendome, Inc.
By:__________________________
President
Print Name: ___________________
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EXHIBIT A
COLLATERAL EQUIPMENT LIST
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Patisserie Coralie - Amortization Schedule
633 Howard
Loan Amount
Interest Rate
# of Months
Monthly Payment
Payment #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

$

Date

50,000
3.00
108 (120 month loan, first 12 months no payment or interest)
($528.85)
Start Balance
Int. for Month
Payment
End Balance
9/1/2017
50,000.00
50,000.00
10/1/2017
50,000.00
50,000.00
11/1/2017
50,000.00
50,000.00
12/1/2017
50,000.00
50,000.00
1/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
2/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
3/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
4/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
5/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
6/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
7/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
8/1/2018
50,000.00
50,000.00
9/1/2018
50,000.00
125.00
(528.85)
49,596.15
10/1/2018
49,596.15
123.99
(528.85)
49,191.30
11/1/2018
49,191.30
122.98
(528.85)
48,785.43
12/1/2018
48,785.43
121.96
(528.85)
48,378.54
1/1/2019
48,378.54
120.95
(528.85)
47,970.64
2/1/2019
47,970.64
119.93
(528.85)
47,561.72
3/1/2019
47,561.72
118.90
(528.85)
47,151.78
4/1/2019
47,151.78
117.88
(528.85)
46,740.81
5/1/2019
46,740.81
116.85
(528.85)
46,328.82
6/1/2019
46,328.82
115.82
(528.85)
45,915.79
7/1/2019
45,915.79
114.79
(528.85)
45,501.74
8/1/2019
45,501.74
113.75
(528.85)
45,086.64
9/1/2019
45,086.64
112.72
(528.85)
44,670.51
10/1/2019
44,670.51
111.68
(528.85)
44,253.34
11/1/2019
44,253.34
110.63
(528.85)
43,835.13
12/1/2019
43,835.13
109.59
(528.85)
43,415.87
1/1/2020
43,415.87
108.54
(528.85)
42,995.56
2/1/2020
42,995.56
107.49
(528.85)
42,574.20
3/1/2020
42,574.20
106.44
(528.85)
42,151.79
4/1/2020
42,151.79
105.38
(528.85)
41,728.32
5/1/2020
41,728.32
104.32
(528.85)
41,303.80
6/1/2020
41,303.80
103.26
(528.85)
40,878.21
7/1/2020
40,878.21
102.20
(528.85)
40,451.56
8/1/2020
40,451.56
101.13
(528.85)
40,023.84
9/1/2020
40,023.84
100.06
(528.85)
39,595.05
10/1/2020
39,595.05
98.99
(528.85)
39,165.19
11/1/2020
39,165.19
97.91
(528.85)
38,734.26
12/1/2020
38,734.26
96.84
(528.85)
38,302.25
1/1/2021
38,302.25
95.76
(528.85)
37,869.16
2/1/2021
37,869.16
94.67
(528.85)
37,434.98
3/1/2021
37,434.98
93.59
(528.85)
36,999.72
4/1/2021
36,999.72
92.50
(528.85)
36,563.38
5/1/2021
36,563.38
91.41
(528.85)
36,125.94
6/1/2021
36,125.94
90.31
(528.85)
35,687.41
7/1/2021
35,687.41
89.22
(528.85)
35,247.78
8/1/2021
35,247.78
88.12
(528.85)
34,807.05
9/1/2021
34,807.05
87.02
(528.85)
34,365.22
10/1/2021
34,365.22
85.91
(528.85)
33,922.29
11/1/2021
33,922.29
84.81
(528.85)
33,478.24
12/1/2021
33,478.24
83.70
(528.85)
33,033.09
1/1/2022
33,033.09
82.58
(528.85)
32,586.83
2/1/2022
32,586.83
81.47
(528.85)
32,139.45
3/1/2022
32,139.45
80.35
(528.85)
31,690.95
4/1/2022
31,690.95
79.23
(528.85)
31,241.33
5/1/2022
31,241.33
78.10
(528.85)
30,790.59
6/1/2022
30,790.59
76.98
(528.85)
30,338.72
7/1/2022
30,338.72
75.85
(528.85)
29,885.72
8/1/2022
29,885.72
74.71
(528.85)
29,431.58
9/1/2022
29,431.58
73.58
(528.85)
28,976.32
10/1/2022
28,976.32
72.44
(528.85)
28,519.91
11/1/2022
28,519.91
71.30
(528.85)
28,062.36
12/1/2022
28,062.36
70.16
(528.85)
27,603.67
1/1/2023
27,603.67
69.01
(528.85)
27,143.83
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Patisserie Coralie - Amortization Schedule
633 Howard
Loan Amount
Interest Rate
# of Months
Monthly Payment
Payment #
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

$

Date

50,000
3.00
108 (120 month loan, first 12 months no payment or interest)
($528.85)
Start Balance
Int. for Month
Payment
End Balance
2/1/2023
3/1/2023
4/1/2023
5/1/2023
6/1/2023
7/1/2023
8/1/2023
9/1/2023
10/1/2023
11/1/2023
12/1/2023
1/1/2024
2/1/2024
3/1/2024
4/1/2024
5/1/2024
6/1/2024
7/1/2024
8/1/2024
9/1/2024
10/1/2024
11/1/2024
12/1/2024
1/1/2025
2/1/2025
3/1/2025
4/1/2025
5/1/2025
6/1/2025
7/1/2025
8/1/2025
9/1/2025
10/1/2025
11/1/2025
12/1/2025
1/1/2026
2/1/2026
3/1/2026
4/1/2026
5/1/2026
6/1/2026
7/1/2026
8/1/2026
9/1/2026
10/1/2026
11/1/2026
12/1/2026
1/1/2027
2/1/2027
3/1/2027
4/1/2027
5/1/2027
6/1/2027
7/1/2027
8/1/2027

27,143.83
26,682.85
26,220.71
25,757.41
25,292.96
24,827.34
24,360.56
23,892.62
23,423.50
22,953.21
22,481.75
22,009.11
21,535.28
21,060.27
20,584.08
20,106.69
19,628.11
19,148.33
18,667.36
18,185.18
17,701.80
17,217.20
16,731.40
16,244.38
15,756.14
15,266.69
14,776.01
14,284.10
13,790.96
13,296.59
12,800.99
12,304.14
11,806.06
11,306.73
10,806.15
10,304.31
9,801.23
9,296.88
8,791.28
8,284.41
7,776.27
7,266.87
6,756.19
6,244.23
5,730.99
5,216.48
4,700.67
4,183.57
3,665.19
3,145.50
2,624.52
2,102.23
1,578.64
1,053.74
527.53

67.86
66.71
65.55
64.39
63.23
62.07
60.90
59.73
58.56
57.38
56.20
55.02
53.84
52.65
51.46
50.27
49.07
47.87
46.67
45.46
44.25
43.04
41.83
40.61
39.39
38.17
36.94
35.71
34.48
33.24
32.00
30.76
29.52
28.27
27.02
25.76
24.50
23.24
21.98
20.71
19.44
18.17
16.89
15.61
14.33
13.04
11.75
10.46
9.16
7.86
6.56
5.26
3.95
2.63
1.32

(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
(528.85)
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26,682.85
26,220.71
25,757.41
25,292.96
24,827.34
24,360.56
23,892.62
23,423.50
22,953.21
22,481.75
22,009.11
21,535.28
21,060.27
20,584.08
20,106.69
19,628.11
19,148.33
18,667.36
18,185.18
17,701.80
17,217.20
16,731.40
16,244.38
15,756.14
15,266.69
14,776.01
14,284.10
13,790.96
13,296.59
12,800.99
12,304.14
11,806.06
11,306.73
10,806.15
10,304.31
9,801.23
9,296.88
8,791.28
8,284.41
7,776.27
7,266.87
6,756.19
6,244.23
5,730.99
5,216.48
4,700.67
4,183.57
3,665.19
3,145.50
2,624.52
2,102.23
1,578.64
1,053.74
527.53
(0.00)

For Economic Development Committee meeting of June 28, 2017
Great Merchants Grant Funding Requests
For Consideration

Item 3D

Memorandum
To:

Chair and Members of the Economic Development Committee

From:

Martin Lyons, Assistant City Manager & CFO
Paul Zalmezak, Economic Development Division Manager
Paulina Martínez, Economic Development Specialist

Subject:

Applications for the Evanston Great Merchants Grant Program

Date:

June 22, 2017

Recommended Action:
Staff recommends approval for financial assistance through the Great Merchants Grant
Program, totaling $14,766.20, to three Evanston business district areas:




Central Street Business Association - $4,000.00
Howard Street Business Association - $8,150.00
West Village Business Association - $2,616.20

Funding Source:
Staff recommends utilizing the Economic Development Business District Improvement
Program (Account # 100.15.5300.65522). The approved 2017 Fiscal Year Budget
allocated $350,000 to this account. To date, $8,416.50 has been spent from this
account, leaving $341,583.50 available for expenditure. As of June 12, 2017, City
Council approved $33,550.00 in landscaping services through the Great Merchants
Grant, and other approved Storefront Modernization Grant projects leaving the account
with $283,033.50.
Livability Benefits:
 Built Environment: Enhance public spaces
 Economy & Jobs: Retain and expand local businesses
 Education, Arts & Community: Incorporate arts and cultural resources
Summary:
Staff received a total of five applications requesting funding for services through the
Evanston Great Merchants Grant program totaling $48,316.20. However, $33,550.00 in
the form of landscaping funding requests was already approved by the Administration
and Public Works Committee and City Council on June 12, 2017. This action was taken
due to a tight timeline to deliver a summer rotation for planters throughout the city,
which has been a staple request from all business districts.
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Due to the recently approved changes to the Great Merchants Grant Program, staff
began seeking bids later in the season. Staff was unable to present to the Economic
Development Committee in May as landscaping businesses delayed responding to bids
as this is their busy season. Instead of waiting until the next scheduled Economic
Development Committee meeting on June 28, 2017, staff sought Administration and
Public Works Committee approval of this request. This will allow the business districts
to have a summer rotation of planters in June instead of mid-July.
Consequently, the remainder of the requests are being presented at the June 28, 2017
Economic Development Committee meeting. Staff has received three applications
requesting services through the Evanston Great Merchants Grant Program requesting a
total of $14,766.20. The applications and the requests received include a wide range of
services to improve the business districts. The information below provides a summary of
each service request.
Discussion:
Evanston’s Great Merchants Grant Program is designed to provide small grants,
ranging up to $10,000 to Evanston’s small business/merchant associations to pursue
projects that address at least one of three core areas: Enhancement of Physical
Environment, Neighborhood Promotion, and Technical Assistance. Under the new
guidelines and in an effort to streamline services to the business districts, staff is now
responsible for procuring bids and working closely with the business associations to
fulfill their requests. Whereas before, the individual business districts were responsible
for procuring bids, paying the vendors, and submitting all receipts to staff by December
30. This resulted in significant levels of paperwork and unintended aggravation for the
volunteer business associations.
The funding recommendations in this request vary by business district as each district
has individual priorities.
Business District Requests
Three business districts are requesting funds totaling $14,766.20 for physical
improvements and promotion. The following pages outline each application and specific
recommendations for each application. The breakdown of the category and funding
amounts for the landscaping improvements each group has requested is shown below:
Central Street Business Association
Central Street Business Association requested funds for the following projects:
Activity
50/50 Advertisement
Public Art Contribution (Evanston Mural Arts Program)
Total Request

Amount
$1,500.00
$2,500.00
$4,000.00

This activity is considered under the Enhancement of the Physical Environment and
Neighborhood Promotion Project Eligibility Criteria of the Great Merchant Grant.
Following staff review, the Central Street Business Association was found to be in good
2
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standing under the guidelines of the Great Merchants Grant and is eligible to receive the
requested services.
Howard Street Business Association
The Howard Street Business Association (HBSA) requested funds for the following
projects:
Activity
Lights for Parkway Trees
Total Request

Amount
$8,150.00
$8,150.00

This activity is considered business district staples and eligible under the Enhancement
of the Physical Environment Project Eligibility Criteria of the Great Merchant Grant.
Following staff review, the Howard Street Business District was found to be in good
standing under the guidelines of the Great Merchants Grant and is eligible to receive the
requested services.
West Village
The West Village Business Association requested funds for the following projects:
Activity
26 Light Pole Banners
Total Request

Amount
$2,616.20
$2,616.20

These activities are considered business district staples and eligible under the
Enhancement of the Physical Environment Project Eligibility Criteria of the Great
Merchant Grant. Following staff review, West Village Business District was found to be
in good standing under the guidelines of the Great Merchants Grant and is eligible to
receive the requested services.
Attachments
- Business Districts’ Applications
- Summary of Bids
- Quotes for Banners
- Quotes for Tree Lights
- EMAP Project Summary
- Central Street’s Advertising Summary
- Summary of Approved Landscaping Requests
- Summary of Approved Landscaping Vendors
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SUMMARY OF BIDS
BANNERS
Vendor Name
Liberty Flag and Banner
Allegra
Sign.com
Minuteman Press
The Copy Room
Impact Signs Chicago

Address
2747 York Street, Blue Island, IL
1255 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL
1550 South Gladiola Street, Salt Lake City, UT
1553 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, IL
815 Dempster Street, Evanston, IL
505 N Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL

Vendor Name
Kramer Tree Specialists
Temple Display Company
Illuminight
Greenwise
Chicago Events Graphics

Bid
Amount
$ 2,616.20
$ 4,178.00
$ 1,327.04
No bid
No bid
No bid

TREE LIGHTS
Address
300 Charles Court, West Chicago, IL
114 Kirkland Cir # C, Oswego, IL
1954 1st. Street, Ste. 394, Highland Park, IL
2401 Main Street, Evanston, IL
400 N Hart Street, Chicago, IL
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Notes
Includes installation
Includes installation
Does not include installation

Bid Amount
$ 33,620.00
$ 8,150.00
$ 12,250.00
No bid
No bid

Allegra Marketing Print Signs
1255 Hartrey Avenue
Evanston IL 60202
(847) 864-9797 Fax: (847) 864-0399

Quotation 14483

Paulina Martínez
City of Evanston
Accounts Payable
2100 Ridge Ave.
Evanston IL 60201

Ship To:

Date: 06/08/17

< Same as Bill To >
Deliver 5/11/2017

Acct.No

Ordered By

Phone

1198

Paulina Martínez

847-859-7833

Quantity

Fax

P.O. No

Description

Prepared By

Sales Rep

Frank

Frank
Price

13

Pole banners 2 sides, 13 divided by 3 versions, printing for 20"x48" $130.00 EACH Includes
installation and hardware hanging.

1,703.00

13

Pole banners 2 sides, 13 divided by 3 versions, printing for 30” by 72”
installation and hardware hanging.

$190.38 EACH Includes

2,475.00

23

Pole banners 2 sides, 23 divided by 3 versions, printing for 30” by 72”
installation and hardware hanging.

$179.00 EACH Includes

4,117.00

Received by ________________________________ Date ____________
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Allegra Marketing Print Signs · 1255 Hartrey Avenue · Evanston IL 60202 · (847) 864-9797

ESTIMATE
ADDRESS

SHIP TO

Paulina Martinez
City of Evanston
2100 Ridge
Evanston, IL 60201

Paulina Martinez
City of Evanston
2100 Ridge
Evanston, IL 60201

ESTIMATE # 1362
DATE 05/18/2017

ACTIVITY

Pole Banner
Digital print read correct both sides. 20" x 48"
Pole Banner
Digital print read correct both sides. 30" x 72"
Pole Banner Bracket Set
21" Fiberglass Arm with Aluminum Bracket (Price includes Stainless Steel
Straps)
Pole Banner Bracket Set
31" Fiberglass Arm with Aluminum Bracket (Price includes Stainless Steel
Straps)
Installation
for above banners
Travel
portal to portal
Labor and Material
6 - 20" x 49" banners with hardware installed for $635.

All claims must be made within 10 days.
A Finance charge of 1.5% monthly or each fraction thereof which is an
annual percentage rate of 18%, will be charged on all past due
accounts. In the event of legal action, I agree to reimburse Liberty Flag
and Banner for the cost of collections, including attorney's fees and
court costs.

TOTAL

QTY

RATE

AMOUNT

13

18.90

245.70

13

36.50

474.50

13

44.00

572.00

13

48.00

624.00

26

20.00

520.00

1

180.0
0
0.00

180.00

1

$2,616.20

RE TAX EXEMPTION: Liberty Flag & Banner must have your tax
exempt form on file to qualify to for tax exempt status. If you are tax
exempt please email tax exempt form to:
info@libertyflagandbanner.com.

Accepted By

Accepted Date
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0.00

2747 York St, Blue Island, IL 60406 ● (708) 609-9373 ● info@libertyflagandbanner.com
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Illuminight Lighting, Inc.

Page 1 of 2

1954 First St. Suite 394 Highland Park Il. 60035
Ph. 312-685-4448
www.illuminightlighting.com
City of Evanston
Paulina Martinez
2100 Ridge Ave.
Evanston, Il. 60201
Ph 847.859.7833
Dear Paulina,
Illuminight Lighting, Inc. (ILI) is proud to submit the following specifications for your approval. This will confirm the
terms and conditions under which ILI has agreed to provide the City of Evanston (CE) Holiday lighting and décor.

Option 1 - 31 Trees Decorated in Our Signature Style Incandescent Lights
Description: ILI will install lights in 31 trees located on the North side of Howard St., from Ridge Rd. to the Marathon Gas
Station. Using our signature lighting style, ILI will wrap many branches of the tree, from the trunk out to the tip of the branch
with clear, incandescent mini lights, with 5.5 inch spacing between bulbs, transforming CE into a Winter Wonderland.
550 (estimated) sets of clear lights on green cord, 50 bulbs per set, 5.5 inch spacing between bulbs
All Labor (installation of lights and all extension cords needed)
(4) 42' Lift trucks
Fuel
Misc. Items (tape, zip ties, etc.)

Total price $12,250.00
Note: This contract is for installation only. Any maintenance of the lights after 2 weeks is the responsibility
of the CE. ILI is not responsible for vandalism, acts of god, animal damage or vehicle damage to the lights.
Terms and Conditions: Payment installments will be determined after CE accepts this bid. However, CE will have to
pay the Total price of $12,250.00 no later than 30 days after ILI's invoice has been submitted.
All work is guaranteed to be specified, and to be performed in a professsional manner.
Any alteration or deviation from the above specifications involving extra cost will be executed only upon
written orders and will become an extra charge over and above the contract price. All unpaid
balances due under this agreement in which become 30 days past due shall bear a service charge of
1 & 1/2% per month.
The undersigned hereby acknowledges and accepts the terms set forth above.
Respectfully submitted:
By

Scott Parrish
Illuminight Lighting, Inc.

Date:

By
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Paulina Martinez
City of Evanston

Date:

Page 2 of 2

Option 1 - 31 Trees Decorated in Our Signature Style with LED lights
Description: ILI will install lights in 31 trees located on the North side of Howard St., from Ridge Rd. to the Marathon Gas
Station. Using our signature lighting style, ILI will wrap many branches of the tree, from the trunk out to the tip of the branch
with clear, LED mini lights, with 5.5 inch spacing between bulbs, transforming CE into a Winter Wonderland.
550 (estimated) sets of clear lights on green cord, 50 bulbs per set, 5.5 inch spacing between bulbs
All Labor (installation of lights and all extension cords needed)
(4) 42' Lift trucks
Fuel
Misc. Items (tape, zip ties, etc.)

Total price $16,000.00
Note: This contract is for installation only. Any maintenance of the lights after 2 weeks is the responsibility
of the CE. ILI is not responsible for vandalism, acts of god, animal damage or vehicle damage to the lights.
Terms and Conditions: Payment installments will be determined after CE accepts this bid. However, CE will have to
pay the Total price of $16,000.00 no later than 30 days after ILI's invoice has been submitted.
All work is guaranteed to be specified, and to be performed in a professsional manner.
Any alteration or deviation from the above specifications involving extra cost will be executed only upon
written orders and will become an extra charge over and above the contract price. All unpaid
balances due under this agreement in which become 30 days past due shall bear a service charge of
1 & 1/2% per month.
The undersigned hereby acknowledges and accepts the terms set forth above.
Respectfully submitted:
By

Scott Parrish
Illuminight Lighting, Inc.

Date:

By
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Paulina Martinez
City of Evanston

Date:
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Kramer Tree Specialists, Inc.
300 Charles Court
West Chicago, IL 60185
Office: (630) 293-5444 www.kramertree.com Fax: (630) 293-7667

Commercial Proposal

Page 1

Holiday Lights
Proposal For:

Paulina Martinez
Village of Evanston
2100 Ridge Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201

Home:
Office: 847-859-7833
Mobile:
Fax:
pmartinez@cityofevanston.org

Payment Terms: Net 20

Thank You For Considering Kramer Tree Specialists, Inc.
Our Company WILL Exceed Your Expectations
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June 8, 2017
Proposal #: 382331
Customer #:

59839

Proposal Date:
Proposal Status:

6/8/2017
Issued

KTS Certified Arborist:
Jeff Kramer
jwkramer@kramertree.com
Cell Phone: 630-440-3905

Kramer Tree Specialists, Inc.
300 Charles Court
West Chicago, IL 60185
Office: (630) 293-5444 www.kramertree.com Fax: (630) 293-7667

Commercial Proposal

Page 2

June 8, 2017

Holiday Lights

Proposal #: 382331

Please initial the box next to the line item you wish to Authorize, then return All pages of the signed Proposal via Email or Fax.
Item #

Plant Species

Qty

Service Recommended

1

Listed Trees

34

Holiday Lights - Conventional Wrap

Notes:
Service:

Condition

DBH

Item Charge

$33,620.00

34 Parkway Trees on the north side of Howard Street from Clyde Ave to Ridge Ave.
Lights will be wrapped around the outside of the crown of the tree(s), bushes or hedge lines in a circular
fashion from the top to the bottom of the crown as applicable.
Outlets utilized must be GFI and it is highly recommended to be a minimum of a 15 amp outlet and a 15
amp circuit box. It is preferable for each outlet to be on a separate circuit breaker. All lights and products
will be installed, maintained, removed and stored unless otherwise noted. Kramer Tree Specialists cannot
be held responsible for damage to light strands due to wildlife activity, extreme weather or biological
growth of the tree.
Note: DO NOT leave lights on during wet conditions. This can lead to shortages of the lights and
malfunction. Make sure to turn them off prior to these types of conditions. This includes rain events,
heavy fog or any other conditions that involve high moisture content. Please make sure conditions are
“dry” when turning lights on and off. Snow is not a problem to turn the lights on or off, except when the
snow is actively melting.

Service Payment Terms (Residential Clients only):
Credit card or check will be required at the time of authorization for the above work. Half of the invoice
(line item) amount will be charged or cashed at the completion of the install, the remaining balance will be
charged or cashed at the completion of the take down of the lighting decorations. For further questions,
please feel free to contact our office at 630-293-5444.

Payment Due In Full within 20 days of receipt of Invoice
Payment via cash, check or credit card accepted
To Authorize this Proposal...
So that we may schedule this work, please return a signed copy of this Proposal via mail or
fax, or you may email your Certified Arb orist with your authorization.

Authorized By:

This Proposal is valid for 30 days.

Date:

Proposal #:

382331

Kramer Tree Specialists can not be responsible for unmarked underground utilities, structures, sprinkler systems, etc.
that may be damaged in the work process. Above listed work includes all hauling, disposal, and rake clean-up of debrisunless otherwise noted.

Certificate of Insurance available upon request
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Tree Wrapping
Proposal
Sample
Décor

Temple Display
Half Tree Wrapped Only, 55 Trees wrapped with 370 sets of Mini Lights,
a total of 37,000 lights. Identical Wrapping style as we did in 2016
Incandescent 178of
Pricing:
$8,140
239

EVANSTON MURAL ARTS PROGRAM
(EMAP)
a public art initiative of Art Encounter
Managed by Dustin Harris and Lea Pinsky

Detail of mural at Church at Darrow in Evanston by Harris and Pinsky, 2016
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DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM

Evanston Mural Arts Program, or EMAP, is a new public art initiative in Evanston that exists to help artists,
residents, and business districts uplift their neighborhoods through mural art. It is a proven fact that public art
has the powerful ability to unify and strengthen communities, and now is certainly a vital time for unity and
strength in our communities. EMAP provides curatorial leadership and project management support across all
areas of making public murals, towards the shared goals of community enrichment, civic engagement,
economic development, and beautification. EMAP’s role is to help Evanston join a national movement that
embraces the power of public art and become a more culturally vibrant, livable city on the whole.
EMAP is overseen by Evanston natives Dustin Harris and Lea Pinsky. Harris and Pinsky, both muralists and
public art project managers, have been inspiring public spaces through art since 2005. Through our creative
work as Mix Masters Murals, we have directed and created numerous large-scale mural projects on public walls,
in schools, community centers, and other spaces around Chicago and Evanston. Since 2010, we have served as
lead Project Managers for the Mile of Murals, a Rogers Park public art initiative that annually creates new blocklong murals for the CTA retaining walls and underpasses in 60626. Through the Mile of Murals, we have brought
over 20 artists from all over the globe to beautify and inspire a major pedestrian thoroughfare in Rogers Park
known as the Glenwood Avenue Arts District.
EMAP will function as a new initiative through the visual art organization Art Encounter, which has been in
existence since 1978. The mission of Art Encounter is to enrich the lives of diverse communities through
interactive explorations of visual art, empowering and connecting people of all ages and backgrounds. Through
the Evanston Mural Arts Program, we look forward to making Evanston a prominent and exciting cultural
destination, in collaboration with partners across the city.

Triangular Partnership: EMAP, City of Evanston, and Community Groups
The Evanston Mural Arts Program has the goal of bringing a wide variety of exceptional mural artists to
Evanston to beautify and inspire public spaces. EMAP Project Managers will work with both the City of
Evanston’s Public Art Committee and different community groups to identify walls and oversee the mural
process from start to finish. The program will deeply community-engaged and can include these partners:
•
•
•

Metra and CTA-- a long-range mural plan for viaduct beautification
Business districts and SSAs-- neighborhood identification murals
Community organizations- partnerships between artists and youth-based organizations

As current managers of the Mile of Murals in Rogers Park, Pinsky and Harris bring over ten years of experience
overseeing and executing large mural projects through our artistic work with communities, and with our
successful leadership of Mile of Murals. We are invested in Evanston’s development as an arts-rich city, and we
see huge potential in the success of such an initiative.
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EMAP’S ROLE IN MANAGING MURAL PROJECTS

We provide support in all areas of successfully completing any mural project, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participating in planning meetings with community or business associations
Preparing project budgets
Working with the Evanston Arts Council on securing additional funding for project as needed
Guidance on artist selection process, whether direct invitation or open call (RFP)
Writing and disseminating RFP as needed, organizing review materials, leading panel review
Communicating with artists regarding selection status, whether RFP or invitation
Wall preparation, including power washing and priming; determining if wall repair is needed
Writing summaries of mural project for press release and media as needed
Completing CTA or Metra applications, paperwork and artist contracts
Leadership in handling insurance issues, intellectual property rights, permits, etc.
Guiding design approval process through Public Art Committee and Evanston Arts Council
Acting as liaisons between artists and community/business association throughout mural process
Ensuring highest quality, proper paint is used for project; ordering as needed based on
community/business association’s process
Securing paint storage space near site for painting weeks as needed
Overseeing and supervising painting project
Ensuring a professional completion of the mural
Sealing the wall with exterior-grade varnish after painting is complete
Providing other leadership and support as needed and agreed upon

Mural artist selection process
There are two routes for artist selection for mural projects. For either process, community groups will want to create
a committee of people who would be part of the selection process. Include community stakeholders and arts
professionals. We have experience with both processes, and with reaching out to artists we know as well as
reputable artists with whom we haven’t yet connected.
•

Call for Artists: Request for Qualifications (RFQ) or Request for Proposal (RFP). If you want to open
up the selection process to a wide pool or artists, some of who may be lesser known or emerging but
highly qualified, you may want to pursue the RFQ or RFP route. With an RFQ, artists are asked to
submit their portfolio, whereas with an RFP they are asked to submit a full design for the wall as well.
For either, artists would also complete a cover application asking specific questions pertinent to the
project as you see fit, that we can put together as Project Managers. The advantage of RFP over RFQ is
that you know from the start what the mural may look like; but you may have a smaller pool of artists
due to the arduous application process. The advantage of RFQ over RFP is that you will likely get more
applicants, and from the first round you can then ask finalists to submit a design; but that process takes
longer.

•

Direct invitation to artist. If you want to have more control over who you have paint or have strong
ideas of what you are looking for, you may want to make a direct invitation. We can provide you a list of
artists with links to websites to review independently, then we would meet as a committee and decide
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on the collective 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice. We would reach out to the artists and make the invitation,
starting with the 1st. If he/she is unavailable, we move to the 2nd, and so on.

Project budget
Project budgets vary depending on the size of the wall, the condition of the wall, the type of artist selection
process, and the type of materials needed. A general guideline for underpass walls on Metra or CTA viaducts is
$12,500-$15,000. The Evanston Arts Council may match up to 50% of the cost for the mural project. EMAP can
work with community groups on fundraising strategies for the remainder of the funds needed for the project.

SAMPLE PROJECT
(Metra underpass)

City of Evanston
(Public Art funds)

Your community
organization

$15,000

$7500

$7500

EMAP will secure
these funds for you

EMAP can be part of
your fundraising
strategy
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CREDENTIALS TO MANAGE THE PROGRAM

Prior to the launching of EMAP, Harris and Pinsky have managed the Mile of Murals in Rogers Park since 2010,
overseeing nine murals and over 20 artists. Here are those projects, with designation of city each artist is based in,
and whether the hire was Direct Invitation (I) or Call for Artist (CFA)
2016
2015
2014
2013
2013
2012
2012
2011
2010

Birds of Climatory Prey (a partnership with the Audubon Mural Project): Ruben Aguirre, Cheri Charlton,
Andrea Jablonski, Tyrue SLANG Jones, Anthony Lewellen, Chris Silva (Chicago) (DI)
It Starts With You: Dustin Harris and Lea Pinsky (Chicago)
Movement and Stillness: Peter Hurley & Scott Bullock (Chicago, New Orleans) (CFA)
Chicago- Wind, Sun, and Shine: Jeff Zimmermann (Chicago) (DI)
Bicycle Family: Bruno Big (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil) (CFA)
The Digital Frontier: Doze Green (San Francisco) (DI)
Sacred Guardians: Mear One (Los Angeles) (DI)
Patriotism in Everyday Life: COMIGO Collective: Diana Berek, Chiara Padgett, Juan Carlos Perez
(Chicago, Italy) (CFA)
Community Leaders: Chiara Padgett, Sean Welker, Shawn Bullen, Won Kim, Dustin Harris, Rahmaan
Statik Barnes, Michelle Scott, Diana Berek, Juan Carlos Perez, Matthew Milkowski, Mona DiFiore, Paula
Clayton, Lea Pinsky, Joanna Pinsky (Chicago, Italy, Australia) (CFA)

We are also muralists. Here is a selection of works we have done together:
2016
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2013
2012
2012
2012
2012
2011
2011
2009-10
2009
2009
2007
2007
2007-10
2005-09
2006

Church Darrow Evanston Mural
Rogers Park Howard St SSA Mural #2
Estes Street CTA Mile of Murals
Willard Elementary School
Rogers Park Howard St SSA Mural #1
Bullhead Cantina
Temperance Tap Room
Pitchfork Music Festival
Justin Wynn Leadership Academy
PADS Wellness Center
Clinton School
Robert Crown Community Center
Orrington Elementary School
Funston Elementary School
Boost Motorola National Conference
Rogers Park Mile of Murals
Red Bull at the Aragon
Columbia College Chicago
Chandler Sports Center
MySpace Aragon Twista/TI concert
Boone Elementary School
Pulaski Fine Arts Academy
Fourth Presbyterian Church
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Evanston Arts Council mural
SSA Sponsored Mural
SSA Sponsored CTA Mural
Entrance Way mural
SSA-sponsored Metra mural
Restaurant Mural
Pub mural on canvas
Live Mural Event
25th Anniversary mural
Murals for homeless residences
Lunchroom mural
Early Childhood Wing mural
Auditorium mural
Lunchroom mural
Live Mural Event
SSA Sponsored CTA mural
Live Mural Event
Music studio murals
Registration desk mural
Live Mural Event
Playground, History, Lunchroom murals
Auditorium, Lunchroom, Library murals
Youth room mural

Draft, February 2017.

WORK SAMPLES
Our murals AND Mile of Murals artist murals

Howard Street Metra Viaduct, 2014. (Harris and Pinsky)

Church and Darrow, Evanston, 2016. (Harris and Pinsky)
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Glenwood Street CTA Wall-Mile of Murals, 2010. (Harris and Pinsky)

Glenwood Street CTA Wall- Mile of Murals, 2009. (Harris and Pinsky)
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Fourth Presbyterian Church, Chicago, 2006. (Harris and Pinsky)

PADS Wellness Center, Country Club Hills, 2012. (Harris and Pinsky)
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PADS Wellness Center, Country Club Hills, 2012. (Harris and Pinsky)

PADS Wellness Center, Country Club Hills, 2012. (Harris and Pinsky)
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MILE OF MURALS: Diana Berek, Chiara Padgett, Juan-Carlos Perez (Chicago), 2011.

MILE OF MURALS: Mear One (Los Angeles), 2012.
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MILE OF MURALS: Doze Green (San Francisco), 2012.

MILE OF MURALS, Bruno Big (Brazil), 2013.
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MILE OF MURALS: Jeff Zimmerman (Chicago), 2013.

MILE OF MURALS: Peter Hurley and Scott Bullock (Chicago, New Orleans), 2014.
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MILE OF MURALS: Ruben Aguirre (Chicago), 2016.

MILE OF MURALS: Andrea Jablonski (Chicago), 2016.
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PROJECT BUDGET FOR ONE MURAL ON CENTRAL ST UNDERPASS
Evanston Mural Arts Program, Art Encounter
2017- March 10

EXPENSES
PERSONNEL

EMAP Project Planning
Artist Fee
Wall preparation
Wall completion

$3,800
$5,000
$800
$350
$9,950

Artist paint and supplies

$900 EMAP recommends Nova from CA and
Montana for spray- this includes shipping
costs
$0 15 gallons- WILL LOOK FOR DONATON
$275 10 gallons plus shipping
$200 Generator, paint sprayer, projector for
priming, sealing, projecting
$1,375

Subtotal Personnel
SUPPLIES

Primer
Sealer
Equipment
Subtotal Supplies
SUBTOTAL
AE Administration

10% of project total

TOTAL EXPENSES
INCOME
City of Evanston
Will contribute
Neighborhood
Public Art Program
CSBA
Will raise
Central St area
To fundraise
TOTAL INCOME

NOTES
See bulleted list of EMAP role
Design and painting, approx $7 per sq ft
Powerwashing, trimming, priming
Sealing with varnish

$11,325
$1,133
$12,458

$7,500

$2,500
$2,500
$12,500
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Central Street

xdd

Business Association
TENTATIVE & PRELIMARY DRAFT—SUBJECT TO CHANGE—DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY

April 17, 2017
Evanston Arts Council
Evanston, Illinois
Re: Central Street Mural Renewal Project
Dear Evanston Art Council Members:
The Central Street Business Association’s Board is in full support of collaborating with Dustin
Harris and Lea Pinsky of Evanston Mural Arts Program (EMAP) to create a mural for under the
Metra Train Station at Green Bay Road and Central Street.
We are excited about this mural project because it will enhance the attractiveness of this specific
area and hopefully draw increased interest and attention to our vibrant business district and
surrounding neighborhood.
President
Stephen Farrner
Vice-President
Mari Barnes
Secretary
Simone Oettinger
Treasurer
Patty O’Neill
Board of Directors
Rachel Herchinow
Tom Erd
Aim Larabee
Larry Agrest

In recent months we have had numerous planning meetings with EMAP to better understand the
proposed project scope, a preliminary timeline for completion, the artist selection process, and
those who would be a part of a planning committee.
Along with the Evanston Art Center, the Mitchel Museum, the Central Street Neighbors
Association and potentially grass root individual Central Street patrons, the Central Street
Business Association (CSBA) will help support the cost of this mural project. We understand
that the total budget for the project is $15,000 with 50% of the funding coming from the City of
Evanston’s Art Council and the balance from third party contributors including the Central Street
Business Association.
We appreciate the opportunity to participate on this project in collaboration with the Arts
Council. We believe this is a great way to show broad support for the community in which we do
business.
Please feel free to contact Steve Farmer, at (312) 543 8561, with any questions or concerns
regarding how the CSBA will contribute to this important and unique effort.

Very truly yours,
Central Street Business Association Board
centralstreetba@gmail.com
By: Stephen L. Farmer, President CSBA

TENTATIVE & PRELIMARY DRAFT—SUBJECT TO CHANGE—DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
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CENTRAL STREET ADVERTISEMENT PLAN
1. North Shore Convention Bureau--$1000
2. Fourth of July Parade Side Walk Sale Ad in the City Wide Brochure -Approximately-- $675
3 Roundtable July Sidewalk Sale--Approximately--$700
4. Roundtable December Holiday Open House--$500
5. Periodic Face Book and other media ad boosts to advertise our scheduled
events --$125
Items 1-5 total $3000
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Summary of Approved Landscaping Requests
CENTRAL STREET

Activity
3 Seasonal Rotations for 8 planters
Total Request

Amount
$5,760.00
$5,760.00

HOWARD STREET

Activity
2 Seasonal Rotations for 11 planters
Total Request

Amount
$1,850.00
$1,850.00

WEST VILLAGE

Activity
2 Seasonal Rotations for 14 planters
Planter Maintenance
Total Request

Amount
$4,800.00
$2,500.00
$7,300.00

DR. HILL ARTS

Activity
Maintenance of Dr. Hill Memorial Garden
Reconstruction of Dr. Hill Memorial Garden – Phase I
2 Seasonal Rotations for 12 planters
Total Request

Amount
$1,600.00
$4,600.00
$3,800.00
$10,000.00

WEST END

Activity
2 Seasonal Rotations for 13 planters
2 New Planters
Total Request

Amount
$6,240.00
$2,400.00
$8,640.00
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APPROVED LANDSCAPING VENDORS (as of June 12, 2017)
Vendor Name

Address

Quote

Nature's Perspective

2000 Greenleaf St, Evanston, IL

$ 19,200.00

Plantings

Evanston, IL

$

5,650.00

Curt's Café

1813 Dempster St, Evanston, IL

$

2,500.00
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For Economic Development Committee Meeting of June 28, 2017
Financial Assistance and Sale of City Owned Property
For Action

Item 3E

Memorandum
To:

Chair and Members of the Economic Development Committee

From:

Martin Lyons, Assistant City Manager
Paul Zalmezak, Economic Development Manager

Subject:

Financial assistance for redevelopment of the properties located at 130
Chicago Avenue and sale of city owned property

Date:

June 21, 2017

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Economic Development Committee consider the request from
Harrington Brown, LLC for financial assistance totaling $3,364,000 and the purchase of
the city-owned parking lot at 100 Chicago Avenue (Lot 53) for $1 to construct a seven
story mixed use residential development.
Funding Source:
Funding sources requested are:
 Howard Ridge TIF - $1,734,000
 Howard Ridge TIF - $130,000
 Economic Development General Fund - $500,000
 City of Evanston’s Affordable Housing Fund - $1,200,000
 Sale of land for $1 (value to be determined upon obtaining appraisal)
 Sales tax rebate $20,000
Livability Benefits:
Economy & Jobs: retain and expand local businesses, expand job opportunities
Built Environment: opportunity for infill development and housing affordability
Summary:
The proposed project at 130 Chicago Avenue is a collaborative effort between LaManda
Joy, Founder of the non-profit organization, Peterson Garden Project (“PGP”) and David
Brown, President of Harrington Brown LLC. Mr. Brown reports this mixed-use
development will create the nation's first education-based home and garden lifestyle
center and retail space and ultimately serve as a new gateway to Evanston, on a
challenging site for redevelopment located between Chicago Avenue and the Union
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Pacific North line at the northwest corner of Howard Street and Chicago Avenue. A site
plan is attached.
The outdoor garden center, classrooms and food/retail space at street level will be a forprofit social enterprise, anchoring thirty one and two bedroom rental apartments (ten
affordable) in a seven-story structure. The surface parking lot at the north will have
capacity for 37 cars, 23 of which will be controlled and metered by the City of Evanston
and available for retail customers. The rest would be allocated to residents. The
garden center and food/retail space will become an employer of youth, veterans and
others to fulfill their educational mission and cater to the large market opportunity for
urban gardening and a more environmentally sustainable lifestyle.
Harrington Brown is under contract to purchase the land at 126-130 Chicago Avenue
from the long-time property owner and is in the process of concluding physical,
environmental and financial due diligence. As the site was previously used as an auto
body repair shop and gas station, there are anticipated several environmental
contamination issues that need to be addressed.
To accommodate the development, Harrington Brown would like to include the
approximately 10,000 square foot city-owned parking lot at 100 Chicago Avenue (Lot
53) and purchase it from the city for $1. A preliminary environmental assessment
conducted at the request of the developer suggests there several underground storage
tanks on the property that would require removal and remediation of soil contamination.
If directed to proceed, staff will obtain an appraisal for the city-owned parking lot to
determine the value of the property.
Harrington Brown estimates the proposed project will cost approximately $8.4 million to
construct. The construction costs are summarized below and detail is attached.
Construction Costs 130 Chicago Avenue
Land and Hard Costs
Land
Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Construction

Cost
$
$
$
$

300,001
6,146,809
1,949,111
8,395,921

The development contemplates adding the City of Evanston parking lot to the project
and incorporating the existing 23 permit/meter spaces into a surface parking lot to be
situated at the north of the combined site. With the start-up social enterprise garden
center being the largest component of the development, in order for the project to be
financially feasible, and to secure equity and debt financing, Mr. Brown is seeking
financial assistance from the city totaling $3,364,00, as summarized in the table below.
The detailed development pro forma is also attached.
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Proposed Public Funding Sources

Source
Retail Sales Tax Rebate (Evanston portion)
Affordable Housing Grant (4 units at $250,000 each)
TIF Funding – from project (In-PINs Only)
TIF Funding – Area wide (Outside PINs)
Other Economic Development Subsidy
City Coverage of Environmental on City Lot
TOTAL INCENTIVES (not including city-owned parking lot)

Total

$20,000
$1,000,000
$971,000
$763,000
$500,000
$130,000
$3,364,000

% of
Project
Costs

0.2%
11.9%
11.6%
9.1%
6.0%
1.5%
40.1%

The public contribution request of $3.4 million accounts for 40% of the total project cost.
Mr. Brown has worked with staff to reduce anticipated construction costs, and has
budgeted a lower return on investment for the project. Excluding the $1 million
affordable housing contribution (because the affordable housing fund is not sourced
from the General Fund) results in a public contribution of 28% to the project – closer to,
but on the higher end of, public contribution rules of thumb.
Given the projected situation for city general revenues, including those for economic
development, staff cannot recommend a request that includes an additional $500,000
contribution from Economic Development Funds which are part of the General Fund nor
the $1 sale price for the parking lot. Staff agrees on the importance of developing the
parcel however the current request exceeds an amount staff can recommend.
Background
The property located at 130 Chicago Avenue is composed of three tax parcels. There
was a tax lien on the middle of the three PINs Harrington Brown has under contract.
With the recent purchase contract, the seller had the tax lien redeemed in exchange for
Harrington Brown closing on the purchase no later than August 1. In addition, there is
at least one other tax lien purchase outstanding on another tax parcel and Harrington
Brown’s contract amendment provides that this is cleared up out of sales proceeds if the
project closes Aug 1. Steve Brown owns the property as Chicago Ave Evanston, LLC.

Attachments:
-Project Narrative/Plans
-Project Proforma
-Project TIF Projections from Developer
-Plat of Survey
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Project Description (Revised 6.2.2017)
The proposed project at 130 Chicago Avenue is a collaborative effort between LaManda Joy,
Founder of the non-profit organization, Peterson Garden Project (“PGP”) and David Brown,
President of local developer Harrington Brown LLC. This mixed-use development will create the
nation's first education-based home and garden lifestyle center and retail space, rejuvenating the
northwest corner of Howard Street and Chicago Avenue as the new “Gateway to Evanston.” The
outdoor garden center, classrooms and food/retail space will be a for-profit social enterprise,
anchoring a destination on Howard Street that will also include 30 rental apartments (1BR and
2BR units) in a seven-story structure. We hope that the financial feasibility of the project allows
us to create a usable green roof deck. The surface parking lot at the north will have capacity for
37 cars, 23 of which will be controlled and metered by the City of Evanston and available for
retail customers. The rest would be allocated to residents. The garden center and food/retail
space will become a major employer of youth, veterans and others to fulfill their educational
mission and cater to the large market opportunity for urban gardening and a more
environmentally sustainable lifestyle. This project will be entirely consistent with the City of
Evanston’s “long-standing leadership in sustainability and its mission of creating the most livable
city in America.”
Harrington Brown is under contract to purchase the land at 126-130 Chicago Avenue from the
long-time property owner and is in the process of concluding physical, environmental and
financial due diligence. As the site was previously used as an auto body repair shop and gas
station, there are significant environmental contamination issues that need to be addressed. The
development contemplates adding the City of Evanston parking lot to the project and
incorporating the existing 23 permit/meter spaces into a surface parking lot situated at the north
of the combined site. With the start-up social enterprise garden center being the largest
component of the development, in order for the project to be financially feasible, and to secure
equity and debt financing we are looking forward to learning more about various municipal
incentives that are available, including TIF, affordable housing funding, sales tax rebates,
employment creation grants, zoning relief, on-street parking with bike lanes, etc.
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Harrington Brown June 2, 2017

Model of previous 5-story version of building at south end of site

Harrington Brown June 2, 2017
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progress plans | 130 chicago evanston
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SITE PLAN
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SCALE: 1’ = 1/64”

progress plans | 130 chicago evanston
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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SCALE: 1’ = 1/16”

progress plans | 130 chicago evanston
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SECOND THRU SEVENTH FLOOR PLAN
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SCALE: 1’ = 1/16”

Loading
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IL Ave, Evanston,Project
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130 Chicago
IL
Project Number:
17.030
Date:
16 Jun 2017
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Construction Costs 130 Chicago Avenue
Land and Hard Costs
Land Acquisition - North Parcel
Land Acquisition - City Lot
Due Diligence and Closing Costs
Environmental Studies and Remediation on 130
Chicago Ave
Pioneer Estimate for City Lot Tank Removal and
Remdiation
Sitework and Landscaping
MWRD water retention solutions
Compliance with Green Bldg Ord and LEED
Additional Cost of Deep Foundation/Piers
Parking (Underground or Surface)
City Grange (Developer Costs Only):

Cost PSF
$
$
$

Cost
300,000
1
75,000

$

100,000
130,000
75,000
150,000
150,000
200,000
115,201

90,348

Surface Only

$

12.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

Outdoor Yard

7,529

$

12.00

$

Indoor Garden Retail Space
Event Space

4,112
-

$
$

80.00
160.00

2nd Fl Rooftop Space for City Grange

1,140

$

35.00

26,520

$

165.00

Grossed Up SF for Common Areas/Corridors

4,332

$

50.00

Building Rooftop Terrace for Amenity Space
Market Retail

2,500
-

$
$

40.00
165.00

$ 100,000
$
-

46,133

$

139.74

$ 6,446,810

6.00%

of Hard Costs

6.00%
6.00%
5.00%
3.00%

of Hard Costs
of Hard Costs
of Hard Costs
of Total Budget

5.00%

of Hard Costs

$ 350,509
$
30,000
$ 350,509
$ 350,509
$ 292,090
$ 193,404
$
55,000
$
35,000
$ 292,090
$ 1,949,111

Apartments (some items usually incl in Hard Costs)

Acquisition and Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Architecture, Structural, Mechanical
Civil Engineer
General Contractor/Construction Management
General Conditions
Other Soft Costs
Development Fee to Harrington Brown
Zoning Attorney (DLA Piper)
TIF/Incentives Consultant (Laube)
Contingency
Total Soft Costs

Total Construction Cost

$
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181.99

$ 328,960
$
$

39,900

$ 4,375,800
$

216,600

$ 8,395,921

Apartment Operating Expenses
Annual
Per Unit

Stabilized
Expenses

Administrative
Payroll & Benefits
Repairs & Maintenance
Contract Services
Marketing
Turnover/Make Ready
Utilities
Insurance
Property Management Fees
Property Tax
Accounting/Legal
Asset Management

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 10,500
$ 45,000
$ 12,000
$ 15,000
$
9,000
$
7,500
$ 51,000
$ 12,000
$ 32,610
$ 120,000
$
5,730
$
‐

Total Expenses

$

10,678 $ 320,340

Monthly

$

889.83 $

Non‐Tax Operating Expenses

$

556.50 $ 200,340

350
1,500
400
500
300
250
1,700
400
1,087
4,000
191
‐

26,695
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City Grange Rent (Social Enterprise):
Garden Retail Space
Event Space
Yard Space
Rooftop Garden Space
TOTAL

SF

Rent Per Year
Subsidized Rent for Social Enterprise
$
123,360
$
‐
separate billing for building rooftop events
$
45,174
$
11,400
$
179,934
$
179,934 for Garden Ctr Ops Only
Plus Separately Meter Water and Electric Use
Garden Center Projected Base Sales
$
2,000,000 per year
9.0% of sales base estimate
Additional Rent:
10.0% in execess of Base on Both Garden and Event Business
Example ‐ If Sales Grow to:
$
2,300,000 Additional Rent =
$ 30,000 per year
4,112
‐
7,529
1,140
12,781

Gross PSF
$
30.00
$
‐
$
6.00
$
10.00
$
14.08

City of Evanston Funds for Employment:
If Provided to City Grange Rather than Developer
Additional Contractual Rent
Parking Income ‐ Non Public/Metered Spots

14 Spaces

$

$

100.00 per month

30,000 per FTE

$

10 $ 300,000 for Buildout
10% $ 30,000 per year
1,400 per month

Total Annual Gross Income:
City Grange
Apartments
Affordable Housing Subsidy
Market Retail Net Income
Parking Income
TOTAL

$
$
$

209,934 Gross Base Rent (before % Rent) ‐ including additional factor from Employment Grant
666,969 From Construction Budget Schedule
20% of units
6 Units as Per Rent Schedule
‐
Net Rent
16,800
893,703

Expenses:
Property Taxes (Apt Est + Garden Center)
Utilities, Maintenance, Other for Apts + Add On

$
$

156,000
230,391

$
$

‐
$
507,312
6.04%

Add: Tax/Op Recoveries from Retail Net Rent
Total NOI
Base Return on Cost

$
$

Needed for Market Development Return:

43%
130%
115%
25.8%
5.00

Total Expenses as % of Gross Income
Add on Factor from Apts Only for Total
Add on Factor from Apts Only for Total
Total Non‐Tax Expenses as % of Gross Income
psf on Mkt Retail

$ 386,391
$ 200,340

10.0% Base Annual Return on Cost Before Incentives

GAP to Achieve Market Returns:
Reduction in Costs
Increase In NOI

$
$

3,322,802 OR:
332,280

Potential Incentives Available:
Property Tax Abatement
Retail Sales Tax Rebate (Evanston portion)
Affordable Housing Grant
TIF Funding ‐ from In‐PINs Only
TIF Funding ‐ Areawide Outside PINs

$
$
$
$
$

Other Economic Development Subsidy
City Coverage of Environmental on City Lot
TOTAL DIRECT INCENTIVES

$
$
$

‐
0%
20,000
1% Assumes Tenant Pays this Amount as Extra Rent
1,000,000 $ 250,000 per unit above Base Requirement (per City requested per unit amount of 6.14.17)
971,000
11.6% of Construction Budget
763,000
9.1% of Construction Budget
Total TIF
20.7% of Construction Budget
500,000
City request of 6.14.17 to limit this to: $
500,000
130,000
3,364,000

Assuming Package of Incentives from Above:
Post Incentives NOI
Post Incentives Construction Cost
Post Incentives Return on Cost

$
$

Upside Scenario with % Rent:
Percentage Rent Potential
New Grossed Up NOI

$
$

Total Net Return on Cost with % Rent
Remaining "Gap" to Achieve Market Return

527,312
5,031,921
10.5%

30,000 NOI
557,312
11.08%

$

40% of Construction Budget

Target Market Return

387,656
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12.00%

Construction Budget
Demo Existing Buildlings and Build New
Space Layout/Programming

14‐Jun‐17
Summary of Ground Floor/Site Allocation
City Grange Inside Retail Space
City Grange Yard
Market Retail for Rent
Surface Parking/Circulation
Other Site Functions/Support

4,112
7,529
‐
9,600
2,400
26,041

sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
100.4% of site

City Grange (Social Enterprise):

Indoor
Garden Retail Space, Storage and Office
Classrooms/Education
Event Space (and classrooms)

4,112 sf
included below in event space
‐
NO

"YES" or "NO"

4,112 sf

Subtotal Indoor

Outdoor
Plant Yard/Outdoor Selling
Rooftop Selling Space
Rooftop Event Space

7,529 sf
1,140 sf
included above

8,669 sf

Subtotal Outdoor

Underground Parking

Surface Parking

TOTAL Space for City Grange

12,781

Full Site
Underground Spaces Built?

25,935 sf
0 NO

City Public Spots with Meters
Additional Spots for Residential
Other Spots to Add
TOTAL PARKING ON SITE

Apartments and Rent Schedule

23 Relocated on site from City Lot
14
0.47 per apartment
0
37
9,600 sf of land

Total Units
Size (sf)

Market Retail
Market Rent: $

37% of site
$

30 Unit Increase Per Floor

2nd Floor: 1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
3rd Floor: 1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
4th Floor: 1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
5th Floor: 1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
6th Floor: 1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
7th Floor: 1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
8th Floor: 1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
Gross and Averages

"YES" or "NO"

750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666

Rent (psf)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.45
2.45
2.23
2.18
2.40
2.47
2.47
2.25
2.20
2.42
2.49
2.49
2.27
2.22
2.44
2.51
2.51
2.29
2.24
2.46
2.53
2.53
2.31
2.26
2.48
2.55
2.55
2.33
2.28
2.50
2.57
2.57
2.35
2.30
2.52

Rent/Mo
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

26,520 $
2.10 $
884
‐
If = 0 then assumed to be combined with City Grange
30.00 psf
NET

1,185
1,786
2,319
2,692
1,185
1,853
1,801
2,340
1,422
1,612
1,185
1,185
2,361
2,742
1,625
1,883
1,185
2,382
2,766
1,185
1,898
1,844
1,422
2,791
1,652
1,913
1,859
2,423
1,422
1,665
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.02 Starting with 2nd Floor
Base
Affordable
Unit Count Affordable
with Grant
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

666,968.88

30

6

Unit Rent
as Affordable
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,422
$
1,422
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,422
$
1,422
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,422
$
1,422
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,422
$
1,422
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,422
$
1,422
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,422
$
1,422
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,185
$
1,422
$
1,422
$
1,185

4

Construction Costs
Cost PSF
Land Acquisition ‐ North Parcel
Land Acquisition ‐ City Lot
Due Diligence and Closing Costs
Environmental Studies and Remediation on 130 Chicago Ave
Pioneer Estimate for City Lot Tank Removal and Remdiation
Sitework and Landscaping
MWRD water retention solutions
Compliance with Green Bldg Ord and LEED
Additional Cost of Deep Foundation/Piers
Parking (Underground or Surface)
Surface Only
City Grange (Developer Costs Only):
Outdoor Yard
Indoor Garden Retail Space
Event Space
2nd Fl Rooftop Space for City Grange
Apartments (some items usually incl in Hard Costs)
Grossed Up SF for Common Areas/Corridors
Building Rooftop Terrace for Amenity Space
Market Retail

7,529
4,112
‐
1,140
26,520
4,332
2,500
‐

Acquisition and Hard Costs

46,133 $

Architecture, Structural, Mechanical
Civil Engineer
General Contractor/Construction Management
General Conditions
Other Soft Costs
Development Fee to Harrington Brown
Zoning Attorney (DLA Piper)
TIF/Incentives Consultant (Laube)
Contingency
Total Construction Cost
Gross Building Area for FAR and LEED Calcs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
12.00 $

12.00
80.00
160.00
35.00
165.00
50.00
40.00
165.00

139.74 $

6.00% Hard Costs
6.00%
6.00%
5.00%
3.00%

In addition to base costs for surface parking, garden yard and site work
FYI =
FYI =
$

$
4.90 psf apt+retail
$
6.53 psf apt+retail
3,114 per space

Surface, Drainage and Fencing
Warm Dark Shell ‐ Tenant to Pay for Buildout
Basic Finish but with concrete slab floor and floor drains
30 units

$

145,860 per unit

Warm Dark Shell Plus TI and Commissions

6,446,810 $
350,509
30,000
350,509 $
350,509 $
292,090
193,404
55,000
35,000
292,090

181.99 $

8,395,921 $

5.00% Hard Costs

34,964 sf

90,348
328,960
‐
39,900
4,375,800
216,600
100,000
‐

Updated as per testing on Jun 9‐12, 2017

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Hard Costs
Hard Costs
Hard Costs
Total Budget

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

300,000
1
75,000
100,000
130,000
75,000
150,000
150,000
200,000
115,201

Assumes ground Floor Other at
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184.38 psf BLDG

FYI =

11.44 psf apts+retail
11.44 psf apts+retail

$ 210.46 psf apts+retail

increased on 6.15.2017
reduced on 6.15.2017

274.09 psf BLDG

Soft Costs

23.00% for other floors

23%
3.5

DEVELOPMENT BUDGET AND PROFORMA
126‐130 Chicago Ave
Zoning and Development Potential
Total Site Size

25,935 sf

Include City of Evanston Parking Lot
Square Footage of City Lot
Public Metered/Permit Spaces

Potential Change from C1 to B3 (as per adjacent property)
Key Zoning Metrics
Min Lot Size per Dwelling Unit
400
64.84
Max Building Height
85 feet
FAR
3.0
77,805
4,112
73,693
Setbacks
Front
None
Interior Side (abutting)
15 feet
Rear (abutting)
10 feet
Parking

Market Retail Space:
Rentable Area
Total Stories to be Built

1.25 spaces
1.50 spaces
2.00 spaces

‐

YES
10,123 sf
23

Max units
7 stories at

12 feet

total sf max
City Grange Space (enclosed space)
Total sf max additional

1BR
2BR
3BR

Size of Spaces
157 sf
with circ
1.65 X
259 sf per space

sf
7

First Floor: City Grange retail, apt lobby
Second Fl: Event Space?:
NO
Apartment Floors
3.5
Total Units
30
Total Gross Area Apts
26,520
Total Gross Area of Commercial and Apts
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1
0

Site FAR
30,632
1.18 X

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Note Structure

Taxable Note
Issued Upon Completion
Amortized Until 2028
Par Value of Taxable Note (6.5%)

DRAFT

$971,005

Laube Companies
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Taxable Note Summary
Table 1

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Cash Flow Schedule

Collection Year

DRAFT

Project Increment

Area-Wide Pledged

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0
0
0
149,430
149,430
162,466
162,466
162,466
176,505
176,505
176,505
191,623

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total

$

1,507,397

NPV (6.5%)

$

971,005

Total Pledged
0
0

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0
0
0
149,430
149,430
162,466
162,466
162,466
176,505
176,505
176,505
191,623

$

0

$

1,507,397

$

0

$

971,005

Laube Companies
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-

Cash Flow Summary
Table 2

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Area-Wide Underwriting

Annual Area-Wide Cash Flow

$

525,452

Annual Expenses
City Admin
Annual City Loan Repayment

$
$

60,000
47,500

Net Annual Unencumbered Increment

$

417,952

Percentage Pledged
Amount Pledged to Project

DRAFT

0%
$

-

Laube Companies
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Area-Wide Underwriting
Table 3

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Incremental Property Taxes

2017

2018

2019

Total Estimated FMV

$

Commercial Assessment Rate
Estimated Assessed Value of Commercial

25%
$

-

25%
$

-

Total Estimated FMV of Residential
Residential Assessment Rate

10%

2020
522,000

$

25%

2021
522,000

$

25%

562,137
25%

$

130,500

$

130,500

$

140,534

$

5,018,136

$

5,018,136

$

5,403,984

10%

10%

10%

10%

Estimated Assessed Value of Residential

$

-

$

-

$

501,814

$

501,814

$

540,398

Total Assessed Value of the Project

$

-

$

-

$

632,314

$

632,314

$

680,933

Equalization Factor

2.6685

2.6685

Estimated Total EAV of Project Improvements

$

Less: Base EAV

$

200,167

$

Incremental EAV

$

0

$

Property Tax Rate
Estimated Incremental Property Taxes (1)

-

$

10.048%
$

0

-

2.6685

2.6685

$

1,687,329

$

1,687,329

$

1,817,069

200,167

$

200,167

$

200,167

$

200,167

0

$

1,487,162

$

1,487,162

$

1,616,902

10.048%
$

2.6685

0

10.048%
$

0

10.048%
$

149,430

10.048%
$

149,430

(1) A one-year lag from assessment to collection is assumed.

Laube Companies
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TIF Projections
Table 4

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Incremental Property Taxes

2022
Total Estimated FMV

$

2023
562,137

$

25%

Commercial Assessment Rate

2024
562,137

$

25%

2025
605,360

$

25%

2026
605,360

$

25%

605,360
25%

Estimated Assessed Value of Commercial

$

140,534

$

140,534

$

151,340

$

151,340

$

151,340

Total Estimated FMV of Residential

$

5,403,984

$

5,403,984

$

5,819,499

$

5,819,499

$

5,819,499

10%

Residential Assessment Rate

10%

10%

10%

10%

Estimated Assessed Value of Residential

$

540,398

$

540,398

$

581,950

$

581,950

$

581,950

Total Assessed Value of the Project

$

680,933

$

680,933

$

733,290

$

733,290

$

733,290

2.6685

Equalization Factor

2.6685

2.6685

2.6685

2.6685

Estimated Total EAV of Project Improvements

$

1,817,069

$

1,817,069

$

1,956,784

$

1,956,784

$

1,956,784

Less: Base EAV

$

200,167

$

200,167

$

200,167

$

200,167

$

200,167

Incremental EAV

$

1,616,902

$

1,616,902

$

1,756,617

$

1,756,617

$

1,756,617

10.048%

Property Tax Rate
Estimated Incremental Property Taxes (1)

$

162,466

10.048%
$

162,466

10.048%
$

162,466

10.048%
$

176,505

10.048%
$

176,505

(1) A one-year lag from assessment to collection is assumed.

Laube Companies
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TIF Projections
Table 4

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Incremental Property Taxes

2027
Total Estimated FMV

$

2028
651,906

$

25%

Commercial Assessment Rate

651,906
25%

Estimated Assessed Value of Commercial

$

162,977

$

162,977

Total Estimated FMV of Residential

$

6,266,964

$

6,266,964

10%

Residential Assessment Rate

10%

Estimated Assessed Value of Residential

$

626,696

$

626,696

Total Assessed Value of the Project

$

789,673

$

789,673

2.6685

Equalization Factor

2.6685

Estimated Total EAV of Project Improvements

$

2,107,243

$

2,107,243

Less: Base EAV

$

200,167

$

200,167

Incremental EAV

$

1,907,076

$

1,907,076

10.048%

Property Tax Rate
Estimated Incremental Property Taxes (1)

$

176,505

10.048%
$

191,623

(1) A one-year lag from assessment to collection is assumed.

Laube Companies
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TIF Projections
Table 4

Assumptions
Table 3

Laube Capital Advisors, LLC

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Assumptions

Estimated Fair Market Value ("FMV")

Commercial

Square Footage

Retail Space

4,000

Total

4,000

Avg. Rent PSF
$

Annual Rent
29.00

$
$

116,000
-

$

116,000

Capitalization Rate

10%

Estimated True FMV (Income Cap Approach)

$

1,160,000

Discount Factor

55.0%

Estimated FMV for Purposes of Cook County Assessor

$

522,000

Estimated Taxes Per Square Foot

$

8.75

Floor
2nd Floor:

Square Feet

22,050
21,433
27,830
32,308
19,181
22,230
21,608
28,080
32,604
19,341
22,410
21,783
28,330
32,900
19,500
22,590
21,957
28,579
33,197
19,660
22,770
22,132
28,829
33,493
19,820
22,950
22,307
29,078
33,790
19,980

$

752,720

Estimated Operating Expenses (40%)

$

301,088

Estimated NOI

$

451,632

4th Floor:

5th Floor:

6th Floor:

7th Floor:

750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666
750
729
1,040
1,235
666

Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Annual Rent
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3rd Floor:

1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR
1BR
1BR
2BR
2BR
1BR

Rent Per Square Foot
2.45
2.45
2.23
2.18
2.40
2.47
2.47
2.25
2.20
2.42
2.49
2.49
2.27
2.22
2.44
2.51
2.51
2.29
2.24
2.46
2.53
2.53
2.31
2.26
2.48
2.55
2.55
2.33
2.28
2.50

Capitaliztion Rate

9%

Capitalzied Value

$

Discount Factor

5,018,136
0%

Estimated FMV for Purposes of Cook County Assessor

$

5,018,136

Estimated Taxes Per Unit

$

4,485

Residential Assessment Rate
Commercial Assessment Rate

10%
25%

Laube Companies
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Assumptions
Table 5

Laube Capital Advisors, LLC

Assumptions
Table 3

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Assumptions
Cook County Equalization Factor

Property Tax Rate
(Tax Code 17028)

2015

2.6685

2015

10.048%

Annual Reassessment Growth Factor

2.5%

Compounded for Triennial Reassessment Cycle - Cook County

7.69%

Laube Companies
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Assumptions
Table 5

Harrington Brown
Evanston Deal
Estimated Base EAV
Estimated Base EAV
11-30-212-004
11-30-212-005
11-30-212-006

$
$
$

83,628
49,541
66,998

Total Estimated Base EAV

$

200,167

Laube Companies
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Base EAV
Table 6
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For Economic Development Committee Meeting of June 28, 2017
For Discussion

Item 4A

Memorandum
To:

Chair and Members of the Economic Development Committee

From:

Kimberly Richardson, Assistant to the City Manager

Subject:

City of Evanston Wayfinding and Signage Program Update

Date:

June 20, 2017

In June of 2014, City Staff presented three wayfinding and signage system design
concepts to the Economic Development Committee. The three design concepts were
developed by Urban Works, LLC., and took into account industry standards,
engineering requirements, sustainability, livability, weather, and Evanston's unique
urban, suburban, and lakefront environment. After presentation and discussion,
however, the Committee did not decide on any of the design concepts presented.
Subsequently, Staff developed a design based off of one of the original three Urban
Works concepts, utilizing internal resources and reducing expenses. Following the
internal design completion, new signs were created with the new design. One sign was
installed in each ward in order to be tested in the field and to allow for citizen feedback.
Although feedback was generally positive, a majority of respondents stated that the font
size was too small to be able to read while driving and that the signs were installed in
hard-to-see locations. Because of the physical limitations of the signs' size and the
amount of printed text required, Staff is unable to increase the font size or increase the
size of the signs.
As the pace of mobile technology, including GPS navigation and mapping, continues to
sprint forward, motorists' reliance on physical wayfinding signage is falling dramatically.
However, the need for parking related wayfinding signage is still in high demand. The
City has three public parking garages, over 30 surface lots, over 1,600 metered onstreet parking spaces, and thousands of zoned and permit-parking spaces. This huge
parking system includes residents, businesses, visitors, students, and commuters as
important stakeholders. And effective parking related signage to efficiently direct
transportation is imperative.
Because of the City's Parking and Transportation dependance upon wayfinding
signage, the wayfinding and parking signage design concept will be presented to the
Parking and Transportation Committee for consideration and implementation of a
parking and related signage program.
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Attachments:
Wayfinding Signage Design
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Northwestern Univ.
Downtown Evanston
Public Parking
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EVANSTON
Storefront Modernization Program History & Updates
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Economic Development

STOREFRONT MODERNIZATION PROGRAM
• Funding for up to 50% of the cost of eligible improvements
to commercial space, provided as a reimbursement
• Façade improvements eligible regardless of use or
location ($10k or $25k max depending on size)
signs, windows, doors, tuckpointing, painting, etc.

• Retail Goods Establishments & businesses on targeted
corridors are eligible for interior leasehold improvements
($50k max)
Plumbing, electrical, mechanical, HVAC, fire suppression, etc.
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Economic Development

Ineligible projects & applicants:
• New construction
• Projects where work has begun prior to approval of a
funding request
• Buildings larger than 80,000 square feet
• Government offices & houses of worship
• Franchises or chains with more than 10 locations
• Spaces that have received storefront or façade
program funding within the last 5 years
• Upper-floor renovations
• Personal property, security systems, kitchen
equipment
• Applicant or building owner not current on property
taxes or utility bills
• Applicant or building owner with outstanding
Evanston parking tickets
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Economic Development

FAÇADE & STOREFRONT PROJECTS 2012-2016
• 44 projects approved between 2012 and 2017
• 2 Closed (Chicken & Waffles, Fitness Avenues)
• 2 relocated within Evanston (See Jane Sparkle, Backlot Coffee)
• No façade projects approved in 2013
2012

2014

2015

2016

2017

Found
Koi
Hecky’s
Festival Theater
Bramer Animal
Hospital
Chicken & Waffles
IRMCO
Unicorn Café
Studio SLK
609 Howard St.
Minasian Rug Co.
See Jane Sparkle

Bangers & Lace
Just Turkey
Fitness Avenues
Homestead
Meats
Little Beans Café
Give Me A Break
Salon
Campus Gear

928-930 Chicago Ave
1806 Church St.
2200 Green Bay Rd.
Dance Center Evanston
Dave’s Rock Shop
1900 Greenwood
Lucky Platter
Murphy’s Fit
Papageorge Salon
La Principal
Sketchbook Brewing
Co.

Boltwood
Backlot Coffee
CJE SeniorLife
Dreamland
Cleanwash Laundry
Sweet Temptations
Bakeshop
601 Dempster St.

Lake City Cleaners
Red Hot Chili
Pepper
Gross Point Plaza
Good to Go
3006 Central St.
Viet Nom Nom
Evanston Games
Sharp Edge Crossfit
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Economic Development

FAÇADE & STOREFRONT GRANTS 2012-2016
Storefront Grant Approvals by Year

$250,000

11
projects
$200,000

8
projects YTD
$150,000

$100,000

12
projects
6
projects

$50,000

6 projects

0 projects

$0
2012

2013

2014
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2015

2016

2017

Economic Development

FAÇADE & STOREFRONT GRANTS 2011-2017
Projects By Neighborhood (2011-16)
Hill Arts Noyes
2%
0%

Howard
Street
9%
Central
Street
7%
West End/West Village
7%

Main Dempster Mile
32%

Church/Dodge (CEBA)
9%

Southwest
11%

Downtown Evanston
23%
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Economic Development

2016 KEY PROGRAM UPDATES
• Set a maximum grant amount of $25,000 for exterior improvements
• Clarify that the maximum grant amount of $50,000 for interior
improvements also applies to projects with a combination of interior
and exterior improvements
• Require that building owners seeking funding must show that there is a
5 year lease in place for the space or spaces being improved (no
funding for buildings that don’t yet have tenants)
• All projects receiving funding must obtain Design and Project Review
approval
• Extend project completion requirement from 90 days to 180 days from
the execution of the program agreements
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Economic Development
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Memorandum
To:

Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

From:

Paul Zalmezak, Economic Development Division Manager

Subject:

Monthly Economic Development Report for May 2017

Date:

June 7, 2017

Discussion
Enclosed is the monthly report of economic development activities for the month of May
2017. The report summarizes meetings, ongoing initiatives, new businesses, marketing
activities, as well as activity reports on key economic development projects and sites.
If you have any questions or would like to discuss the report further, please contact me
at 847-448-8013 or pzalmezak@cityofevanston.org.
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Economic Development
Business District Report

6/7/2017

Central Street
Project
Central Street Business Association

Address
n/a

Status
Staff is assissting with the Great merchant Grant application.

Former Subway Space

1927 Central Street

Craft Beer and Cider

1930 Central Street

Landlord has signed a lease to an undisclosed high-end eyeware store.
The building was sold; the new owner intends to open a craft beer and
cider concept.

Howard Street
Project

Address

Howard Street Business Association

N/A

City Owned Property Howard Theatre Properties

717, 721-723 Howard Street

City Owned Property 727-729 Howard Street

727-729 Howard Street

City Owned Property - Police Outpost

633 Howard Street

Due diligence ongoing for interested party (Maureen Broom / Jazz
concept).
Working on lease with Patisserie Coralie. Anticipate Economic
Development Committee June 28, 2017

Downtown
Project
Downtown Performing Arts Center

Address
N/A

Status
Developer continues to pursue property acquisition

Sherman Plaza Retail
Davis Street Fishmarket Space

1620 Sherman Avenue
501 Davis

City owned parking lot ("library parking lot")

1714-20 Chicago Avenue

Former 27 Live

1012 Church

Main Dempster Mile
Project
Main Dempster Mile
600 Main Street (Main Street Metra Station)
Former Oliver Trains & Toys
Former Wiener & Still Champion Space
Whole Foods South
CEBA-Central Evanston Business Association
Projects
Central Evanston Business Association (Church &
Dodge Group)
Gibbs Morrison Cultural Center

Address
600 Main Street
710 Main Street
802 Dempster Street
1111 Chicago Ave

Address
N/A
1823 Church Street

WestEnd / Southwest
Project

Address

WestEnd Business Association

N/A

West Village Business Association

N/A

Recycling Center - 2222 Oakton Street

2222 Oakton Street

Sharp Edge CrossFit

1324-1326 Dodge Avenue

Status
HSBA submitted a Great Merchant Grant Application and staff is
assisting with the requests.
Architect was selected and lease was approved by Council. The lease
has also been executed. Development of design drawings is underway
and we expect to issue an RFP for construction in late summer/early fall.

Target has leased vacant spaces along Sherman Avenue. March 2018
opening. Vacant 800 Degrees Pizza space available on Church Street.
Owner dividing space into three retail spaces / seeking tenants
Staff is negotiating contract with developer. Anticipate late July or August
City Council
Live music venue operator has leased the space. Anticipates late June
2017 opening

Status
Main Dempster Mile board meeting held June 5, 2017
Union Pacific hiring broker to market vacant space
Owner actively seeking tenants
Owner actively seeking tenants
Whole Foods has a lease until early 2018. Owner actively seeking
tenants

Status
Next Meeting will be on June 8, 2017 at the Gibbs-Morrison Cultural
Center.
Recording studio is now open.

Status
The organization submitted a Great Merchant Grant Application and staff
is assisting with the requests
The organization submitted a Great Merchant Grant Application and staff
is assisting with the requests
Smylie Brothers continues to conduct due diligence activities on the
potential development of a production brewery.
Owner applied for Storefront Modernization Grant and Entrepreneurship
Support Program. These items will be presented to City Council on June
12, 2016.
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Status of Economic Development Loans

Loan Status

Borrower

Name
Ward Eight
Evanston North Shore
Contractor's Cooperative
OPEN
OPEN
Peckish Pig (Building)
OPEN
Little Beans
Last Update 5/30/2017
OPEN

6/7/2017

Date
Original Loan
Loan
Amount
Funded

Monthly
Payment

Balance in
Arrears

Total Amount Paid

Address
629 Howard St.

3.15.12

$130,000.00

$1,316.19

Principal
$51,136.35

Interest
$18,671.72

Total
$69,808.07

1817 Church
623 Howard St.
430 Asbury Ave.

8.14.12
3.18.13
2.1.14

$200,000.00
$675,000.00
$75,000.00

$1,028.26
$7,500.00
$832.65

$11,780.77
$188,000.00
$10,614.95

$17,010.51
$$7,703.35

$28,791.28
$188,000.00
$18,318.30
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Remaining
Date Loan
Balance to be
Terminates
Paid [1]

$-

$78,863.65

12.1.22

$-

$188,219.23
$487,000.00
$64,385.05

1.5.20
NA
1.31.25

Status of Projects Appearing Before
Economic Development Committee

Project Name

5/25/2017

Status

Meeting
Dates
ED
Committee

Funding

Summary of Project

Latest Update

Completion
Date

Staff

City Council

Sunshine Enterprises Funding

Active - Pending City Council
4/25/2016
Approval

Great Merchant Grant - West Village

Active - City Council Approval 3/23/2016

Boltwood

Active - City Council Approval 1/27/2016

2/8/2016

2200 Green Bay Rd

Active - City Council Approval 12/2/2015

12/14/2015

Dance Center Evanston

Active - City Council Approval 12/2/2015

12/14/2015

1800 Church St.

Active - City Council Approval 12/2/2015

12/14/2015

Memorandum of Understanding with
Strawdog Theatre

Active- Pending City Council
Approval

10/28/2015

11/9/2015

$

Storefront Modernization for Dave's
Rock Shop

Active- City Council Approval 10/28/2015

11/9/2015

$

2222 Oakton Street

Active- City Council Approval 7/7/2015

7/13/2015

$

Accuity

Active- City Council Approval 5/27/2015

6/8/2015

Curt's Café (2922 Central St.)

Active - City Council
Approval

4/22/2015

5/26/2015

City the
Council
program
approved
and are
5/26
placed in jobs. Workforce
PZ funding program to
$42,000 Individual stipends for students that successfully complete
1Q 2016Development

Active- City Council Approval 4/22/2015

5/11/2015

City Council
projects
approved.
for Central
Improvements
Street
set to3Q
start
August 10th.
$25,000 Use of Economic Development Funds to assist in streetscape
2015

ZS Associates Retention Assistance

Active -- EDC Consideration;
Pending City Council
1/28/2015
Approval

2/9/2015

TBD

Merchant Grant - Central Street

Active- Ready for EDC

1/27/2016

$

9,000.00

Merchant Grant - West End

Active- Ready for EDC

1/27/2016

$

9,000.00 Planters/Plantings, business plan projects

Merchant Grant - West Village

Pending- Awaiting Neccesary
Doucments

TBD

$

9,000.00 Plantings, Website and Marketing

Merchant Grant - Chicago/Dempster

Active- City Council Approval

3/9/2015

$

9,000.00

Merchant Grant - Main Street

Active- City Council Approval

3/9/2015

$

Approved to use 2014 funds to complete welcome
9,000.00 packet printing and bike rack installation. No new
funding provided

Merchant Grant - Central Evanston
(CEBA)

Pending- Awaiting Neccesary
Doucments

TBD

$

9,000.00 Branding/Logo, Banners, Plantings

Merchant Grant - Hill Arts

Active - Ready for EDC

1/27/2016

$

9,000.00

Merchant Grant - Howard Street

Active - Ready for EDC

1/27/2016

$

1,754.00 Plantings, Replacement of tree lights to LED lights

Central Street Streetscape
Improvements

5/9/2016

$
$

50,000.00 Funding for entrepreneurship program
7,200.00

PZ

4Q2016

CP

EDC approved 1/27; Council approval 2/8
2Q2016
project complete, invoices submitted

CP

Marketing support and planters
Storefront modernization grant - signage

$

EDC approved 4/25; Pending City Council
3Q2016
approval 5/9

Storefront modernization grant for complete rehab of EDC approved 12/2; Council Approved
street-facing façade
12/14
EDC approved 12/2; Council Approved
Storefront modernization grant for buildout of
12/14
$50,000
convertible classroom/performance space
theater buildout nearing completion;
awaiting invoices for reimbursement
Storefront Modernization grant for rehabbing 4-unit
EDC approved 12/2; Council Approved
$50,000
commercial space
12/14

10,000.00

-

4,500.00
-

Memorandum of Understanding that will guide
continued discussion of bringing performin
arts/Strawdog Theatre to Evanston's Howard Street

EDC approved 10/28/2015;

EDC Approved 10/28/15; Project
Complete, invoices submitted, check
issued.
EDC Approved 7/7/2015, City Council
Lease was approved by City Council on 12/12/22016
Approved 7/13
New Signage at Dave's Rock Shop at 711 Main
Street

EDC approved
- $42,0005/27,
annually
City Council 6.8
$210,000 Five year parking agreement, 70 spaces Maple Ave Garage

Funding for relocation and ongoing assistance in
form of potential hotel/motel tax sharing agreement.
Banner Maintenance, Website Work, Plantings,
Benches

City Council approved 2/9/2015.

2Q2016

cp

2Q2016

CP

2Q2016

CP

2Q2016

1Q2016

CP

3Q2016

JL

3Q 2016

PZ

1Q2017

City Council Approved 3/9. Working with
Public Works to provide benches and
1Q2016
coordinate projects with Streetscape
Improvements
City Council Approved 3/9. Working on
entryway signage as part of business plan 1Q2016
item
City Council Approved 3/9. Work
continues on website and promotion of
1Q2016
district events is underway

Planters/Plantings, Bike Racks, Small Business
City Council Approved 3/9.
Saturday Promotion, Wine Walk, Open House Event

PZ

CA

CA
CA

1Q2016

City Council Approved 3/9.

1Q2016

City Council Approved 3/9. Worked with
Public works to determine planter
locations

1Q2016

CA

Dr. Hill Sculpture and Memorial Garden
City Council Approved 3/9. Reimbursed
Maintenance, Plantings, Website/Blog Development $1500 for plantings.

1Q2016

CA

1Q2016

CA
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City Council Approved 3/9.

Status of Projects Appearing Before
Economic Development Committee

Merchant Grant - Noyes Street
Lucky Platter Façade (514 Main
Street)

5/25/2017

Pending- Awaiting Neccesary
Doucments

TBD

$

9,000.00 Branding/Marketing, Banners, Plantings

Closed -- Project Complete 1/28/2015

2/9/2015

TBD

Improvement of façade at 514 Main Street

Evanston Plaza Funding

Active -- EDC Consideration;
Pending City Council
1/28/2015
Approval

2/23/2015

TBD

Funding for interior and exterior rehabilitation of
grocery store space at Evanston Plaza

Chicago + Main (835 Chicago Ave.)

Active -- City Council
Approved

9/17/2014

9/22/2014

Little Beans (430 Asbury Ave.)

Active -- City Council
Approved

9/17/2014

9/22/2014

Campus Gear (1720 Sherman Ave.)

Active -- City Council
Approved

7/9/2014

8/11/2014

$

10,000.00

Davis Transportation Loan

Closed -- Loan Funded

7/9/2014

8/11/2014

$

140,000.00

Homestead Meats

Closed -- Project Complete

5/28/2014

8/9/2014

$

Fitness Avenues (1910 Main Street)

Closed -- Project Complete

$

2,900,000.00

City Council Approved 3/9. Working to get
plantings in place by late July/ early
1Q2016
August

CA

Work on the Façade is complete.

1Q2015

MJ

City Council consideration scheduled for
2/23/2015.

3Q2015

PZ

Funding for TIF eligible expenses to reduce financial
Groundbreaking in February 2015.
gap for office component of mixed-use building.

Financial assistance for play café space in former
$30,000 (façade); Osco-Drug building. Assistance will fund fixtures and Working to complete; opening early
$95,000 (loan) interior build-out of space. Also approved for façade February
improvement project.

7/9/2014

7/28/2014

$

Active- City Council Approval 7/7/2015

7/13/2015

FEW Spirits (918 Chicago Ave.)

Closed -- Loan Funded

10/23/2013

6/23/2014

$

Autobarn (222 Hartrey Avenue)

Active -- City Council
Approved

8/7/2013

5/28/2014

$

Just Turkey Façade

Closed -- Project Complete

2/19/2014

3/10/2014

$

Curt's Café (2922 Central St.

Active -- City Council
Approved

9/25/2013

10/14/2013

$

Next Chapter (1703 Orrington Ave)

Closed -- Project Complete

9/25/2013

10/14/2013

$

250,000.00

Active -- Project in Process

8/7/2013

9/9/2013

$

Music Institute of Chicago (1702
Sherman Ave.)

Closed -- Project Complete

4/24/2013

5/13/2013

$

Peckish Pig (623 Howard St.)

Closed -- Project Complete

2/27/2013

3/18/2013

$

200,000.00

Beacon Academy

Closed -- No City Assistance
Necessary

8/28/2013

NA

$

250,000.00

Margarita Inn (1566 Oak Ave.)

Closed -- No City Assistance
Necessary

2/27/2013

NA

$

Dempster/Chicago/Main Special
Service Area

Active -- Project in Process

4/29/2014

NA

Love Your Manufacturer Day

Active - Project in Process

1/30/2017

MJ

Loan for working capital and equipment for bus
company.

Staff finalized agreements; First payment
4Q2014
due in 2015.

PZ

Funding awarded and project complete

2Q2014

JN

3Q2014

MJ

4Q2015

CP

Loan is funded

2Q2014

JN

Under construction; construction draws
currently occurring

4Q2015

JN

Now Open 1Q2014

1Q2014

MJ

Curt's café continues training program

4Q2014

PZ

Next Chapter is open and offering classes 1Q2014

PZ

Funding received; status reports provided
3Q2015
regularly

PZ

Project Complete; Ribbon-cutting held
10/23/2014

3Q2013

JN

1Q2014

JN

NA

PZ

NA

JN

4Q2015

JN

Façade improvement project to install signage,
windows, lighting, paint, and awning
Loan for purchase of new equipment for additional
bottling line for distillery and working capital.

Project Complete; Ribbon-cutting held
8/6/14
EDC Approved 7/7/2015, City Council
Approved 7/13. Project completed,
reimbursement issued.

Build-out funds for City-owned property in support of
Peckish opened 3/13/14
creation of restaurant at 623 Howard Street.

Seeking build-out assistance for interior space of
school.
Support following major rehabilitation of the hotel to
230,000.00 offset costs in the form of a hotel tax sharing
agreement of new incremental.
Chicago/Dempster and Main/Chicago merchants
TBD came to EDC seeking funding for larger special
service area.
N/A

Jn

1Q2015

TIF assistance for build-out at 222 Hartrey, 7B
2,500,000.00 support to Cook County Assessor, and extension of
Sales Tax Sharing Agreement.
Façade improvement funds for signage at 2430 Main
2,090.00
Street for new business.
Reimbursement for up to seven Evanston resident
21,000.00
participants who are placed in jobs.
Support of Entrepreneurship education program at
9,900.00
EPL.
Seeking funding support for entrepreneurial training
60,933.00
for early stage food businesses.
Sought funds to support build-out of black-box
165,000.00 theatre and other extraordinary construction
expenses..

Now We're Cookin' (1601 Payne St.)

1Q2015

Extension requested into summer 2015.
Looking to revise

1,980.00 Façade improvement
$17,888

JN

Façade improvement project to install new signage
and place new façade on new store space.

935.00 Façade Improvement

La Principal - 700 Main Street

4Q2016

Determined Project did not need City
funding
Margarita Inn was able to secure bank
loan without need of City tax sharing
agreement.
Public meetings are scheduled for
1Q2015

Initiative aims to create an event/series of events that
showcases products made in Evanston, that teaches Staff is working on recording videos with
young people about craeers in maufacturing, and
10 individual manufacturers.
shows appreciation for Edvanston manufacturers.
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PM

Status of Projects Appearing Before
Economic Development Committee

Le Tour de Noir

5/25/2017

Active - Project in Process

2/13/2017

Latino Business Engagement Initiative Active - Project in Process

11/18/2016

Relocation of Police Outpost

4/29/2014

Active -- Project in Process

City Council

$2,100.95

N/A

NA

Initiative aims to provide support to the Black
Business Consortium of Evanston/North Shore to
plan and execute the second annual Tour de Noir
and a business expo.

Event budget proposal was recommended
by EDC on 1/25/2017. Final approval is
pending from City Council on 02/13/2017.

PM

This initiative to identify Latinx Owned Businesses
(LOBs) to learn more about the needs of this group
and understand how to better enagage them, while at
the same time maximizing their business potential.

Held meeting on January 13, 2017. Group
is exploring projects, logo, and mission
statement. Staff will continue to support
efforts

PM

Police Outpost is in process of relocation
2Q2015
to 745 Howard Street.

JN

Staff is actively working to identify opportunity for
TBD leasing of 633 Howard Street for retail/restaurant
use.
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MONTHLY RETT REPORT FOR APRIL 2017
MAY 17, 2017
Mayor and Aldermen
Akasha Terrier, Deputy City Clerk

DATE:
TO:
FROM:

SUBJECT: RETT Report -- APRIL 2017
BUDGET 2015

$
$2,875,000
3,000,000.00

FY 2016

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Amount
119,515
83,770
222,504
207,340
342,110
419,855
328,730
349,900
199,275
405,970
421,445
313,233

FY 2017

Transactions Month
54
41
101
112
122
187
146
145
90
90
88
74

Amount

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

294,390
102,965
202,820
250,710

Transactions
65
57
104
109

Cumulative
294,390
397,355
600,175
850,885

APRIL 2017 revenues were reduced to reflect this expenditure: $0
Monthly average needed to meet budget
FY 2017 Monthly Average

$239,583
$ 250,000.00
$212,722.00
$102,640

54 exemptions @ $100 ea. = $5,400.00; CUMULATIVE $21,800.00.
There were FIVE (5) $ million sales in APRIL 2017
04/13/2017 -- 2415 LINCOLN STREET, $1,135,000.00 TAX: $5,675.00; SELLER: THERONLINE LLC; BUYER: BROWNLEE/WIGGINS
04/17/2017 -- 1214 LAKE STREET, $1,687,500.00 TAX: $8,440.00; SELLER: CHICAGO TITLE LAND TRUST; BUYER: FLYNN
04/20/2017 -- 2620 CENTRAL STREET, $3,570,000.00 TAX: $17,850.00; SELLER: SP 2620 CENTRAL LLC; BUYER: LOTUS POINT PROPERTIES LLC
04/24/2017 -- 1030 SHERIDAN ROAD, $1,900,000.00 TAX: $9,500.00; SELLER: KNEPPER; BUYER: TILLERY TRUST
04/27/2017 -- 2332 BRYANT AVENUE, $1,450,000.00 TAX: $7,250.00; SELLER: TAYLOR; BUYER: DYSKTRA

NSP2 sales = $0.00; CUMULATIVE $0.00
NSP2 purchases = $0; CUMULATIVE $0
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MONTHLY RETT REPORT FOR MAY 2017
DATE:
TO:
FROM:

JUNE 1, 2017
Mayor and Aldermen
Akasha Terrier, Deputy City Clerk

SUBJECT: RETT Report -- MAY 2017
BUDGET 2015

$2,875,000
$ 3,000,000.00

FY 2016

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Amount
119,515
83,770
222,504
207,340
342,110
419,855
328,730
349,900
199,275
405,970
421,445
313,233

FY 2017

Transactions Month
54
41
101
112
122
187
146
145
90
90
88
74

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Amount
294,390
102,965
202,820
264,815
312,620

Transactions
65
57
104
115
134

Cumulative
294,390
397,355
600,175
864,990
1,177,610

MAY 2017 revenues were reduced to reflect this expenditure: $0
Monthly average needed to meet budget
FY 2017 Monthly Average

$239,583
$ 250,000.00
$102,640
$235,522.00

72 exemptions @ $100 ea. = $7,200.00; CUMULATIVE $29,300.00.
There were FOUR (4) $ million sales in MAY 2017
05/03/2017 -- 1145 SHERIDAN, $2,450,000.00 TAX: $12,250.00; SELLER: POWERS; BUYER: CHICAGO TITLE LAND TRUST CO
05/08/2017 -- 222 DEMPSTER ST, $1,350,000.00 TAX: $6,750.00; SELLER: WHITE; BUYER: KNOHL
05/11/2017 -- 2004 HARRISON, $1,095,000.00 TAX: $5,475.00; SELLER: PAGE; BUYER: HANSER
05/17/2017 -- 1022 MICHIGAN AVE, $1,035,000.00 TAX: $5,175.00; SELLER: BORCOVER TRUST; BUYER: RYAN
05/30/2017 -- 1452-56 OAK, $6,450,000.00 TAX: $32,250.00; SELLER: CHURCHVIEW BLDG CORP; BUYER: 1452 OAK LLC
05/31/2017 -- 1930 ORRINGTON, $1,299,000.00 TAX: $6,495.00; SELLER: SEGRETI/CRIMI; BUYER: BEITER
05/31/2017 -- 731 FOREST, $1,037,500.00 TAX: $5,190.00; SELLER: SIMONIAN/JEFFRIS; BUYER: CURRY

NSP2 sales = $0.00; CUMULATIVE $0.00
NSP2 purchases = $0; CUMULATIVE $0
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